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The temperature and injection dependence of the charge-carrier lifetime in dislocation-freen-Si
is analyzed, making it possible to characterize the recombination activity of various types
of microdefects. The parameters of the primary recombination centers withA- and B-type
microdefects have been found. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!00102-1#

The main structural growth defects in dislocation-freequent cooling at a rate of 0.2–0.3 K/s!, as a result of which a
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silicon single crystals are microdefects whose type is de
mined by the conditions of growth, primarily the growth ra
V and the cooling regime~axial temperature gradientG!.1

Depending on the ratioV/G, microdefects ofA, B, C, or D
type can arise in the bulk of the crystal.2 The use of selective
etching, x-ray topography, and also electron-microscopy
made it possible to obtain information about the macrosco
distribution of such defects in crystal boules, as well as th
size, structure, and nature.2–4 However, results of studies o
the electrical properties of microdefects have been few
to a significant degree contradictory,5,6 while in fact practi-
cally nothing is known about the recombination activity
the various types of microdefects. To fill this latter gap is t
aim of the present work.

Dislocation-free single crystals ofn-type silicon with re-
sistivity r5202100V•cm were investigated, where thes
crystals were obtained by crucible-less zone melting
vacuum or in an argon atmosphere with variable growth r
V from 1 to 6 mm/min and containing by virtue of this m
crodefects of typesA, B, or D. The presence of microde
fects and their type were monitored with the help of met
lographic methods. Three groups of samples were prep
from parts of a boule grown in vacuum at different rates. T
first group consisted of crystals containing primarily typeA
microdefects~slow rate of growth!, the second—typesA and
B, and the third—typeD. The fourth group consisted o
silicon crystals grown in an argon atmosphere, in which
lective etching did not reveal any known microdefec
~‘‘defect-free’’ samples!. Using the stationary photoconduc
tivity method, the photomagnetoelectric effect, and modu
tion of the conductivity at a point contact, we measured
temperature (Tm5802400 K) and injection
@Dn/n05(131023)2(13100)# dependence of the lifetime
~t! of the nonequilibrium majority and minority charge ca
riers ~CC!. Before making the measurements, the samp
were subjected to special processing~heating to around 1000
K in an oxidizing medium for roughly 10 min with subse
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thin thermal oxide layer was created on the surface, hav
built-in positive charge,7 which eliminated surface recomb
nation of charge carriers.

Curves1–4 in Fig. 1 plot the dependence of the lifetim
t of the minority charge carriers on the inverse temperat
~a! and their injection level~b! in the investigated material
~the numbers of the curves and the groups of crystals c
cide!. Also shown~curve5! is the temperature dependence
t of the majority charge carriers~electrons!, which in the
low-temperature region (Tm,250 K) has essentially the
same character for all four groups of crystals. The obser
increase of the lifetimet of the majority charge carriers a
the temperature is lowered is evidence of the presence in
the investigated materials of sticking centers for holes
identical nature.

We note some peculiarities of the temperature and in
tion curves of the lifetimet of the minority charge carriers
First, for the crystals of the first and second groups
curves of the increasing dependence of the charge-ca
lifetime t on temperature, have characteristic segments
activational variation. Second, in these same material
stronger injection dependence oft is observed~in compari-
son with samples from the third and fourth groups!. Finally,
in the crystals of the third and fourth groupst varies mono-
tonically with temperature while in the investigated interv
of injection levels the charge-carrier lifetime remains prac
cally constant.

These dependences of the charge-carrier lifetimet on
the temperature and injection level were analyzed within
framework of the Hall–Shockley–Read model.8,9 For crys-
tals containing microdefects ofA or A and B type, it gives
the following results. The variation of the lifetimet of the
minority charge carriers with temperature forTm,200 K is
due to the temperature dependence of the capture cross
tion sp of the holes, which has the formsp;exp«p /kT,
where«p50.065 eV and«p50.045 eV for the first and sec
ond groups, respectively. Further increase oft (Tm.250 K)
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FIG. 1. Temperature~a! and injection~b! dependences of the lifetime of the minority~1–4! and majority~5! charge carriers in crystals of the first~1!, second
~2!, third ~3!, and fourth~4! group.
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the levels of the recombination centers. As calculations h
shown, in crystals withA-type microdefects recombinatio
of charge carriers goes through the level with energy posi
DEr150.41 eV, while in crystals with microdefects of type
A andB two energy levels in the temperature dependenc
t—DEr150.41 eV andDEr250.30 eV—are distinctly ob-
served. Therefore we may assume that the first of thes
associated with microdefects of typeA, and the second, with
microdefects of typeB.

Taking into account the position of the Fermi lev
~Ec20.37 eV andEc20.25 eV! at the temperatures corre
sponding to the transitions from the temperature dep
dences of sp to the activation-like dependence oft
~103/Tm53.1 and 103/Tm54.4!, we may assume that in th
investigated crystals the energy levels of the primary reco
bination centers are located in the lower half of the band g
i.e.,DEr15Ev10.41 eV andDEr25Ev10.30 eV. From the
injection dependences of the lifetimet of the minority
charge carriers measured atTm5300 K, we determined the
ratios of the hole and electron capture cross sections. It t
out that sp /sn54.5 for the samples of group 1, whil
sp /sn54.0 for those of group 2. The ratio of the captu
cross sections of the minority charge carriers (sp.sn), and
also the nature of the temperature dependence of the
capture cross sections (sp;exp«p /kT) allows one to con-
clude that in crystals containing microdefects of typeA or
types A and B, nonequilibrium charge carriers recombin
through centers negatively charged relative to the captu
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lower half of the band gap.
Microdefects ofA-type, as is well known,2,4 are disloca-

tion loops of interstitial type, the presence on which of da
gling bonds and the capture to them of charge carriers de
the recombination activity of microdefects ofA-type. Ac-
cording to our estimates, which allow for the degree of fillin
of the dangling bonds;0.01 characteristic of dislocations,10

the concentration of the charge-carrier capture centers a
ciated with type-A microdefects does not excee
101021011 cm23. Thus, the values of the defect concentr
tions have hardly any effect on the degree of compensa
of the material, but have a marked effect on recombinat
processes.

Associated with microdefects ofB type are clusters of
interstitial atoms or microparticles of a new phase compo
of atoms of residual impurities.2,3 The presence of such de
fects in the bulk of the crystal leads to the appearance
deformation stress fields, under the action of which an atm
sphere of impurities or complexes consisting of primary
combination centers in the material is formed near the
crodefects.

As for the third and fourth groups of crystals, they a
characterized by monotonic variation oft with temperature
and their very weak injection dependence cannot be
scribed within the framework of Hall–Shockley–Read r
combination statistics.8,9 Therefore we can assume that th
lifetime of the charge carriers in these crystals is limited
their diffusion to the walls with a high local recombinatio
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rate.11 In crystals of the third group, microdefects ofD-type
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can enter in the role of such sinks, while in crystals of t
fourth group~‘‘defect-free’’ silicon! shallow inclusions not
revealed by selective etching may enter in this role.12,13 The
presence of potential barriers surrounding the charge-ca
sinks, whose heights decrease with increase of the temp
ture, is the cause of the monotonic temperature depend
of t as a result of variation of the diffusion coefficient of th
charge carriers to growth defects with temperature.
Tm5300 K the potential barriers disappear andt is practi-
cally independent of the charge-carrier injection level, as
observed in experiment.

Thus, the above experimental results and their anal
allow us to come to the following conclusions about t
recombination activity of the various types of microdefe
in dislocation-freen-silicon. We have found that in sample
with microdefects of typesA andB, charge-carrier recombi
nation takes place on centers introducing acceptor en
levelsEv10.41 eV andEv10.30 eV in the lower half of the
band gap of silicon, with asymmetry of their capture cro
sectionssp /sn54.5 andsp /sn54.0, respectively. In the
crystals of the third and fourth groups the charge carr
recombine primarily on centers in an impurity or impurit
defect atmosphere near microdefects ofD type or shallow
119 Semiconductors 32 (2), February 1998
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Radiation defect formation in Ge-doped silicon as a result of low-temperature irradiation
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An investigation of the influence of germanium doping (<1 at. %) on the formation efficiency
of the main secondary radiation defects in silicon under low-temperature (T<90 K)
electron irradiation has been carried out. The significant decrease of the formation efficiency of
A andV2 centers in SîGe& is explained by assuming that the germanium atoms are
indirect recombination centers of primary radiation defects~V and I ! in Sî Ge&. © 1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00202-6#

The high probability of interaction of germanium atoms diation and after annealing of the GeV centers! are signifi-
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with vacancies (V) in silicon, and also additional interna
elastic stresses arising due to the difference in the cova
radii of the Si and Ge atoms lower the formation efficien
of the main secondary radiation defects~RD! in crystals ir-
radiated at room temperature.1–3 It is of great interest to in-
vestigate the defect formation in samples of Si^Ge& irradiated
at temperaturesT<200 K, where the nascent GeV centers
are thermally stable and their influence on the formation
secondary radiation defects should be substantial.

In this paper we report the results of an experimen
study of the radiation defect formation in Si^Ge& single crys-
tals irradiated at temperaturesT<90 K. We used Czochral
ski grown samples ofn-type silicon, undoped and Ge-dope
with concentrations 531018– 231020 cm23 and resistivity
r'25 V•cm. The oxygen concentration in the samples v
ied in the limits (7 – 8)31017 cm23; the oxygen concentra
tion did not exceed (1 – 2)31016 cm23. Irradiation was car-
ried out on a linear accelerator by 3.5-MeV electrons wit
dose of 531017– 1.231018 cm22 at T<90 K.

Figure 1 shows comparative infrared absorption spe
of Si and SîGe& in the region of theV2 andA-center bands
immediately after irradiation. As can be seen, doping of s
con by germanium leads to a significant lowering of the f
mation efficiency of theA centers and a moderate lowerin
of the formation efficiency of the divacancies; i.e., most
the irradiation-generated divacancies are captured to theV
centers.

Isochronous annealing of the investigated samples~with
durationDt515 min! shows that raising the temperature
T'200– 280 K, at which dissociation of the GeV centers
takes place, leads to a significant increase in the intensit
the absorption band of theA centers in SîGe& crystals. In
this case some increase in the intensity of the absorp
band of the divacancies is also observed~Fig. 1!. Thus, the
main part of the formation of theA centers in SîGe& occurs
not immediately after irradiation, but after annealing of t
GeV centers, when the liberated vacancies interact with
atoms of interstitial oxygen. In this case, apparently, some
the vacancies interact with each other, forming second
divacancies, which leads to an increase in the intensity of
absorption band of the divacancies.

The circumstance that the concentrations of theA cen-
ters and divacancies in Si^Ge& ~both immediately after irra-
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cantly less than in Si is worthy of note. This circumstan
makes it possible, as in Ref. 3, to assume that the Ge at
under our experimental conditions are centers of indirect
combination of primary radiation defects.

Based on this assumption, the processes of formatio
secondary radiation defects can be described with the he
a system of quasimechanical equations.

The main processes under conditions of low-tempera
electron (e2) irradiation of SîGe& are

$a% e2→I ,V,V2 , $b% Ge1V→GeV,

$c% GeV1I→Ge, $d% V1V→V2 ,

$e% V21I→V, $f% V1O→A,

$g% A1I→O, $h% V21I→V2I ,

where $a% describes processes of formation of primaryV,
V2 , and interstitial atomsI ; $b%–$h% describe the formation
of secondary radiation defects.

Taking the above processes into account, we can w
the system of quasichemical equations in the form

dNI

dt
5l112l22xgINgNI2xAINANI

2xV2INV2
NI2

NI

t I
,

dNV

dt
5l12xGeVNGeNV2xVONONV22xVVNV

2

1xV2I* NV2
NI ,

dNg

dt
5xGeVNGeNV2xgINgNI ;

dNA

dt
5xVONONV2xAINANI ,

dNV2

dt
5l21xVVNV

22xV2INV2
NI . ~1!

Here NI , NV , NV2
, and NA are the concentrations of th

defectsI , V, V2 , andA; Ng is the concentration of the GeV

1200120-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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centers;x i j is the probability for the interaction of thei - and
j -type centers;t I is the mean lifetime of the interstitial atom
relative to the remaining sinks, which are ignored in syst
~1!; l1 is the rate of formation of Frenkel’ pairs; andl2 is
the rate of formation of primary divacancies.

Note that under low-temperature irradiation of Si a
Sî Ge& both reoriented (V2) and unreoriented (V2I ) divacan-
cies ~whose infrared absorption bands coincide! are effi-
ciently formed. The equation for theV2 centers describes th
variation of their total concentration~the probability xV2I*

corresponds to process$e%, and the probabilityxV2I corre-
sponds to the sum of processes$e% and $h%!.

The assumption advanced above about the german
atoms as centers of indirect recombination of primary rad
tion defects allows us to make the following additional a
sumptions:

xGeVNGeNV@2xVVNV
2 , l1@xV2I* NV2

NI . ~2!

Invoking the quasistationary assumption (dNI /dt5dNV /
dt5dNg /dt5dNA /dt50) and assumptions~2!, we obtain
the following expressions for the equilibrium concentratio
of the secondary radiation defects under conditions of lo
temperature (T<90 K) irradiation:

Ng'
l1

2l2t IxgI

xGeVNGe

xGeVNGe1xVONO
, ~3!

NA'
l1

2l2t IxAI

xVONO

xGeVNGe1xVONO
, ~4!

NV2
'

1

2t IxV2I
H 11

xVV

l2

l1
2

~xGeVNGe1xVONO!2J . ~5!

FIG. 1. Infrared absorption spectra in the region of theV2 center andA
center for Si~a! and SîGe& ~b,c! (NGe'231020 cm23!, irradiated by elec-
trons atT<90 K. a,b—after irradiation; c—after annealing atT5300 K.
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To elucidate the dependence of the efficiencies~h! of
secondary radiation defect formation in Si^Ge& on the germa-
nium concentration, it is necessary to compare the co
sponding quantities in Si and Si^Ge&. Let
hV2

5NV2
(NGe)/NV2

(0) be the relative formation efficienc
of the divacancies in Si^Ge& ~the ratio of divacancy concen
trations in SîGe& and Si at temperaturesT<90 K!. Using
Eq. ~5! and assuming that the reaction probabilitiesx i j be-
tween thei and j centers, and also the rates of primary r
diation defect generationl1 andl2 , are identical in Si and
Sî Ge&, we can write the relative efficiency of divacancy fo
mation in SîGe& in the form

hV2
'S 11

xVV

l2

l1
2

xVO
2 NO

2 D 21

1S 11
xVV

l2

l1
2

~xGeVNGe1xVONO!2D . ~6!

To write the analogous expression for theA centers, we must
take into account the fact that the concentration of theA
centers forT<90 K is insignificant and that the process
their formation is completed atT>280 K. The concentration
of the A centers at temperaturesT>280 K is equal to the
sum of the concentration of theA centers formed atT
<90 K and the concentration of theA centers formed during
annealing of the GeV centers (T>250 K). Since the main
sink for vacancies during annealing of the GeV centers is
oxygen, we can represent the concentration of theA centers
formed during annealing of the GeV centers in the form

NA5b•Ng , ~7!

whereb is a proportionality factor (b<1) which allows for
capture of vacancies by other sinks besides oxygen at
during annealing of GeV centers, andNg is given by expres-
sion ~3!. Thus, the quantityhA5NA(NGe)/NA(0), the rela-
tive formation efficiency of theA centers in SîGe& at T
>280 K, can be represented by the expression

hA'b
xAI

xgI
1S 12b

xAI

xgI
D xVONO

xGeVNGe1xVONO
. ~8!

FIG. 2. Formation efficiency~h! of the A centers~a! andV2 centers~b! in
^Ge& plotted as a function of germanium concentration after electron i
diation atT<90 K.
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Analysis of expressions~6! and ~8! shows that the rela-
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tive formation efficiency of theA and V2 centers in SîGe&
decreases with growth of the germanium concentrat
hA}1/NGe andhV2

}1/NGe
2 for xGeVNGe@xVONO.

Figure 2 compares the experimental and theoretical
pendences of the relative formation efficiency of the m
secondary radiation defects in Si^Ge&. As can be seen from
the figure, the experimental dependences of the relative
mation efficiencies of theA centers and divacancies on th
germanium concentration demonstrate satisfactory ag
ment with the corresponding theoretical dependences u
the assumption that the germanium atoms are centers o
122 Semiconductors 32 (2), February 1998
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Diffusion doping of undoped hydrogenated amorphous silicon with tin
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The solubility of tin in undoped, hydrogenated, amorphous silicon is determined by diffusion-
doping films of this material with the radioactive isotope119mSn. The temperature
dependence of the tin solubility is described by the relation
S@cm23#5431022 exp(20.46/kT@eV#). © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!00302-0#

Kodzhaevet al.1 used the method of diffusion doping to
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determine the tin solubility in films of amorphous hydrat
silicon ~a-Si:H! doped with phosphorus during growth. I
the present work we use this same method to determine
tin solubility in undoped films ofa-Si:H.

The technology of film preparation and the diffusio
process was the same as that described in Refs. 1–3.
films were grown on silicon substrates by decomposition
monosilane in a rf glow-discharge plasma. The film thic
ness was;0.6mm, and the oxygen content of the films wa
13 at. %. A layer of the radioactive isotope119mSn sputtered
in vacuum on the film surface served as the tin source.
diffusion doping time was varied from 20 min to 20 h, an
the temperature, from 350 to 500 °C. The tin concentrat
profiles were determined by layer-by-layer radioact
analysis.1–3 As in the doped films, they consisted of thre
segments~Fig. 1!: skin layer region, a bulk region, and
transitional region~at the film–substrate boundary!. In the
skin layer and transitional region the concentration w
found to rise toward the boundary of the film due to t
decreased oxygen content in these regions;4 in the bulk re-
gion the tin is distributed uniformly. We took the concentr
tion level in the region of uniform distribution as the sol
bility.

As follows from the results shown in Fig. 2, the tin sol

FIG. 1. Typical tin concentration profiles in diffusion-dopeda-Si:H films in
the depthx. 1—near-surface region,2—transitional, 3—bulk. Diffusion
temperatureT, °C: I—400, II —500; t,: I—90, II —20.
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bility grows as the temperature is raised and its tempera
dependence is given by

S@cm23#5431022 exp~20.46/kT@eV# !.

Comparison of these results with the data of Ref.
shows that phosphorus doping lowers the solubility of tin
a-Si:H. This effect, in our view, is attributable to the fact th
phosphorus atoms, by attaching themselves to the dang
bonds in the amorphous network, reduce the number of s
the tin atoms can occupy. For the same reason, phosph
doping also lowers the tin diffusion rate ina-Si:H films.3
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the tin solubility in undopeda-Si:H
films.
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Ultrashallow p 1-n junctions in silicon „100…: electron-beam diagnostics of the surface
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Ultrashallowp1 –n junctions formed in silicon~100! under nonequilibrium impurity diffusion
conditions are analyzed by electron-beam diagnostics of the surface zone using a probe
of low- to medium-energy electrons. The energy dependence of the radiation conductivity is
investigated, along with its distribution over the area of thep1 –n junction. This procedure can be
used to determine the depth distribution~in the crystal! of the probability of separation of
electron-hole pairs by the field of thep-n junction; the experimental results show that this
distribution differs according to whether the kick-out mechanism or the dissociative
vacancy mechanism of impurity diffusion is predominant as the basis of formation of the
ultrashallowp1 –n junctions. Also reported here for the first time are the results of investigations
of the distribution of secondary point centers formed near the boundary of the ultrashallow
diffusion profile, which exert a major influence on the transport of nonequilibrium carriers. The
data obtained in the study demonstrate the possibility of improving the efficiency of
photodetectors,a-particle detectors, and solar batteries constructed on the basis of ultrashallow
p–n junctions. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00201-4#
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Recently it has been shown experimentally that
trashallow~to 10 nm! doping profiles with a sharp boundar
can be obtained in silicon single crystals by in-plane dif
sion technology making use of the entrainment of impur
levels by excess fluxes of vacancies or native interstitial
oms generated by a silicon-oxide interface.1–4 The doping
level and the spatial distribution of the injected impurity
such profiles depend on which nonequilibrium diffusi
mechanism—kick-out or the dissociative vacan
mechanism4–6—is predominant, and they are determined p
marily by the diffusion temperature and the thickness of
initial oxide.3 Here we discuss the results of an experimen
study of the influence of these factors on the properties of
resulting structures in the example of surface quantum-w
p1 –n junctions in silicon ~100!. Our choice of working
method is to probe the surface zone by low- to mediu
energy electrons7 as a means of determining the depth dis
bution ~in the crystal! of the probability of separation o
electron-hole pairs by the field of thep1 –n junction.

2. PREPARATION OF ULTRATHIN p 1 – n JUNCTIONS IN
SILICON

The basic materials used in preparing thep1 –n junc-
tions were single-crystallinen-type silicon ~100! wafers of
thickness 350mm with resistivities of 1.0V•cm, 5.0V•cm,
20V•cm, or 500V•cm. In the initial stage of the proces
both sides of the wafer were oxidized in dry oxygen
1150 °C. Windows of a desired geometry were then expo
in the oxide layer on the working side by photolithograph
and p1 –n junctions were formed in the windows by th
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intervals~4 min!. The diffusion temperature was varied du
ing the investigations~800 °C, 900 °C, and 1100 °C!, and so
was the thickness of the surface oxide, in such a way a
facilitate simulation of the conditions of the kick-out3,5,6 and
dissociative vacancy3,5 impurity diffusion mechanisms
which were induced by excess fluxes of native intersti
atoms and vacancies, respectively. The generation of prim
defects responsible for the entrainment and drag of diffus
impurity atoms was maintained at a high level during diff
sion by saturating the boron-containing gaseous phase
additional dry oxygen and chlorides. The technological cy
was terminated with the formation of ohmic contacts arou
the perimeter of the windows and on the opposite face of
wafer. The doping profiles were measured by secondary
mass spectrometry~SIMS!.3,8

3. ELECTRON-BEAM DIAGNOSTICS OF THE SURFACE
LAYERS OF SILICON SINGLE CRYSTALS

To compare the properties of the surface zones of dif
ent samples, we measured the radiation conductivity exc
in this zone by a focused electron beam, varying its ene
Ep in the interval from 0.1 keV to 3.0 keV so as to smooth
vary the probing depth from 2 nm to 250 nm~Ref. 7!. To
separate the induced current from the dark current, we
formed these measurements with sinusoidal modulation
the primary electron flux at a frequency of 1 kHz. Contr
tests using direct current confirmed that a steady-state ra
tion conductivityg is well established at such frequencie
The computer-controlled electron beam scanned the ta
surface, permitting the radiation conductivity coefficientg to

1240124-07$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics



FIG. 1. Depth (x) distributions of the boron concentrationNa ~a! and the collection functionf (x) ~b! in structures prepared atTdiff5800 °C, and examples
of distributions of the radiation conductivity coefficientg at Ep51800 eV over the surface of the same structures~c, d, respectively!. Inset~b!: one of the
experimentalg(Ep) curves.1! dSiO2

/d050.31; 2! 1.0; 3! 1.28; c! 0.31; d! 1.28. Substrate resistivity:1! 20.0V•cm; 2! 1.0V•cm; 3! 500V•cm.
be measured at uniformly spaced points, so that images of
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this surface could be obtained in excited electrons at var
energiesEp . In the case of area-inhomogeneous samples
set of raster images enabled us to pick out a working zone
the sample surface and to plot the experimentalg(Ep) curve
for it. This curve, which is related to the spectral charact
istic of the photoconductivity in a reverse-biasedp–n
junction,9 can be described by the integral equation

g~Ep!5E
0

` g~Ep ,x!

D«
f ~x!dx, ~1!

whereg(Ep ,x) is the one-dimensional distribution functio
of the specific energy losses by primary electrons with
spect to the depthx in the silicon,D« is the average energ
spent in the formation of one electron-hole pair, andf (x) is
the carrier collection function of thep–n junction7,9; this
represents the fraction of electron-hole pairs, excited a
given depthx, that are separated by the field and contrib
to the current in the external circuit.

Figure 1b shows an example of theg(Ep) curve for one
of the samples~see inset! and the form of the carrier collec
tion function reconstructed on the basis of this curve. T
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junction by definition and which completely determines
response to external ionizing radiation, depends on the c
ditions of transport and recombination of the excited carrie
In our case nonequilibrium carriers are generated for
most part directly in the charge zone of thep–n junction.
The behavior off (x) in this zone reflects the probability o
the separation of electron-hole pairs by the field of thep–n
junction. This probability is determined primarily by th
nonequilibrium carrier lifetime and the distribution of th
electric field.

4. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ULTRASHALLOW
DIFFUSION PROFILES OF BORON IN SINGLE-CRYSTALLINE
n-TYPE SILICON „100…

Figures 1–3 show the main results for samples forme
various diffusion temperaturesTdiff and thicknesses of the
oxide layer (dSiO2

). At Tdiff5800 °C diffusion takes place
primarily by the dissociative vacancy mechanism, where
boron atoms are entrained by excess fluxes of vacanc
When diffusion takes place atTdiff51100 °C, the kick-out
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es
FIG. 2. Profiles of the boron concentrationNa ~a! and the collection functionf (x) ~b! in the caseTdiff51100 °C; c, d! raster images of the surfaces of sampl
prepared at this temperature in excited electrons atEp51400 eV.1! dSiO2

/d050.31; 2! 1.0; 3! 1.28; c! 1.28; d! 0.31. Substrate resistivity:1! 500V•cm; 2!

5.0V•cm; 3! 500V•cm.
mechanism plays the dominant role. In this case impurity
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atoms diffuse by virtue of strong exchange interaction w
native interstitial silicon atoms. Finally, at intermediate te
peratures (Tdiff5900 °C) both diffusion mechanisms con
tribute about equally, where the rate of movement of
diffusion front becomes a minimum under such parity co
ditions. It is evident from the figures that the effects of e
trainment of impurity atoms by excess fluxes of native d
fects, given short diffusion times, causes the shape of
profile to depart substantially from that observed in class
diffusion. Moreover, in every case the diffusion rate depe
very strongly on the thickness of the SiO2 oxide layer previ-
ously deposited on the working and opposite~backside!
faces of the silicon wafer, because this thickness determ
which is the dominant type of excess defects. For sufficien
small values ofdSiO2

a predominant generation of interstiti
atoms is stimulated at the Si/SiO2 interface, whereas fo
large thicknesses mainly vacancies are generated.1–4 In the
figure captions the thicknesses of the oxide layer are give
relative units obtained by normalization to the thicknessd0

at which a change takes place in the type of native def
generated by the oxide surface. IfdSiO2

/d051, the backside
of the silicon substrate essentially has no influence on
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annihilation of vacancies and interstitial atoms generated
equal measure on its surface.

Doping with prevalence of the dissociative vacancy d
fusion mechanism~Fig. 1! facilitates the penetration of boro
to the lattice sites and can yield the highest impurity conc
tration inside the diffusion profile.3,5,10If the thickness of the
predeposited oxide is greater thand0 and if vacancy genera
tion prevails at the Si/SiO2 interface, the temperature and th
oxide thickness are both favorable to the propagation of
fusion, and thep–n junction is formed uniformly over the
entire area of the exposed window~Fig. 1d!. The diffusion
rate in this case is determined by the drag effect of the
coming flux of vacancies from the opposite side of the s
con wafer. As a result, the vacancy concentration grad
from the working side of the wafer becomes minimal, a
the depth of the diffusion profile does not exceed 15 nm~Fig.
1a, profile 3!. Moreover, the interaction of the opposin
fluxes results in the rapid formation of divacancies and m
complex vacancy clusters,11–13 which automatically lowers
the concentration of solitary vacancies and, accordingly
manifested in a reduction of the boron concentration ins
the diffusion profile~Fig. 1a, profile3!. The vacancy clusters
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FIG. 3. Profiles of the boron concentrationNa ~a! and the collection functionf (x) ~b! in structures prepared atTdiff5900 °C; ~c, d! raster images of the
surfaces of the same samples in excited electrons atEp51600 eV; in case~d! the sample has the standard Hall effect geometry.1! dSiO2

/d050.31; 2! 1.0;
3! 1.28; c! 1.0; d! 1.28. Substrate resistivity:1! 500V•cm; 2! 1.0V•cm; 3! 20.0V•cm.
stabilize near the boundary of the diffusion profile during the
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rapid cooldown of thep1 –n junctions from 800 °C to room
temperature. The latter event is also conducive to the ra
departure of equilibrium interstitial silicon atoms from th
region of the diffusion window as a result of the onset
low-temperature gettering conditions due to the generatio
excess vacancies.14,15All these factors impart a characterist
step profile to the collection functionf (x) calculated from
the experimentalg(Ep) curve for such structures~Fig. 1b!,
confirming the existence in the surface zone of a ‘‘de
layer’’ extending as deep as 25 nm, in which excit
electron-hole pairs do not participate in the generation of
radiation conduction current, either on account of the
tremely short lifetime or because of a potential barrier due
vacancy defects.7

For a thin initial oxide layer at the same temperature
conditions for diffusion become unfavorable, because exc
fluxes of interstitial atoms drastically reduce the steady-s
vacancy concentration near the diffusion front. Con
quently, even comparatively slight fluctuations of this co
centration induced by various random factors can sign
cantly affect the course of diffusion. In particular, for a
exposed window of sufficiently large area the differences
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defects generally produces an appreciable difference betw
the concentration profiles recorded at the center of the w
dow and near its edge. As an example, Figure 1a shows
such profile~profile 1! obtained in the immediate vicinity o
the boundary of the window. The high boron content co
firms the fact that, despite the significantly lower vacan
concentration than in the preceding case, diffusion is s
driven by the dissociative vacancy mechanism, and its rat
even somewhat higher than for a thick oxide layer. The la
consideration is more likely attributable to the fact that t
oncoming flux of vacancies from the opposite face exe
more drag on the diffusion flow than such a flux of inters
tial atoms, since the~100! direction in silicon is the one mos
favorable to vacancy motion, whereas for native intersti
atoms this role is taken by~111! ~Refs. 5 and 16!.

The electron-beam scanning of such structures
shown that over the entire energy range from 0.1 keV
3.5 keV the excited conduction current occurs only arou
the perimeter of the window, exhibiting an extremely no
uniform spatial distribution~Fig. 1c!. In this light, there is
little reason to enter into a detailed discussion of the exp
mentalg(Ep) curves for different parts of the sample, rath
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it will suffice to consider only the main qualitative conclu-
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sions of the reported measurements. First and foremos
contrast with the preceding case, an energy threshold for
onset of radiation conduction is not detected anywhere on
part of the surface where it is observed; i.e., the abo
mentioned ‘‘dead layer’’ does not exist. In addition, at hi
energies the values of the coefficientg for any part of the
surface is significantly lower than for a thick-oxide samp
and everywhere on the central part of the sample the ra
tion conductivity coefficient remains equal to zero, ev
when the probing depth is increased to 250 nm. All t
indicates a high concentration of residual defects, but they
not accumulate near the sharp boundary of the diffusion p
file as in the case of vacancy clusters and are instead dis
uted over a large depth. The nature and spatial distributio
such defects are dictated by the fact that under condit
favoring the predominant degeneration of interstitial atom
the Si/SiO2 interface, the low-temperature gettering pr
cesses proceed extremely slowly and, at the same time,
is a very high probability of formation of stable clusters,
so-called reconstructed interstices,11,13which differ from am-
photeric vacancy complexes in that they are double don
and exert a much stronger influence on the lifetime of n
equilibrium carriers. The highest concentration of the
‘‘killer’’ defects, which severely lower the nonequilibrium
carrier concentration, is formed in the region of the expo
diffusion window, where the diffusion conditions are re
dered least favorable by strong suppression of the flux
vacancies generated by the silicon/oxides interface aro
the perimeter of the window. The role of the thin, backsid
oxide layer, which generates native interstitial atoms t
penetrate the region of the working surface at the cente
the diffusion window, is strengthened in this case. The giv
process is responsible for the formation of the abo
described double donors, which has the twofold effect
shortening the nonequilibrium carrier lifetime and heav
compensating the doping acceptor impurity with the acco
panying emergence of semiinsulatingi -layers in the center o
the diffusion window.

In many respects, similar behavior is exhibited
samples prepared atTdiff5800 °C with medium thicknesse
of the initial oxide (dSiO2

5d0). SIMS analysis data~Fig. 1a,
profile 2! show that diffusion is driven by the vacanc
mechanism in this case and, as should be expected, the d
est doping profile of the dopant for the given temperature
formed without the drag exerted by oncoming fluxes of d
fects from one direction. The raster patterns of the distri
tion of the excited conductivity over the area of these str
tures have the same character as in the preceding case~Fig.
1c! and can be explained from the same principles, the o
difference being that the role of the backside in the format
of ‘‘killer’’ defects is now diminished. The main causes o
the observed strong inhomogeneity are, as before, the r
formation of stable defects on the basis of reconstructed
tive interstices and the insufficient concentration of vac
cies, whose spatial distribution is subjected to the influe
of various random factors and is minimized at the cente
the diffusion window as its dimensions increase.

We now turn to the results obtained for samples p
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concentration profiles in Fig. 2a that the average dopant c
centrations in them are an order of magnitude lower than
structures with vacancy-type impurity diffusion~Fig. 1a!.
The behavior of the depth of the profile as a function of t
oxide thickness is identical at high and low temperatur
and its causes have already been discussed. All other co
tions being equal, the depth of the high-temperature diffus
profiles is naturally greater than at low temperatures, but
change of diffusion mechanism makes the difference
tween them less than might be expected.

The rate of movement of the diffusion front under th
kick-out mechanism is determined by the diffusion coe
cient, which depends on the temperature and the conce
tion gradient of excess interstitial atoms at the working s
face and also on the total number density of such atom3

When oxide is present on both sides of the wafer, the m
favorable conditions for kick-out diffusion are encounter
when the SiO2 thicknesses are small~high concentrations!
and medium~maximum gradient!. Electron-beam probing o
the structures prepared under such conditions has sh
~Figs. 1 and 2b, curves1 and2! that the form of the collec-
tion function, which reflects the depth distribution of elect
cally active defects, is very close for the two cases in qu
tion. As in the low-temperature case, such structures
characterized by the absence of a dead layer and comp
tively low values of the collection function, even at the max
mum probing depth. This result is a consequence of the
mation of gettering microdefects during oxidation, since t
interface between the thin oxide layer and silicon is a sou
of native interstitial atoms, whose clusters represent pow
ful centers for the trapping of native point defects in all su
sequent heat treatments.14,17 The form of the distribution of
gettering microdefects in the bulk changes according
whether only the working face or both faces of the wafer
oxidized.14 In every case, nonetheless, these microdefe
vigorously trap native interstitial atoms during impurity di
fusion, thereby preventing their accumulation near
boundary of the diffusion profile and, hence, the formation
a dead layer.

Raster patterns of the distribution of the excited cond
tivity over the area of such structures, obtained for vario
energies of the primary beam, can be used to estimate
distribution of these defects in the transverse direction
well. Figure 2d shows an example of such an image fo
sample withdSiO2

/d050.31, obtained at a primary electro
energyEp51400 eV. The reduction of the radiation condu
tivity toward the center is typical of such samples and
attributable to the fact that the generation of interstices
pable of driving the nonequilibrium diffusion of boron take
place mainly at the boundary of the exposed window. D
spite the greatly accelerated penetration of the pair$boron
atom-interstice% into the crystal at high temperature, th
lower mobility of the native interstitial atom in the crysta
lographic~100! direction relative to vacancies makes it im
possible for a uniform diffusion front to be established ov
the entire area of thep–n junction during the short diffusion
time.

The situation changes when thep–n junction is formed
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at high temperature with an initially thick oxide layer. In this
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case the temperature imparts an interstitial character to
diffusion process, and the generation of vacancies is pre
lent at the Si/SiO2 interface. The excess vacancy fluxes low
the density of native interstitial atoms in the surface zo
and, as a result, decrease the rate of formation of the
wanted defects responsible for shortening the nonequilibr
carrier lifetime.4,14 This process increases the collecti
function considerably, but does not radically alter its de
distribution~Fig. 2b!. A graphic illustration of the combined
action of vacancies and interstices in this case is the cha
in the form of the raster images of the surface of the struc
~Fig. 2c!. The uniform suppression of the excited conducti
current near the boundary of the exposed window is att
utable to the rapid annihilation of vacancies continuou
generated by the boundary and of native interstitial ato
which further slows diffusion. The dimensions of the ind
cated region depends on the average vacancy diffu
length, which is much shorter atTdiff51110 °C than at low
temperatures, in particular, because of the change in
charge state of the vacancies.3,5,6

A special case is the formation ofp–n junctions under
conditions close to parity of the kick-out and dissociati
vacancy diffusion mechanisms~Fig. 3!, when the dopant can
be entrained with equal probability by excess fluxes of
cancies and interstitial atoms. The competition between th
processes decreases the total diffusion, so that for any o
thickness the resulting, very shallow~to 10 nm! diffusion
profiles have a sharp boundary and a high doping level~Fig.
3a!, which is maintained by the involvement of the vacan
mechanism. Moreover, in the course of diffusion at a
duced rate there is time for steady-state conditions to be
tablished over the entire area of the resultingp–n junction,
even at a low concentration of nonequilibrium vacanci
This situation makes it possible to obtain structures wit
surface distribution of properties that is uniform and ind
pendent of the shape of the window. As an example, Figs
and 3d show raster images of samples prepared with var
oxide thicknesses and window geometries.

The results of electron-beam probing of the structu
prepared at this temperature~Fig. 3b! show that the differ-
ences in the thicknesses of the predeposited oxide laye
manifested primarily in the spatial distribution of residu
defects in the surface zone. If the generation of excess
cancies is predominant in diffusion on the oxidized surfa
the collection function increases monotonically from zero
the surface itself to values close to unity at a depth of 250
~Fig. 3b, curve3!. A comparison with data obtained fo
samples with the same oxide at different temperatures~Figs.
1b and 2b! indicates that the concentration of secondary
cancy defects near the boundary of the diffusion profile
creases as the temperature is raised, but these defect
distributed over an ever-greater depth as a result of the t
ping of vacancies by gettering microdefects. This pheno
enon reflects the influence of temperature on gettering
cluster-forming processes in the presence of excess vac
fluxes.10–12,14,15

In the opposite case of samples having a thin, preli
nary deposited oxide layer (dSiO2

/d050.31) at the same
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atoms is preceded by a slowly moving front of excess po
defects dominated by interstitial atoms. The interaction
these defects leads to the formation of numerous stable c
ters consisting of interconnected reconstructable interst
and very small vacancy clusters,11,12,15 which are ‘‘frozen
into’’ a surface layer having a fairly sharp boundary up
termination of the diffusion process. This behavior is ind
cated by the previously discussed stepped character of
collection function~Fig. 3b, curve1!. The shallowest diffu-
sion profile can be obtained under the given conditions~Fig.
3a!, but the defect-induced dead layer has the maxim
thickness in this case (;60 nm). Essentially all the nonequ
librium carriers excited within the boundaries of this lay
participate in the induced current~Fig. 3b!, indicating that
the bulk interior is effectively purged of buried point defec
localized near gettering microdefects.

Similar processes also take place at this temperature
ing nonequilibrium diffusion in samples with an intermedia
oxide thickness, except that now the flux of point defe
near the working surface contains approximately the sa
number of interstitial atoms and vacancies. As a result
their particle recombination, the rate of formation of residu
defects is greatly reduced, significantly decreasing the th
ness of the dead layer~Fig. 3b, curve2!. Here the values of
the collection function in the bulk are somewhat lower th
in the preceding case, owing to the additional trapping
native interstitial atoms and vacancies by getters, and
interstitial atom lifetime is shortened as a result. Howev
these differences are slight. Consequently, this technolog
regime is the one that will ensure the highest efficiency
crystal photodetectors,a-particle detectors, and solar batte
ies constructed from such structures.4

5. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, our study has enabled us to further iden
the mechanisms of nonequilibrium boron diffusion in silico
~100! during the generation of native interstitial atoms a
vacancies at the silicon/oxides interface and also to de
mine the influence of these mechanisms on the forma
near the boundary of ap–n junction of secondary poin
centers, which significantly influence interstitial atom tran
port processes.
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ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SEMICONDUCTORS

ur-
Exciton characteristics of intercalated TlGaSe 2 single crystal

S. N. Mustafaeva, E. M. Kerimova, and N. Z. Gasanov

Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences of Azerbaijan, 370143 Baku, Azerbaijan
~Submitted May 12, 1996; accepted for publication June 3, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 145–147~February 1998!

It is shown that lithium-ion intercalation of TlGaSe2 single crystal leads to a shift of the exciton
peak associated with the direct edge toward longer wavelengths~DE515 meV at 5 K!. As
a result, the temperature shift of the exciton peak in TlGaSe2(]Eex/]T) decreases more than
twofold in absolute value to21.131024 eV/K at 20&T&105 K and20.2531024 eV/K
at 5&T&20 K. Lithium-ion ~Li1! intercalation of TlGaSe2 has almost no effect on the energy
position of the exciton associated with indirect transitions. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00502-X#

One of the advantages of layered semiconductors is thecrystals. This arrangement generated a flow of electric c
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possibility of their intercalation by various ions, atoms, a
molecules, which leads to changes in the interlayer inte
tion and the degree of anisotropy of the properties of th
semiconductors, and allows one to control their physi
properties.1

The aim of the present paper is to examine the influe
of lithium-ion intercalation on the exciton characteristics
layered single crystals of TlGaSe2.

TlGaSe2 single crystals were grown by the vertic
Bridgman method.1,2 The characteristics of the crystals pr
pared in this way were found to be in good agreement w
the data in the literature.3,4 The TlGaSe2 crystals were bright-
red in color and easily cleaved into wafers~thin plates! of
varying thickness. The TlGaSe2 single-crystal wafers were
intercalated using the pulling electric field method.5 This
method has been successfully used to intercalate lay
single crystals of GaSe with ions of various metals~Li, K,
Na!.5,6 Using radioisotope analysis, we determined that
ions of these metals are well implanted in the spaces betw
the layers. TlGaSe2 single crystals are ternary analogs
GaSe, and their intercalation was realized in an analog
way. As the intercalant we chose lithium ions (Li1), which
makes it possible to achieve efficient intercalation witho
damaging the TlGaSe2 single crystal, because of the rath
small ionic radius (r 50.68 Å) of the lithium ion. A single
crystal of TlGaSe2 in the form of a rectangular parallelep
ped, with a metallic~indium! electrode mounted on top, wa
placed in a glass cell with the intercalant~a 0.5-molar aque-
ous solution of LiCl! in such a way that the lower face of th
TlGaSe2 crystal, perpendicular to the layers, made cont
with the surface of the LiCl solution. The cell contained
graphite electrode located under the lower face of the sin
crystal sample. A constant voltage was applied to this s
tem: minus—to the indium electrode soldered to the en
upper surface of the sample perpendicular to the layers,
plus—to the graphite electrode. In this setup the electric fi
was directed along the layers of the TlGaSe2 crystal. Appli-
cation of the electric field caused lithium ions from the Li
solution to enter the interlayer spaces of the TlGaSe2 single
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rent through the system̂graphite electrode/aqueous LiC
solution1TlGaSe2 single crystal/metallic electrode&. The op-
timal intercalation regime was provided by current densit
j and intercalation timest, for which the degree of interca
lation j t was 15– 20 C/cm2 ~Ref. 1!. Results of a combined
study of the electrical, photoelectric, and x-ray dosimet
characteristics of lithium-intercalated single crystals
TlGaSe2 indicated1 that intercalation increases the degree
anisotropy of the electrical, photoelectrical, and x-ray co
ductivity, and that this in turn is due to a change in t
interlayer interaction brought about by the presence
lithium ions between the layers.

Studies of the exciton spectra of TlGaSe2 samples were
performed on a special setup for combined studies of
optical and photoelectric spectra of semiconducting crys
by modulation spectroscopy. The setup is based on the
versal spectral calculational complex KSVU-6M, whic
makes it possible to automate the recording and mathem
cal processing of the spectra. A wide temperature range
the measurements was achieved with the help of an op
helium cryostat of the type UTREKS with a temperatu
stabilization system~the stabilization accuracy was 0.02 K!.
Optical measurements were performed in the tempera
range 5–120 K.

We distinguished both a high- and a low-energy excit
band in the absorption spectra of TlGaSe2 single crystals.
The high-energy absorption peak is due to an exciton a
ciated with the direct band gap, and the low-energy pea
due to an exciton associated with the indirect band gap.

Figure 1 plots absorption spectra of TlGaSe2^Li1& single
crystal at different temperatures. In these spectra the l
was directed perpendicular to the cleavage plane of
single crystal; the thickness of the TlGaSe2^Li1& sample was
L518mm. At all temperatures the high-energy exciton a
sorption band, whose maximum shifts toward higher en
gies as the temperature is lowered from 105 to 10 K,
clearly visible.

Curve 2 in Fig. 2 plots the temperature dependence
the position of the maximum of the high-energy exciton a

1310131-02$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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sorption band in the spectrum of a single crystal
TlGaSe2^Li1&. For comparison, curve1 plots the correspond
ing temperature dependence for a single crystal of n
intercalated TlGaSe2 of the same thicknessL518mm. Note
that the high-energy exciton in the absorption spectra
TlGaSe2 single crystals appears in the temperature ra
5–90 K, while in single crystals of TlGaSe2^Li1& it is seen in
a wider temperature range from 5 to 110 K. The ene
position of the ground state of the direct exciton in TlGaS2

shifts from 2.3820 to 2.3937 eV as the temperature is lo

FIG. 1. Absorption coefficienta spectra in TlGaSe2^Li1& single crystal at
various temperaturesT, K: 1—10, 2—35, 3—45, 4—75, 5—95, 6—105.
L518mm.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the energy position of the maximu
the high-energy exciton absorption band in TlGaSe2 single crystal before~1!
and after~2! intercalation with Li1 ions.L518mm.
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ered from 90 to 10 K. The temperature shift of the hig
energy exciton peak in TlGaSe2 is
]Eex/]T52231024 eV/K in the temperature interval 20
<T<90 K and20.531024 eV/K in the temperature inter
val 5<T<20 K. As a result of intercalation, the temperatu
shift of this exciton peak decreases almost twofold in ab
lute value to]Eex/]T521.131024 eV/K in the tempera-
ture interval 20<T<105 K and20.2531024 eV/K in the
temperature interval 5<T<20 K.

The above experimental results show that Li1 ion inter-
calation of TlGaSe2 single crystals shifts the energy positio
of the exciton absorption peak associated with the dir
edge toward longer wavelengths~e.g., at 5 K the shift is
DE515 meV!. The energy position of the exciton associat
with the indirect edge in the absorption spectrum of TlGaS2

did not undergo any substantial changes as a result of in
calation. Figure 3 plots the temperature dependence of
energy position of the low-energy exciton peak for no
intercalated~curve 1! lithium-intercalated~curve 2! single
crystals of TlGaSe2, 100mm in thickness. It can be seen th
in a TlGaSe2 single crystal the band with which the high
energy exciton is associated is more sensitive to change
the interlayer interaction than the band with which the lo
energy exciton is associated.

Thus we may conclude that lithium-ion intercalation
TlGaSe2 single crystals leads to a change in its excit
characteristics—the energy position of the exciton abso
tion peak, which is associated with the direct edge, and
temperature shift, i.e., it makes it possible to control the
tical parameters of TlGaSe2 single crystals.

We are deeply grateful to Prof. F. M. Gashimzade fo
discussion of the results of this work and for valuable advi

1S. N. Mustafaeva, Neorg. Mater.30, 1033~1994!.
2S. N. Mustafaeva, S. D. Mamedbe�li, and I. A. Mamedbe�li, Neorg. Mater.
30, 626 ~1994!.

3T. J. Isaacs and J. D. Feichther, J. Solid State Chem.14, 260 ~1975!.
4D. Müller and H. Hahn, Z. Anorg. Allg. Chem.438, 258 ~1978!.
5I. I. Grigochak, Z. D. Kovalyuk, and S. P. Yurtsenyuk, Neorg. Mater.17,
412 ~1981!.

6S. D. Kovalyuk, A. I. Seredyuk, and K. D. Tovstyuk, Ukr. Fiz. Zh.27,
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Translated by Paul F. Schippnick
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the energy position of the l
temperature exciton peak for a non-intercalated~1! and an intercalated~with
Li1 ions! single crystal of TlGaSe2 ~2!. L5100mm.
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Deformation potentials of the G„000… band extrema in CdGa 2S4
T. G. Kerimova, Sh. S. Mamedov, and I. A. Mamedova

Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences of Azerbaijan, 370143 Baku, Azerbaijan
~Submitted February 3, 1997; accepted for publication June 7, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 148–150~February 1998!

For the ternary compound CdGa2S4 the values of the contributions to the temperature coefficient
of the absorption edge due to lattice dilatation (dE/dT)L and the electron–phonon
interaction (dE/dT)eph are found. The deformation potentials of the bottom of the conduction
band~12.3 eV! and top of the valence band (210.9 eV) are calculated. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00602-4#

The semiconductor compounds II-III-VI that crystallize
2
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in the space groupS4 have been investigated only relative
recently. The most studied among them are CdGa2S4 and
CdGa2Se. For these compounds a band structure has b
constructed explaining the polarization dependence of
optical spectra in the region of the intrinsic absorption edg1

The valence band of CdGa2S4 at theG~000! point consists of
two subbands (G31G4)v and G2

v , split by the crystal field
while the bottom of the conduction band is formed by t
stateG1

c in an electric fieldEic, wherec is the direction of
the tetragonal axis.

In addition, studies of the energy spectrum of semic
ductors subjected to external perturbations~temperature,
pressure, etc.! give additional information about the energ
spectrum. Thus, studies of the intrinsic absorption edge
various temperatures of CdGa2S4 crystals subjected to
uniaxial pressure2,3 yielded very interesting results. The pre
sure dependences are identical in magnitude and oppos
sign (dE/dP568.631029 eV/Pa) for application of pres
sure parallel and perpendicular to the tetragonalc axis.2 The
intrinsic absorption edge is shifted according to a linear la
In the interval 1052300 K (dE/dB)'525.331024 eV/K
~for E'c! and (dE/dT) i525.131024 eV/K ~for Eic!. In
the temperature interval 802100 K the temperature shift co
efficients take positive values.3

In general, two factors contribute to the temperature s
of the intrinsic absorption edge: the electron–phonon in
action (dE/dT)eph and the lattice deformation (dE/dT)L

~Ref. 4!. The part describing the electron–phonon interact
has the form

S dE

dTD
eph

5
8

9p S 3

4p D 1/3

~kBV2/3/\Mv2!~mhch
21mece

2!

~1!

and the part describing lattice dilatation has the form

S dE

dTD
L

52aL~ce1ch!. ~2!

In expressions ~1! and ~2! M518.87310222 g and
V53.34310222 cm23 are the mass and volume of the un
cell, respectively,v is the sound velocity in the materia
equal to (kBuD /\)(V1/6p2)1/3, and uD is the Debye tem-
perature, which is equal to 173 K~Ref. 5!. The volume per
atom isV152.246310223 cm23. From known values ofuD
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aL is the linear lattice dilatation coefficient,me andmh are
the effective masses of the bottom of the conduction b
and the top of the valence band, andce andch are the defor-
mation potentials of the bottom of the conduction band a
the top of the valence band, respectively. Solving the sys
of equations~1! and~2! for known values of (dE/dT)eph and
(dE/dT)L , we can estimate the deformation potentials of t
band extrema in CdGa2S4.

The temperature shift coefficient (dE/dT)L of the intrin-
sic absorption edge is related to the baric coefficientdE/dP
as follows:

S dE

dTD
L

523
aL

k

dE

dP
, ~3!

where k is the compressibility. To estimat
aL5(2aa1ac)/3 we took the values of the dilatation coe
ficients aa57.531026 K21 and ac58.531026 K21 from
Ref. 6.

Unfortunately, the value of the compressibility o
CdGa2S4 is not given in the literature. Therefore, we cho
this parameter by analyzing the values of the compressib
for ternary compounds. From the data in Table I it can
seen that the compressibility for ternary compounds varie
the limits (1.523.3)310211 Pa21. Therefore, we chose th
compressibility for CdGa2S4 to be equal
to 2310211 Pa21. The pressure coefficientdE/dP58.6
31026 eV/Pa was taken from Ref. 2. For the lattice defo
mation we obtained the value (dE/dT)L51.0131022 eV/K.
Subtracting from the total shift of the absorption edge
fraction associated with lattice dilatation, we determined
contribution associated with the electron–phonon interac
(dE/dT)eph52106.331024 eV/K. Substituting the values
for (dE/dT)L and (dE/dT)eph into expressions~1! and ~2!
and solving this system of equations, we obtain estimates
the deformation potentials of the bottom of the conduct
band and the top of the valence band. For the effective m
of the electrons of the bottom of the conduction bandG1

c and
of the top of the valence bandG2

v we used the values9

ml* 5~me
'!2/3~ml

i
!1/350.203m0 ,

mh* 5~mh
'!2/3~mh

i
!1/350.664m0 ,

1330133-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I.
where ml
'50.198m0 , ml

i
50.214m0 , mh

i
50.381m0 , and

mh
'50.77m0 .

Solving the system of equations~1! and ~2! for the de-
formation potentials, we obtain the valuescl5351 eV and
ch5319 eV for P'c, but for Pic this system of equation
does not have a solution. It should be noted that for
deformation potentials of the band extrema we obtained v
exaggerated values, in contrast to the isoelectronic ana
CuInSe2 (ce59.48 eV, cn57.78 eV! and AgInTe2
~ce5211.08 eV, cn58.82 eV!.10 This apparently stems
from the fact that the pressure coefficients for the isotro
point for Pic and P'c have large values.2 They differ by
almost two orders of magnitude from the pressure coe
cients of the isoelectronic analogs and do not describe a
of the intrinsic absorption edge with pressure since the
tropic point forl54900 Å ~2.53 eV! is located in a longer-
wavelength region of the spectrum than the optical tran
tions A8, B8,C8 ~equal to 2.95, 3.23, 3.34 eV atT5300 K,
respectively!.1

Since the isoelectronic analog of CdGa2S4 is ZnGeP2,
we can assume that the pressure coefficients of their b
extrema are similar. Using the values of the press
coefficients11 dE/dP521.91310211 eV/Pa for theA8 tran-
sitions,dE/dP521.87310211 eV/Pa for theB8 transitions,
and dE/dP521.87310211 eV/Pa for theC8 transitions,
we obtain for the temperature shift of the edge associa
with lattice dilatation the value
(dE/dT)L52.4431024 eV/K, and for the edge associate
with the electron–phonon interactio
(dE/dT)525.3431024 eV/K. Solution of the system o
equations~1! and~2! gives for the deformation potentials th
values cl512.3 eV, ch5210.9 eV and cl5210.2 eV,
ch511.6 eV. Since the conditionucl u.uchu must be
satisfied,7 we chose the first pair of values. Because of
absence of data for the effective masses in the (G31G4)v

states, the calculated deformation potentials pertain to theG2
v

andG1
c states of the top of the valence band and the bot

of the conduction band, respectively.
Using the values of the deformation potentials, let

attempt to determine how the band extrema shift when p
sure is applied parallel and perpendicular to the tetragonc
axis. According to Ref. 2, application of pressure paralle
thec axis (Pic) increases, the tetragonal compression, eq
to 22c/a, which leads to an increase in the crystal-fie
splitting. The width of the band gap also increases at
same time.2 It is well known that when the deformation po
tentials of the states of the bottom of the conduction ba
and the top of the valence band have different signs,

Compound

Coefficient
of compressibilityk,

10211 Pa21 Reference

CuInSe2 2.3 Ref. 7
CdGeAs2 1.43 Ref. 8
AgGaS2 1.51 Ref. 8
HgIn2Te4 3.33 Ref. 8
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bands shift in the same direction.7 To increase the width of
the band gap, the band extrema must shift upward~Fig. 1a!.
Due to the absence of values for the effective masses for
valence-band states (G31G4)v we were not able to estimat
the value of the deformation potential for this band. Ho
ever, analyzing the behavior of the band extrema under p
sure, it is possible to estimate the value of the deformat
potential for (G31G4)v. Since the crystal-field splitting in-
creases when pressure is applied parallel to thec axis, this is
possible only if the deformation potential of the (G31G4)v

state is larger than that of theG2 state of the valence ban
~Fig. 1a!.

When pressure is applied perpendicular to thec axis
(P'c), the crystal-field splitting decreases since the tetra
nal compression 22c/a decreases. In this case the width
the band gap also decreases. This is possible if the b
extrema shift downward~Fig. 1b!.

In recent years band-edge deformation potentials
semiconductors have also been determined from the t
perature dependence of the shift of the intrinsic absorp
edge according to the technique of Manoogian and Lecler12

According to Ref. 12, the temperature dependence of
absorption edge shift in semiconductors is described by
expression

E~0!2E~T!5UTx1Vw@coth~w/2T!21#, ~4!

whereU, V, w, andx are parameters which are independe
of temperature. In this expression the quantityU describes
lattice dilatation,V is the electron–phonon interaction, andw
is a parameter having the dimensions of temperature. S
two factors contribute to the temperature shift of the abso
tion edge~lattice dilatation and the electron–phonon intera
tion!, in the Manoogian–Leclerc technique the part descr
ing the electron–phonon interaction can be represented in
form

S dE

dTD
eph

52
Vw2

2T2 csch2S w

2TD , ~5!

and the part describing lattice dilatation can be represente
the form

FIG. 1. Movement of bands in CdGa2S4 subjected to uniaxial pressure: a—
Pic, b—P'c.
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dTD
L

52xUTx21. ~6!

Assuming thatw/2T,p ~this condition is satisfied for a
number of semiconductors10,12,13! and expanding csch(w/2T)
in a series aboutx51, we obtain dE/dT52(U12V).
Since the shift due to the lattice deformation
(dE/dT)L52U522.4431025 eV/K for x51, we obtain
for V the value 2.731024 eV/K. Substituting these param
eters in Eq.~4! and varyingE0 andw, we fit Eq. ~4! by the
least squares method to the experimental depend
Eg5 f (T) ~Fig. 2!. The accuracy of the fit is roughly 0.2%

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the absorption edge shift in CdG2S4.
Dashed curve—experiment,3 solid curve—calculated by the method of Re
12; parameters:U522.4431025 eV/K, V52.731024 eV/K, w5360 K,
E(0)53.51 eV.
135 Semiconductors 32 (2), February 1998
ce

above describe the temperature dependence of the absor
edge shift in CdGa2S4.
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Optical spectra of microcrystals of the layered semiconductor PbI 2 grown in glass

Ra-
matrices
A. S. Ablitsova, V. F. Agekyan, and A. Yu. Serov

Scientific-Research Institute of Physics, St. Petersburg State University, 198904 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted May 29, 1997; accepted for publication June 7, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 151–154~February 1998!

The transmittance, luminescence, and Raman spectra in PbI2 microcrystals of 2H polytype,
grown in the voids of alkali-borosilicate glasses~void dimensions 4–30 nm!, are investigated.
Depending on the conditions of growth, the exciton states of the microcrystalline systems
were found to shift toward higher energies by 35–60 meV relative to the free exciton energy in
bulk single crystals as a result of the quantum-well effect. The resonant Raman spectra of
PbI2 microcrystals exhibit not only the conventional Raman componentA1g , but also components
associated with the appearance of theEu andA2u optical phonons and the two-phonon
processes. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00702-9#

Semiconducting microcrystals have been the object of We investigated the transmission, luminescence, and
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intense study for a decade already. The motivation for
interest is the size-related properties of these structures
the possibility of their practical application.

The most widely employed method of growing micro
rystalline structures is by imbedding the semiconductor in
insulating matrix such as some polymer or glass or ot
system. Recently the ion exchange method was used to
tain PbI2 microcrystals in a polymer matrix, allowing the
optical and magneto-optical properties to be studied.1,2

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In the present work we have examined PbI2 microcrys-
tals grown in the voids of a glassy matrix. Microporo
alkali-borosilicate glasses with void dimensions in the ran
25–30 nm~type 1!, 14–20 nm~type 2!, and 4–10 nm~type
3! serve as the matrix for the PbI2 microcrystals. According
to the data in the literature,3 in the glasses we studied th
void volume can reach 20–30% of the total volume of t
matrix. We used two techniques to imbed the semicondu
in the glassy matrix: sublimation in vacuum and precipitat
from solution.

To obtain samples by sublimation, the porous glass w
first annealed in air atT5200 °C. Then the matrix, togethe
with powdered lead iodide, was placed in a quartz c
which was sealed off and evacuated. The sublimation p
cess lasted from 2 to 8 h at 290 °C; thecell was then slowly
cooled. The optical density of the samples was regulated
the amount of material placed in the cell and by the tempe
ture.

To obtain samples by precipitation from solution, t
porous glass was submerged in a saturated aqueous so
of PbI2 at 100 °C, then taken out of the solution and cool
The solubility of lead iodide increases sevenfold in the te
perature range from 20 to 100 °C, approaching 0.4 g
100 g water at 100 °C. Because of this procedure, microc
tals were formed inside the voids upon cooling the sam
The samples were then dehydrated. When necessary, th
tical density of the samples was increased by repeating
above procedure.
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man spectra of the synthesized samples. For the meas
ments we used an experimental setup based on a DF
diffraction spectrometer with reciprocal linear dispersion 0
nm/mm. The Raman spectra were obtained in 180° ge
etry. To excite scattering and luminescence, we used
488-nm~2.54-eV! and 476.5-nm~2.6-eV! lines of an LG-502
argon-ion laser.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the transmission spectra of porous glasses with P2

grown by sublimation, we were not able to observe the
citon spectrum. This is possible because highly strained
crocrystals are formed on the surface of the voids dur
growth at lower vapor density. The electric fields caused
these strains destroy the free exciton. As a result, a struct
less edge is observed in the transmission spectrum.

In the low-temperature (T577 K) transmission spectra
of the porous glasses of the above-indicated three types,
taining PbI2 microcrystals precipitated from solution, pec
liarities associated with the appearance of a free exciton
observed~Fig. 1!. The longest-wavelength exciton peak wi
energy position of the maximumEex52.505 eV was ob-
served in a type-1 matrix. Comparison with the reflecti
spectra of PbI2 bulk single crystals grown from the sam
solution allows us to conclude that comparatively large P2

crystals are formed in the type-1 matrix. The exciton ene
in these crystals coincides with the exciton energy in a P2

bulk single crystal of 2H polytype.
In the microcrystals grown in the type-2 matrix the e

citon band is significantly broadened in comparison with
previous case and shifted toward shorter wavelengths r
tive to the position of the exciton in bulk crystals.

In type-3 matrices we were able to obtain the larg
shift of the exciton peak toward shorter wavelengths.
these samples the exciton half-width was less than in th
type-2 matrices, but greater than in those of type 1.

Of greatest interest are the microcrystals grown in typ
matrices. The magnitude of the exciton short-wavelen
shift in type-3 matrices depends on the concentration of

1360136-04$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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solution in which the microcrystals were grown. Figure
shows transmission spectra obtained at 77 K in microcrys
line samples. Depending on the conditions of synthesis
type-3 matrices, we were able to obtain an exciton struc
shifted relative to the exciton in the bulk-crystal spectrum
35 to 60 meV.

When the temperature is raised to room temperature,
exciton minima shift toward lower energies by 0.08 e
When the samples were cooled from 77 to 4.2 K, neithe
noticeable shift nor any narrowing of the exciton peaks w
observed~Fig. 3!. Obviously, the half-width of the exciton
minimum in this temperature interval is associated with
size dispersion of the microcrystals; i.e., it is determined
inhomogeneous broadening.

In the luminescence spectra of the as-grown samples
observed a band whose maximum coincides with the m
mum of the transmission spectrum, which allows us to id
tify it as the emission of a free exciton. The free-excit
luminescence intensity fell rapidly during the course of t
experiment. Apparently, optical excitation of the lead iodi
microcrystals initiates the formation on their surface of d
fects that localize the excitons. In samples stored for sev
hours in air the free-exciton emission is also completely
graded, and in the luminescence spectra at 77 K we obse

FIG. 1. Transmission spectra of PbI2 microcrystals grown in the voids o
three types of glassy matrices. Void dimensions 25–30~1!, 14–20~2!, 4–10
nm ~3!. T577 K.

FIG. 2. Transmission spectra of PbI2 microcrystals (T577 K), grown in the
voids of glassy type-3 matrices under various conditions~in case1 the
solution temperature was higher!.
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a band which shifted in various samples toward longer wa
lengths by 15–25 meV relative to the free exciton energy

As the temperature is lowered from 77 to 4.2 K, t
luminescence band of the localized exciton is shifted tow
still lower energies and becomes highly asymmetric~Fig. 4!.
Aging of the samples is most likely a function of changes
the surface properties of the microcrystals; i.e., a poten
well which localizes the excitons is formed on the surfa
These changes are accelerated by photophysical and p
chemical processes.

The spread in the exciton energies in PbI2 microcrystals
imbedded in type-3 matrices depends on the quantum-
effect. Estimates show that as a result of its low solubili
less than ten molecules of PbI2 are dissolved per void in
voids with linear dimension 10 nm at 100 °C. This allows
to draw the following conclusions about the formatio
mechanism of the microcrystals:

—active diffusion of PbI2 takes place during the growt
process;

—the number of crystallization centers is small.
Attention is drawn to the fact that repeating the micro

rystal growth cycle in the same matrix does not shift t
position of the exciton minimum—it only increases the o
tical density of the sample. Thus, during the growth proc
either the crystals do not grow in size or the increase in s

FIG. 3. Absorption spectra of PbI2 microcrystals at various temperature
grown in the voids of glassy type-3 matrices.T5300 ~1!, 77 ~2!, 4 K ~3!.

FIG. 4. Exciton luminescence spectra and absorption spectrum of PbI2 mi-
crocrystals grown in the voids of a glassy type-3 matrix:1—luminescence
of an as-grown sample atT577 K; 2 and 3—luminescence of a relaxed
sample atT577 and 4 K; the dotted curve represents the absorption sp
trum atT577 K.
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TABLE I. Relation between the thicknessL of a microcrystalline PbI2 film
and the quantum-well shift of the exciton maximumDE according to Eq.~1!

in
does not have a substantial effect on the exciton spectra
layered crystals the growth rate for the direction in the pla
of the layer differs markedly from that perpendicular to it.
view of this circumstance, it is natural to assume that
thickness of the crystals growing in the voids is significan
less than their dimensions in the layer plane; i.e., thin is
films are formed. In this case the quantum-well shift depe
mainly on the thickness of the crystal, and the limitation
the area of the films by the void dimensions has a diminis
effect on the energy shift of the excitons. Such a conclus
is supported by the particular features of the Raman spe
in the structures which we have grown. The phonon ener
coincides with the phonon energies of PbI2 bulk crystals of
2H polytype.

Under specially chosen conditions of synthesis we gr
samples in which the energy of the exciton transition is 2
eV, i.e., it coincides with the energy of one of the argon-i
laser lines. Such conditions give rise to the excitation
Raman scattering~Fig. 5!, which clearly reveals the vibra
tional structure characteristic of the 2H polytype.

A narrow line is observed in the Raman spectrum, wh
is offset from the exciting line by 98 cm21 and which corre-
sponds to the totally symmetric vibrationA1g ~Ref. 4!. Other
features of the Raman spectrum, absent in the nonreson
spectra, belong to the polar vibrationsEu andA2u . The sig-
nificant broadening of the structure, which is associated w
polar phonons, is governed by the decay and strong ang
dispersion of the energy of the polar phonons.

It is well known that theEu andA2u phonons are polar
ized parallel and perpendicular to the hexagonalZ axis,
respectively,4 and for an arbitrary direction a mixed wav
propagates in the crystal.5 For this wave the dielectric con
stant at frequencyv is given by the following expression~if
the conditionv@v1t is satisfied and if the attenuation an
spatial dispersion are disregarded!:

«0~v!5F cos2 c

«0'F11
v l t'

v0'2v G 1
sin2 c

«0iF11
v l t i

v0i2vG G
21

.

Herec is the angle between theZ axis and the direction o

FIG. 5. Resonant Raman scattering spectrum in PbI2 microcrystals grown in
the voids of a type-3 matrix. The energy of the 2.54-eV exciting line co
cides with the exciton energy. Frequencies of theA1g , A2u (LO), andEu

(TO) phonons are shown.T577 K.
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propagation of the phonon,v l t' and v l t i are the values of
the longitudinal-transverse splitting of theA2u and Eu

phonons, respectively,«0' and«0i are the phonon dielectric
constants, andv is the current frequency.

As the anglec varies from 0° to 90°, the poles of«0 ~the
transverse frequencies of the mixed wave! shift from v ti to
v r' and fromv l to v l i . Thus, regions should appear in th
Raman spectrum of the reoriented system of microcrys
from v ti (59 cm21) to v t' (88 cm21) and from v l'

(97 cm21) to v l i (112 cm21) when the density of states i
taken into account.

It is clear from Fig. 5 that the features in the experime
tal first-order Raman spectrum are found in precisely th
energy intervals and that the polar phonons also show u
the second-order Raman spectrum.

The Raman spectrum of microcrystals grown in a type
matrix is similar to the one described above, but has low
intensity. We were not able to record the resonant Ram
spectrum for excitation by the 2.54-eV line in a type-1 m
trix.

Since according to our thinking microcrystalline film
grow in the voids, it is natural to estimate their thickne
using the model of a two-dimensional quantum well w
infinite barriers. It is well known6 that in this case the
quantum-size shift of the exciton level~without allowing for
changes in the binding energy! is given by

DE5
h2n2

2mL2 , ~1!

wherem is the reduced mass of the carriers,L is the thick-
ness of the quantum well,h is Planck’s constant, andn is the
principal quantum number.

In the case of PbI2 the estimate of the energy shift i
complicated by the scatter in the available data on the ef
tive hole and electron masses.7–9 The calculations are there
fore assumed to be rough estimates. After analyzing
available data we come to the conclusion that the most r
able values of the effective hole and electron masses for
direction parallel to the Z axis are mh51.1m0 and
me51.25m0 .

In this case the experimental values of the quantum-s
shifts allow us to conclude that the thickness of the le
iodide crystals is 4–6 monolayers~see Table I!.

Thus, the application of spectroscopic methods make
possible to determine the dimensions of lead iodide crys
grown in a porous glassy matrix by precipitation from
aqueous solution.

for mh51.1m0 andme51.25m0 .

L, nm Number of PbI2 layers DE, meV

2.1 3 123
2.8 3 69
3.5 5 44
4.2 6 31
4.9 7 23

-
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Excited states of chalcogen ions in germanium

m.
A. Yu. Ushakov, R. M. Shterengas, L. M. Shterengas, and N. B. Radchuk

St. Petersburg State Technical University, 195251 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted July 26, 1997; accepted for publication July 31, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 155–158~February 1998!

The energy spectra of chalcogen impurities in germanium are studied by photoconductivity,
optical absorption, and photoluminescence. The previously found excited states of these impurities
are identified. The observed excited states of tellurium (Te1) and selenium (Se1) ions are
shown to be associated with theG andL points of the germanium Brillouin zone, respectively.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00802-3#

Chalcogens, which have two more valence electronsformed on a spectrometer with a grating of 200 rulings/m
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than the atoms of the main lattice, behave in germanium
deep, doubly charged, donor substitution impurities,1 which
create two levels in the band gap corresponding to the n
tral state and singly positively charged state of the chalco
atom. Studies on the energy spectrum of chalcogens in
manium are few in number.2–6 Most of the attention in the
literature is given to the ground states of these impurit
Less studied are their excited states, a study of which wo
be of unquestioned interest, since in contrast to the d
ground states the effective mass approximation applie
them. Only the results of Grimmeisset al.,5,6 who observed
excited states of neutral atoms of sulfur, selenium, and te
rium in germanium, are known. For singly positive
charged atoms, those researchers5 present data only for the
selenium ion. However, in their own words identification
the states was hindered by the poor resolution of the st
ture in the spectrum. We have detected for the first ti
excited states of ions of sulfur, selenium, and tellurium
germanium in studies employing optical and photoelec
methods.7,8 In later studies, by examining samples with d
ferent degrees of compensation we confirmed that the
served resonance peaks in the spectra are associated
transitions to the excited states of the tellurium ion,9 and
sulfur and selenium ions,10 and also refined the energy spe
tra of the impurity states created in germanium by chal
gens. We also detected photoluminescence with participa
of selenium and tellurium ions.11 In the present paper w
identify the excited states of selenium and tellurium, just
associating the excited states of these impurities with var
points of the germanium Brillouin zone, and propose an
planation for the substantially different contribution to t
photoconductivity spectra of selenium and tellurium impu
ties allowing for all of the results obtained.

Samples for study were prepared by recrystallization
evacuated cells in a gradient furnace with subsequent r
quenching to prevent the liberation of the chalcogen in
form of electrically inactive complexes. To control th
charge state of the doubly charged chalcogen donor imp
ties, as the starting material we used germanium withp-type
conductivity, doped with the shallow acceptor impurity, g
lium, in different concentrations from 731013 to
231015 cm23. The electrical parameters of the samples w
monitored by the Hall effect. Optical and photoelectric me
surements in the energy range 240–500 meV were
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For the lower-energy region we used a grating of 50 lin
mm. Most of the measurements were performed at temp
tures near 54 and 77 K. Photoluminescence was excited
pulsed xenon lamp.

Our photoelectric and optical measurements7,9 show that
the energy gaps between the donor levels created by t
rium in the germanium band gap and by the bottom of
conduction band are 95 and 280 meV for the tellurium at
(Te0) and tellurium ion (Te1), respectively, which agree
with the known data of other authors.2,5 In addition, in a
certain interval of values of the degree of compensatiok
(k5NGa/Nch, whereNGa is the gallium concentration an
Nch is the chalcogen concentration!, against the background
of the ordinary impurity photoconductivity we detected t
maximum of the photoelectric effect at 375 meV. Figure
shows the photoconductivity spectrum of a Ge:Te sam
with degree of compensationk.1 at 77 K. The narrow peak
width, of the order ofkT at half-maximum, indicates that thi
feature in the spectrum is due to transitions to the exc
state. What is unusual about the observed results is tha
transition to the excited state is observed against the b
ground of the continuous spectrum, i.e., it takes place
energies greater than the depth of the impurity st
~280 meV!, whereas conventional excited states are locali
in the region of lower energies.

To analyze the nature of the observed feature, we inv
tigated a number of samples with different charge states
tellurium at different temperatures.9 The temperature was
lowered by outpumping nitrogen vapor. The resulting te
perature drop was accompanied by a growth of the amplit
and narrowing of the peak, and also by its shift towa
higher energies, which corresponds to a negative tempera
coefficient of variation of the width of the germanium ban
gap. At liquid-nitrogen temperature, the level correspond
to neutral tellurium Te0 ~with ionization energy 95 eV! is
ionized, and photoconductivity begins at 280 meV. As t
temperature is lowered below 77 K in samples with lo
compensation (k,0.1), the upper level fills up and the pho
toelectric effect begins at 95 meV. Fork52 the peak is
absent at all temperatures and photoconductivity begin
450 meV, which corresponds to transitions from the valen
band to the tellurium ion level (Te1). The relative magni-
tude of the peak turns out to be maximum fork.1 and
exceeds the background level by roughly an order of mag

1400140-04$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tude. Thus, the amplitude of the peak is proportional to
number of tellurium ions, which is determined by the deg
of compensation and by change in the temperature.

The optical absorption spectra are similar to the spec
dependences of the photoconductivity and have their m
mum at the same energy 375 meV. The absorption c
section in the region of the maximum, calculated from t
spectrum, grows by an order of magnitude and reache
value of;10215 cm2. The maximum value of the absorptio
coefficient was observed in samples withk.1. All of these
data, taken together, allow us to assign the observed fea
in the photoconductivity spectrum to transitions to the e
cited state of the tellurium ions.

Figure 2 shows an energy diagram of states of telluri
in germanium. Numerical values are shown for liqui
nitrogen temperature. Since Te creates deep energy leve
Ge, the tellurium electrons are strongly spatially localiz
The great depth of both ground states of tellurium in germ

FIG. 1. Photoconductivity spectrum of Ge:Te at 77 K,k.1.

FIG. 2. Energy level diagram of tellurium impurity states in germanium
77 K. The arrow indicates the transition of an electron of a tellurium ion
an excited state.
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r -space and, correspondingly, an indeterminacy in the w
vector, which is reflected in the figure by the dashed lin
within the limits of the entire Brillouin zone of germanium
The measured values of the ionization energy of Te1 and the
energy of the transition to the excited state Te*1 correspond
to a level lying against the background of the conduct
band above the absolute minimum located at theL point and
38-meV below the extremum at theG point. It is reasonable
to assume that in the excited state the electron of the te
rium ion is associated with theG extremum. Electrons from
the excited state undergo a transition, as they emit a serie
phonons, to the absolute minimum of the conduction ba
and contribute to the photocurrent. Since the absorption
efficient for transitions to the excited state exceed the va
for the ‘‘background’’ impurity absorption by an order o
magnitude, the contribution of this process to the photoc
ductivity can be very large. As a result, transition to t
excited state leads to an abrupt growth of the photoelec
effect and a peak appears on the photoconductivity curv

To identify the excited state, the value of the bindin
energy found experimentally was compared with the res
of a theoretical calculation12 performed in the effective mas
approximation for the actual band structure of germaniu
Best agreement with the results of Ref. 12 is noted for thes
state. In Refs. 6 and 13 it was found that the binding ene
of the 1s state calculated in the effective mass approximat
corresponds in the case of deep impurities in Si and Ge to
triply degenerate state 1s(T2), formed as a result of splitting
of the sextuply~for Si! and quadruply~for Ge! degenerate
ground state as a result of the valley–orbit interaction.
germanium the 1s state splits into the 1s(A1) and 1s(T2)
states,14 whereA1 andT2 are the irreducible representation
of the tetrahedral groupTd , to which the germanium lattice
belongs. The deepest state, the true ground state, turns o
this case to be the nondegenerate 1s(A1) state. Transitions
between thes states are forbidden by the selection rules
the dipole approximation. However, arguments presente
Refs. 6 and 13 suggest that for deep impurities with stron
spatially localized orbitals the requirements of the select
rules in the dipole approximation are less rigid, and that
symmetry, which resolves optical transitions of the ty
ns(A1)→ns(T2), is the basic consideration.

The study of Se impurity gave substantially different r
sults. Figure 3 shows a typical spectral dependence of
photoconductivity of Ge:Se at 77 K for the degree of co
pensationk.0.5. In the energy region 350–370 meV w
observed an abrupt drop of the photocurrent against
background of the ordinary impurity photoelectric effect.
this region we notice three partially overlapping spect
lines with a width of the order ofkT at the energies 353, 362
and 368 meV, which are associated with transitions to
cited states. The feature in the spectrum is observed in
narrow interval of values of the compensation and is m
strongly manifested for the degree of compensationk.0.5,
i.e., when atoms (Se0) and ions (Se1) of the selenium im-
purity are present in the material at the same time. Lower
the temperature to 54 K causes only a narrowing and a s
of the lines proportional tokT. Thus, Se and Te impuritie

t
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give a substantially different contribution to the photoco
ductivity. The feature associated with the transition of t
tellurium ion to the excited state is observed against
background of the photoconductivity due to transitions fro
the Te1 level. In the case of selenium the features are
served against the background of the transitions of elect
from the neutral selenium atom Se0 and, additionally, they
give a negative contribution to the photocurrent.

In the Ge:Se absorption spectra we detected maxim
the same energies. The absorption cross section relativ
the impurity ‘‘background’’ grows by an order of magnitud
The absorption coefficient in this region reaches its ma
mum value for the degree of compensationk.1.

The above results, taken together, indicate that the
served excited states belong to the selenium ion Se1.

The energy spectrum of the selenium impurity in germ
nium, in accordance with our results, is shown in Fig. 4. T
excited states of the selenium ion Se1 are situated under th

FIG. 3. Photoconductivity spectrum of Ge:Se at 77 K,k.0.5.

FIG. 4. Energy level diagram of selenium impurity states in germanium
77 K. The arrows indicate transitions of electrons of the selenium ion
excited states.
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point with gaps 4, 10, and 19 meV. The negative contrib
tion to the photoconductivity of the transitions of seleniu
ions to the excited states is connected with the fact that
to the order-of-magnitude greater cross section such tra
tions compete effectively with the impurity photoconducti
ity associated with transitions from the level of the seleniu
atom Se0. The energy gap between the excited states and
germanium conduction band, as follows from our data, is
large, and the fact that at liquid-nitrogen temperature
electrons are not thermally dumped into the band is evide
of the short lifetime of excited states. As a result, excitat
of an electron is accompanied by a lowering of the pho
electric effect.

To identify the states, we compared the energy val
obtained by us with the theoretical results of Ref. 12. T
small value of the energy gaps between the excited states
the germanium conduction band allows us to use the ef
tive mass approximation. Our results are in good agreem
with the results of Ref. 12 for the 2P0 , 3P0 , and 3P6

states.
To determine the possible connection of the obser

spectral features with the complexes, we examined so
samples with mixed tellurium and selenium doping in diffe
ent ratios with the same degree of compensation,k.0.8, at
which the features in germanium with tellurium impuri
~Ge:Te! and with selenium impurity~Ge:Se! are manifested.8

Mixed doping led to a simple summation of contributio
from the two impurities without the formation of qualita
tively new details. The relative magnitude of the contrib
tions of the elements of the spectra characteristic of eac
the impurities is proportional to the percent content of t
components. Thus, the transitions we observed to the exc
states are associated with the individual chalcogens an
the growth technology which we used and which is based
introducing the impurity during recrystallization of germ
nium with subsequent rapid quenching, chalcogen va
probably does not form.

With the aim of obtaining additional information, w
undertook a study of photoluminescence.11 For this experi-
ment we took samples of Ge:Te and Ge:Se with degree
compensationk.1, which corresponds to the highest co
centration of chalcogen ions. The spectral dependence
obtained turned out to be similar to the absorption spec
but the lines were shifted toward lower energies by roughl
meV for Te1 and by roughly 37 meV for Se1. In the case of
selenium the observed Stokes shift can be explained by
participation in the transitions to the ground state of the
tical intervalley G0 phonon, which in germanium has th
energy 37.7 meV. Grimmeisset al.5 mention the large prob-
ability for the participation of this phonon in the optical tra
sitions of atoms and ions of selenium in germanium. T
result also explains the negative contribution of the exci
states of the selenium ion Se1 to the photoconductivity. An
electron transitions to an intermediate state with the emiss
of an optical phonon during a time of the order of 10211 s,
and the probability of thermal dumping of the electron in
the germanium conduction band at liquid-nitrogen tempe
ture turns out to be already vanishingly small. Thus, ph

t
o
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transitions accompanying excitation of selenium ions are ex-
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2W. W. Tyler, J. Phys. Chem. Solids8, 59 ~1959!.
3S. J. Pearton, Solid-State Electron.25, 499 ~1981!.

lu-
cluded.
The difference in the energy spectra of the chalcog

impurities in germanium, which also showed up in a study
photoluminescence, correlates with ordinal number of
chalcogen in the periodic table. Selenium, which has
same number of electron shells as germanium, in contra
the heavier tellurium, forms a substantially different ener
spectrum of excited states. Note that the energy spectru
excited states of the sulfur ion10 is almost identical to the
spectrum of the selenium ion. The difference in the behav
of the lighter sulfur and selenium impurities and that of t
heavier tellurium impurity can be explained by a spatial d
placement relative to the unit cell upon the transition to
excited state of the selenium and sulfur ions, while the te
rium ion, with a larger ionic radius, remains at the center
the cell.

1S. Pantelides,Deep Centers in Semiconductors~New York, 1986!, Ch. 1,
p. 186.
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Self-compensation in CdTe ŠCl‹ in the presence of phase equilibrium of the system

al
crystal-cadmium „tellurium … vapor
O. A. Matveev and A. I. Terent’ev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted April 14, 1997; accepted for publication April 16, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 159–163~February 1998!

The self-compensation of charged point defects in CdTe^Cl& is investigated down to the lower
limit of free-carrier densities (ni ,pi) over the entire range of vapor pressuresPCd and
PTe in equilibrium of the crystal-gas phases during annealing. Under conditions wherePTe2 is
controlled during annealing of the crystal, the electron densityn is observed to increase
from 107 cm23 to 1014 cm23 asPTe increases fromPmin to CdTêTe& saturation. This result is
attributed to the formation of a TeCd antistructural defect. The appearance of TeCd in the
crystal lowers the concentration of cadmium vacancies to the point that the mechanism of exact
self-compensation of CdTe^Cl& is disrupted, and low-resistivityn-type crystals are obtained.
The data obtained on the concentrationp(n) as a function ofPTe2 is used to plot the totaln–ni –pi

dependence with the variation ofPCd2PTe2, reflecting the state of point defects in
CdTêTe&. The procedure for annealing crystals in two-phase crystal-gas equilibrium is used to
reversibly induceni –pi inversion of the electrical conductivity of the crystal. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00701-7#

Calcium telluride is a binary compound with two volatile CdTêCl& single crystal cut from the middle of the cryst
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components. The vapor pressure of cadmium (PCd) @or tel-
lurium (PTe)# is the state parameter that determines a
given temperature of the CdTe crystal (tcr) its composition
when enriched with cadmium~or tellurium! over and above
the congruent sublimation composition (Pmin) ~Fig. 1!.

It is a well-known fact that self-compensation of th
electrical conductivity, i.e., a drop in the number of condu
tion electrons as a result of their trapping by native po
defects formed in the crystal, is observed in CdTe^Cl& ~Refs.
1 and 2!. Practically speaking, self-compensation occurs w
fairly high accuracy in thermodynamic equilibrium of th
crystal with the gaseous phase.2,3

We have previously4 described in detail a procedure fo
annealing CdTêCl& in application to the investigation of th
self-compensation effect. It essentially entails the followin
In the first stage of annealing the crystals are held at a h
temperaturetcr>700 °C to bring the crystal phase~CdTe!
and the gaseous phase~Cd, Te! into the equilibrium state.
Depending ontcr , the vapor pressurePCd (PTe), and the
chlorine concentration (NCl), the appropriate numbers of na
tive point defects are formed: cadmium and tellurium vac
cies (NVCd, NVTe) and interstitial atoms (NCdi , NTei). The
formation of associates of native point defects with ClTe is
not very probable at these values oftcr ~Ref. 5!.

In the second stage of annealing, where the crysta
slowly cooled down to room temperature and the press
PCd (PTe) is controlled, the association of charged nati
point defects with ClTe takes place. In this case not only
the self-compensated state of the crystal preserved,2 but
‘‘self-purification’’ of the crystal occurs simultaneously6

Self-compensation leads to low conductivi
(;1029V21

•cm21) and low values ofn and p (;ni),
while self-purification increases the mobilities and lifetim
of free charge carriers.

The samples to be annealed were prepared from
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ingot. The concentrationNCl52310 cm is determined
by the relative weight of CdCl2 introduced into the melt dur-
ing growth of the ingot. The crystals used in the study we
p-type with p5(125)3108 cm23 andm>40 cm2/~V•s).

It is advisable to investigate self-compensation of t
conductivity of such semiinsulating crystals approximate
in the vicinity of conduction inversion, which takes plac
nearPmin , whenPCd'PTe(PTe2

1/2 ). In this case it is required
to establish sample annealing conditions not only to prev
even the slightest sublimation of the crystal, but also to
sume that the composition of the sample will be determin
by the specified vapor pressure of one volatile compon
and will not fluctuate as a result of the second volatile co
ponent that escapes from it into the cell.

All these requirements can be met by annealing in Te2 or
Cd vapor in the equipment shown schematically in Fig.
The samples are placed in zone 1, a filler in zone 2,
tellurium ~cadmium! in zone 3 of the evacuated ce
(1024 Pa). The filler was prepared by crushing out sm
crystals from the same ingot as the samples to be anne
The large surface area of the many small filler crystals s
presses mass transfer of the sample from the gaseous
preventing sublimation of the sample. However, since
vapor pressure of one of the volatile components, sayPTe2,
in the cell does not, strictly speaking, safeguard the inve
gated sample against losses of the other volatile compo
~Cd!, the filler must be maintained at a temperature 5
lower than the sample so as not to alter the initial state of
sample. In this case the volume of the gaseous phase is fi
with both volatile components as a result of the filler and
tellurium ~cadmium! in zone 3, thereby protecting the samp
from unmanageable fluctuations.

The correctness of the adopted annealing regime is w
supported by results from anneals in cadmium~tellurium!
vapor at various sample and filler temperatures. No sublim

1440144-04$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tion of the samples was observed. However, for anneal
cadmium vapor the samples retainedn-type conductivity
over the entire range ofPCd. Inversion top-type was not
observed, even for lowPCd. This fact has been demonstrate
previously4 ~Fig. 3!, probably on account of losses of tellu
rium escaping from the sample into the gaseous phase du
the cooldown stage. Similar results have been obtaine
annealing in Te vapor in the present study~Fig. 3b!.

FIG. 1. Region of existence of solid CdTe on the Cd–Te state diag
~T–X coordinates!.

FIG. 2. a! Diagram of the crystal annealing equipment:1! sample annealing
zone; 2! filler zone of the oven;3! cold zone, specifyingPTe2 (PCd); 4!
annealed crystals;5! filler; 6! tellurium ~cadmium!. b! Temperature distri-
bution in the system along the length of the furnace during annealing o
crystals.
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the crystal phase CdTe^Cl& and the vapor phase Te2 are given
below. The region controlled by the Te2 pressure is interest
ing in thatNVCd, which is known to play a decisive role in
the self-compensation process, must increase in this cas

The anneals were carried out at temperaturestcr5735 °C
and 900 °C. The anneal temperatures at which s
compensation was investigated in CdTe^Cl& with PCd2 con-
trolled were limited above (tcr<900 °C) by the observed de
formation of the sample due to CdTe sublimation. T
choice of lower limit of the anneal temperaturestcr;735 °C
was dictated by considerations of the duration of the dif
sion processes, which determine the crystal composition
responding to the givenPTe2. The anneal time attcr was
'24 h.

The free-carrier density as a function ofPTe2, obtained
from measurements of the Hall coefficient for the annea
crystals, is shown in Fig. 3. Sublimation of the sample tak
place at low pressuresPTe2;Pmin , corresponding to the re
gion PTe,1023 Pa in Fig. 3. It is evident from Fig. 3 that th
samples acquired bothp-type andn-type conductivity after
annealing. For all anneal temperaturestcr there are three
well-discerned intervals: the first with a low and approx
mately constant concentrationn(p);(1072109) cm23 at
low vapor pressuresPTe2, the second with a high value o
n;1014 cm23 at high pressuresPTe2, and the third a transi-
tion zone between these intervals. The first interval cor
sponds to a very precise self-compensated state of donor
acceptor defects of the crystal lattice~ClTe

1 and VCd
22!. The

energy level ofVCd
22 in the band gap isEv10.83 eV~Ref. 7!.

The second interval corresponds to a donor-controlled c
ductivity mechanism.

Two curves for the anneal conditionstp5tcr and
tp5tcr15 °C are plotted in Fig. 3b in the interval of th
self-compensated state of donor and acceptor point defe
Curve1, corresponding to the first condition, is lower on th
concentration axis and characterizes samples having m
mum n-type conductivity. Curve2 characterizes predomi
nantly p-type samples. The greater vulnerability to losses
cadmium atoms into the gaseous phase during annealin
the first case produces a higher content ofVCd

22 . The deep
energy level of this defect lies above the middle of the ba
gap in CdTe and explains the lower curve. In samples ‘‘p
tected’’ by the filler during annealing thep-type conductivity
is attributable to the formation of@VCdCl#2 complexes,
whose energy level is situated in the lower half of the ba
gap.

We now discuss the results shown in Fig. 3 in the reg
of low PTe2;Pmin . Samples annealed attcr5735 °C exhibit
only n-type conductivity~Fig. 3a!. At this temperature the
solubility of VCd is small in comparison with the concentra
tion of ClTe

1 in the crystal~see Fig. 1!. In keeping with the
self-compensation process,2 a chargedVCd

22 center is formed,
creating a deep level in the band gap and dictating a sm
value ofn. The value ofn is lowest here in comparison with
the value measured for crystals annealed at higher temp
turestcr . As tcr is raised, following thePmin line ~see Fig. 1!,
a high concentration of acceptor native point defects (VCd) is
obtained in the crystal~Fig. 3b!. Samples annealed a

m

e
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FIG. 3. Free-carrier density in the crystal versusPTe2. a! tcr5735 °C; b! 900 °C;1! tp5tcr ; 2! tp5tcr15 °C. The dark symbols correspond ton, and the light
symbols top.
tcr5900 °C for PTe2;Pmin havep-type conductivity at low
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pressures, which goes over ton-type conductivity as the
pressure increases~Fig. 3b, curve2!, and then the conduc
tivity, still n-type, rises abruptly. This transition ton-type
conductivity with a sharp increase in the density of electro
as PTe2 increases cannot be explained by the native po
defects customarily invoked in the self-compensation mec
nism.

The results pertaining to the transition ton-type conduc-
tivity with a sharp increase in the electron density asPTe2

increases can be explained by analyzing the participatio
an antistructural defect, in this case the donor TeCd

12 , in ther-
modynamic equilibrium. The formation of antistructural d
fects can be portrayed as the transition of Te atoms fr
lattice sites or interstitial Tei to VCd sites, whose concentra
tion increases withPTe2:

VCd1Tei5TeCd. ~1!

A calculation of the enthalpy of formation of TeCd for
the conditions of saturation of CdTe with tellurium give
DH~TeCd!53.76 eV ~Ref. 8!, which is lower than the en
thalpy of formationDH(VCd)54.75 eV~Ref. 8!. These val-
ues differ considerably from the previously published resu
DH~TeCd!55.56 eV andDH(VCd)52.5 eV~Refs. 9 and 10!.
The data of Ref. 8 lead to the conclusion that the equilibri
~1! shifts toward the formation of an antistructural defe
However, the domination of the latter cannot account fon
increasing to;1014 cm23 in the crystal asPTe2 increases,
because the level of the TeCd

12 center is belowEc50.6 eV in
the band gap of cadmium telluride.8 The concentration
n;1014 cm23 can be obtained in the crystal by virtue of
decrease in the total quantity ofVCd due to the shift of the
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15(1/2)NVCd

22 is violated in this case. The
remaining uncompensated ClTe

1 donor ~Ec20.01 eV, Ref.
11! is then the center responsible forn-type conductivity
with such a high carrier density.

A calculation in Ref. 8 shows that compensation c
take place not only at high temperatures of the thermo
namic equilibrium state, but also when the crystal is cool
owing to a local energy gain when it becomes impossible
a diffusion sink of native point defects to evolve. The Ti

content is known to become large,>1016 cm23, at high
temperatures.12 Residing in a tetrahedral interstice, Tei ex-
hibits high external relaxation and becomes readily attrac
to regions where lattice stresses~generated during cooldown!
can be relieved, i.e., to regions of highVCd concentration, in
which the relaxation and movement of neighboring ato
take place.13 This process is conducive to the creation of
TeCd antistructural defect, where the concentration of t
center can be quite high (>NTei), and the distribution in the
crystal is very nonuniform, formingn-type andp-type re-
gions with compensated conductivity.

A generalized dependence of the variation of the car
density onPCd and PTe can be plotted on the basis of th
results from the annealing of CdTe^Cl& crystals in tellurium
vapor~data of our study! and in cadmium vapor~data of our
earlier work4!. It is evident~Fig. 4! that for PCd;104 Pa the
crystal hasn-type conductivity withn'1014 cm23, which is
determined by shallow ClTe

1 donors uncompensated byVCd
22 ,

owing to their low density at high values ofPCd. As PCd is
lowered, the concentration ofVCd

22 increases, enhancing th
degree of self-compensation, whereupon the electron den
drops to;107 cm23, and then the inversion ofp-type con-
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ductivity sets in. With a further reduction inPCd, the hole
density increases slightly to;108 cm23 and then, even as
PTe2 increases, continues to also increase slightly
;109 cm23. In this region of low pressuresPCd andPTe the
hole conductivity is determined by the deepVCd

22 acceptor,
whose concentration increases withPTe2. Then, in the vicin-
ity of pressuresPTe;53103 Pa ~indicated by the arrow in
Fig. 4!, the conductivity of the crystal again changes sign
n-type, and the electron density climbs abruptly

FIG. 4. Free-carrier density in a crystal versusPCd andPTe2 at tcr5900 °C.
The dark symbols correspond ton, and the light symbols top.
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and its sharp rise are attributable~as for largePCd! to shal-
low ClTe

1 donors, which can emerge only as a result o
decrease in the concentration ofVCd

22 . For a high pressure
PTe the only way such a decrease can take place is by
formation of a TeCd

12 antistructural defect. Indeed, asPTe2

increases, more and moreVCd
22 and Tei are encountered

where, as mentioned above, it is energetically favorable
the latter to take the place ofVCd

22 and to disrupt the self-
compensation process. It is evident, therefore, that s
compensation is more or less complete and leads to the
mation of semiinsulatingp-type and n-type crystals at
pressuresPCd,PTe,104 Pa, whereas at high pressuresPCd

and PTe self-compensation is disrupted, and low-resistiv
n-type crystals are obtained.
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Negative dynamic differential conductivity at the cyclotron frequency in Ga 12xAl xAs

the
under conditions of ballistic intervalley electron transfer
G. É. Dzamukashvili, Z. S. Kachlishvili, and N. K. Metreveli

Tbilisi State University, 380028 Tbilisi, Georgia
~Submitted May 20, 1996; accepted for publication May 22, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 164–170~February 1998!

It is theoretically shown that under certain conditions a cyclotron resonance maser can be
fabricated based onn-Ga12xAl xAs-type materials. Low temperatures and strong crossed fields
(E'H) are considered. In these fields the electrons in the lower~light! valley of the
conduction band dynamically~ballistically! transit the band up to the onset energy of intervalley
scattering«0 . Studies were carried out on solid solutions with composition 0,x,0.39
(«05(2 – 17)\v* , where\v* is the intervalley phonon energy!. The magnitudes of theE and
H fields were varied within the limitsE55 – 20 kV/cm andH56 – 40 kOe. This produced
a smooth change in the transit conditions in the passive region («,«0), which makes it possible
to obtain the desired frequency dependence of the differential conductivity~DC!, s(v). As
our studies show, previously unknown, interesting peculiarities of the hot electron system appear
under these conditions. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00901-6#

1. The idea of building a semiconductor maser at the
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cyclotron resonance~CR! has been around for a long time.
Andronov and Kozlov4 noted the possibility of negative dif
ferential conductivity~NDC! of hot electrons under condi
tions of cyclotron resonance and their scattering by opt
phonons under conditions that had been considered in Re
This possibility was discussed in detail in Ref. 6 on the ba
of a Monte Carlo calculation, where it was shown that
pure p-type Ge andn-type GaAs materials negative diffe
ential conductivity at the cyclotron resonance is manifes
at v.1012 Hz and higher.

In the indicated works, strong inelastic scattering of t
current carriers enters only at energies above some thres
energy«0 , while for «,«0 ~the passive region! scattering is
weak and the carriers move almost freely under the actio
the electromagnetic fields. The energy«0 here is the energy
of the optical phonon«05\v0 . Under such conditions, as i
well known, the distribution of hot carriers is strongly anis
tropic.

The authors of Ref. 6 also noted the possibility of t
realization of negative differential conductivity in a stron
electric field inn-GaAs under conditions of intense exchan
of electrons between the light and heavy valleys. The po
bility of the realization of this idea was also addressed
Refs. 7–9, in which the energy of the intervalley transitio
~IVT ! enters as the energy«0 : «05D«1\v* ~D« is the
energy gap between the light and heavy valleys, and\v* is
the intervalley phonon energy!. It was shown that under con
ditions of the ballistic heating regime in a strong elect
field E regions of dynamic NDC appear at frequencies in
submillimeter range. It was also shown, in particular, that
using the materialn-Ga12xAl xAs and varying its composi
tion it is possible to smoothly varyD« and thereby, in con-
trast to the results of Refs. 4–6, vary the transit conditio
which in turn makes it possible to smoothly vary the ND
frequency by varying the electric fieldE. This can be used a
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differential conductivitys~v!.
In Refs. 7–9 the problem was considered in the abse

of a magnetic field. Obviously, a study of the dynamics
the intervalley transitions inn-Ga12xAl xAs in the presence
of a transverse magnetic field (E'H) with smooth variation
of the region of dynamic heating within the limits of one
several multiples of\v* would be of definite scientific and
practical interest. Such a study could reveal the optimal s
of the region of free motion of the electrons~and correspond-
ingly the optimal composition of the ternary compound! and
the optimal relationship between theE andH fields for real-
izing NDC at the cyclotron resonance with better parame
than are known at present under such conditions.4–6 As far as
we know, such studies have not yet been performed.

The present paper presents an analytic study of dyna
NDC in transverse electric and magnetic fields~where the
latter is not a quantizing field! E'H under conditions of
dynamic intervalley transitions inn-Ga12xAl xAs over a
wide range of variation of its composition 0,x,0.39,
whereD« varies in the limitsD«5(1 – 16)\v* . The possi-
bility of observing NDC at the cyclotron resonance in t
submillimeter range under these conditions was noted
Ref. 10.

2. The calculations use the two-valley model of interv
ley transport7–9 under the assumption that scattering
phonons is absent in the lower valley. As is known, th
assumption is valid in a strong enough electric field if t
following condition is satisfiedtE,top , wheretE and top

are the collision time of theG valley and the intravalley
scattering time on the optical phonons, respectively. We
sume that the lattice temperature is low (k0T!\v* ). In this
case the electrons, which pass through theG valley without
scattering, acquire the energy«0 and, after the emission of a
intervalley phonon, transition into theX valley. In the X
valleys the energy of the electrons«* is small due to their
large effective mass,«* !\v* ~this condition also imposes

1480148-06$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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a limit on the maximum value of the applied electric field!;
therefore, after returning to theG valley they are concen
trated near the isoenergy surface«15D«2\v* ~see Fig. 1!,
where they begin a new cycle of acceleration. Under s
conditions, in materials of the type Ga12xAl xAs two types of
electrons appear in the lowerG valley ~A andB! with differ-
ent acceleration times~tE

A andtE
B! in the electric field7–9

tE
A5

P01P1

eE0
, tE

B5
P02P1

eE0
, ~1!

where

P0,15A2mG* ~D«6\v* !,

mG* is the effective electron mass in theG valley, andE0 is
the magnitude of the constant electric field. The configu
tion of the fields is shown in Fig. 1. Calculations were c
ried out in the regime of prescribed field direction~closed
Hall contacts!, where the applied electric field plays the ro

FIG. 1. Diagram of intervalley transitions~a! and their distribution in the
momentum space of theG-valley for the caseD«@\v* ~b! andD«'\v*
~c!. The following transitions are indicated:1—G→X, 2—X→G. In figures
a and b the dashed lines with arrows represent the free motion of thA
electrons and the solid lines with arrows denote theB electrons.
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of the magnetic field in cyclotron trajectories in momentu
space, whose centers lie on the segm
(Px ,Pc,0),2P1,Px,P1 ~Pc5c0mG* E0 /H, wherec0 is the
speed of light!. The radii of these trajectories increase wi
distance from theyz plane since the radii of the circles ob
tained by intersection of the spherical surfaces«15const and
«05const with the planex5const vary correspondingly
~they decrease!. These radii are P185AP1

22Px
2 and

P085AP0
22Px

2, respectively, and reach their maxima
Px50 and their minima atPx56P1 . Hence it follows that
the curvature of the cyclotron trajectories increases with
creasing, the smaller isPx . In the case

Pc>~P01P1!/2[Pc* ~2!

all trajectories are open~they intersect the surfac
«05const!. Inequality ~2! imposes a constraint on the ma
nitudes of the electric and magnetic fields

H

E0
<

2c0mG*

P01P1
5

c0mG*

Pc*
. ~3!

If this condition is satisfied, not one electron will be held
a magnetic ‘‘trap.’’

3. The linearized kinetic equation~linearized Boltzmann
equation! was solved for a small additional term adde
to the distribution function, f ;5 f ;

0 eivt, which arises
in a small-amplitude variable field E;5E;

0 eivt

(E5E01E; ,E;
0 !E0). For convenience, the equation

written in the coordinates$Px ,Pr ,w%, which are related to
the phase coordinates$Px ,Py ,Pz% by the equationsPx5Px ,
Py5Pc1Pr cosw, and Pz52Pr sinw, where
Pr5@Pz

21(Py2Pc)
2#1/2 and tanw5Pz/(Pc2Py). In fields

with the configurationsE0iz, Hix, E;iE0 equations exist
for the functionsf ;

A and f ;
B corresponding to the two group

of electrons~A andB!:

iv f ;
A 1vc

] f ;
A

]w
52eE;

0
] f 0

A

]Pz
u~w2w1!, «,«0 ;

iv f ;
B 1vc

] f ;
B

]w
52eE;

0
] f 0

B

]Pz
u~w2w2!, «,«0 , ~4!

u~z!5H 1, z>0;

0, z,0;
~5!

w15arccosS P1
22Px

22Pr
22Pc

2

2PcPr
D , w252p2w1 , ~6!

wherevc5eH/mG* c0 is the cyclotron frequency, andf 0
A and

f 0
B are the distribution functions in theG valley in constant

crossed fieldsE0'H. They satisfy the kinetic equation in
constant fields and the condition of conservation of the to
number of electrons in both valleys:

vc

] f 0
A

]w
5

NXn1

2pP1
d~P22P1

2!u~w2w1!, «,«0 ; ~7!

vc

] f 0
B

]w
5

NXn1

2pP1
d~P22P1

2!u~w2w2!, «,«0 ; ~8!
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E ~ f A1 f B!d3P1N 5N 5const, ~9!
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where NX is the electron concentration in theX valleys,
n15DGX

2 (mG* )A«1/&p\3rv* is the characteristic fre
quency of the transitionX→G, DGX is the coupling constan
of the G and X valleys, andr is the density of the sample
Among the kinetic coefficients the characteristic frequen
of the transitionG→X (n0) is the largest parameter. It fa
exceedsn1 : n0 /n15(mX* /mG* )3/2(«0 /«1)1/2@1. Therefore,
the number of electrons in the energy region«.«0 is small
and their contribution to the conductivity can be ignore9

The main processes determining the conductivity take p
in the region«,«0 . Therefore, those terms which appe
when «.e0 are absent in the equations. The Diracd-
function appears on the right-hand side of Eqs.~7! and ~8!
because of the small width of the source in theG valley. The
factor preceding thed-function is associated with the no
malization condition~9!.

We do not go through the derivation of the solution
the system of differential equations~4!–~9! here, but merely
note that the component of the differential conductivity te
sor szz is represented in the form of a sum of two term
corresponding to the two different groups of electrons:

szz5sA1sB5
1

E;
0

e

mG*
E E E ~2Pr sin w!

3~ f ;
A 1 f ;

B !PrdPrdPxdw, ~10!

sA5s0

a

4pa

1

12Vc
2 E E

SA

E sin w

usin w1u

3@~11Vc
2!cosw1cosVc~w2w1!

22Vc sin w1 sin Vc~w2w1!22 cosw#dxdrdw,

~11!

sB5s0

a

4pa

1

12Vc
2 E E

SB

E sin w

usin w2u

3@~11Vc
2!cosw2 cosVc~w2w2!

22Vc sin w2 sin Vc~w2w2!22 cosw#dxdrdw,

~12!

s05
e2NXn1

mG* nE
2 ,

where a5Pc /P0 , a5A«1 /«0, Vc5v/vc ,
nE5tE

215eE0 /P0 is the transit frequency in theG valley,
x5Px /P0 , r 5Pr /P0 , andSA,B are the regions of motion o
the A andB electrons in momentum space. The integrals
Eqs. ~10! and ~11! were calculated numerically using th
Monte Carlo technique.

4. The frequency dependences of the differential cond
tivity for different values of the initial parameters are show
in Fig. 2–5. These dependences are easily explained by
ing into account the changes in the dynamics of heating
the electrons brought about by changes inD«, E0 , and H.
These quantities uniquely determine the relationships
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more,v, the frequency of the external variable electric fie
applied as a small perturbation of the strongly nonequi
rium system of electrons. By varyingD« we can take into
account all the particular features of the band structure:
effective masses of the electrons in the different valleys,
coupling constants between the valleys, the energy of
intervalley phonons, the density of the sample, and so
which are uniquely determined by the composition of t
solution.11

4.1. SmallD«. For D«5(1 – 3)\v* ~corresponding to
composition of the solid solution 0.34,x,0.39! the radius
of the surface«15const is small~the difference betweenP1

and P0 is large!, and the two different groups of electron
have similar heating times~for heating by the electric field!
(tE

A'tE
B). Here, because of the smallness ofP1 there is no

noticeable difference between the transit times within one
the groups of electrons. In this case, by the so-called pro
of intervalley streaming,8 as the electrons heat up, their tr
jectories form a narrow beam in momentum space which
preserved along the cyclotron trajectories~Fig. 1c!. Under
these conditions the magnetic fields satisfying condition~3!
are entirely sufficient for the appearance of a resonanc
s~v!. The resonance appears near the cyclotron freque
v'vc . If we consider the field region in which all the tra
jectories are open, it turns out that the most pronounced r
nance is set up atvc5vc* ~Fig. 2a!, where

vc* 5eH* /mG* c05eE0 /Pc* 52eE0 /~P01P1!. ~13!

From conditions~3! and~13! we find the optimal relationship
between the magnitudes of the electric and magnetic fie
~betweenE0* andH* !, for which the width of the resonanc
line is maximum

H* /E0* 52c0mG* /~P01P1!. ~14!

For small D« the existence in the system of a we
defined transit time has the result that a decrease in the
H/E0 within certain limits ~when Pc becomes larger than
Pc* ! does not suppress the resonance~Fig. 2b!. For
D«5\v* the range of variation ofPc in which resonance is
observed is quite wide: 0.55P0,Pc,0.7P0 . For
E0510 kV/cm it corresponds to the region of magne
fields 29 kOe,H,37.5 kOe. The width of this region var
ies in proportion toE0 . Here we may note that the positio
of the point Pc in momentum space uniquely defines t
relation between the characteristic transit time in theG valley
and the cyclotron frequencynE /vc5Pc /P0 .

4.2. Intermediate and largeD«. For D«5(3 – 8)\v*
3(0.2,x,0.34), P1 andP0 converge and a difference ap
pears between the transit times inside one group of elect
as well as betweentE

A andtE
B . In the system a distinct heat

ing time is no longer present, and therefore atvc5vc* the
resonance peak is narrow in comparison with the c
D«'\v* ~Figs. 3 and 4!. The shift of Pc toward larger
values suppresses the resonance. The suppression is th
ficiency increases with increasing value ofD«.

In the case of the band structure of GaA
(D«516\v* ), where the difference betweenP1 and P0 is
limitingly small (P1 /P050.94), tE

A and tE
B differ widely
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the differentia
conductivity in the G valley, s, on the
frequency of the external variable electri
field, v, for D«51.02\v* (Ga0.61Al0.39As),
s05e2NXn1 /mG* nE

2 . Calculation parameters
E05E0* 510 kV/cm; a—H5H* 537.5 kOe
(Pc50.55P0), vc56.6731012 s21;
b—H529.5 kOe (Pc50.7P0),
vc55.2431012 s21. The solid curves with
filled points plot the calculated conductivity
of the A electrons, and the solid curves wit
empty points plot that of theB electrons; the
solid lines without points correspond to th
total conductivity.
(tE/tE'32), and the difference between the heating times
.

-
co

resonance can no longer ensure total dynamic negative dif-

ive
e
of
of the different electrons inside groupA is greater than 20%
On the other hand, the electrons in groupB acquire almost
identical transit times~Fig. 1b!. This latter circumstance re
sults in the appearance of a resonance in the differential
ductivity of theB electrons only forPc5Pc* ; however, this
n-

ferential conductivity since forv5vc the A electrons have
positive differential conductivity, which exceeds the negat
differential conductivity of theB electrons in absolute valu
~Fig. 5a!. A small increase inPc causes the disappearance
the resonance peak insB(v). In our opinion, this also ex-
y
l

:

FIG. 3. Dependence of the differential conductivit
in the G valley, s, on the frequency of the externa
variable electric field, v, for D«54.5\v*
3(Ga0.7Al0.3As). Calculation parameters
E05E0* 520 kV/cm, H5H* 527 kOe
(Pc50.9P0), vc56.2331012 s21. The notation is
the same as in Fig. 2.
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c-
FIG. 4. Dependence of the differential condu
tivity in the G valley, s, on the frequency of
the external variable electric field,v,
for D«510\v* (Ga0.84Al0.16As). Calculation
parameters: E05E0* 520 kV/cm, H5H*
518 kOe,vc53.8831012 s21. The notation is
the same as in Fig. 2.
plains the fact that efforts to obtain negative differential con-
f

cto

es
ap
ty

high-frequency region of NDC, the conductivity of the fastB
fer-

e
ar-
le.
lo-
s

ductivity at the cyclotron resonance in GaAs have been so
unsuccessful. Apparently, for such values ofD« the magnetic
field must be increased to the point at which closed traje
ries appear in the system.

Thus, whenD«@\v* and the condition~3! is satisfied,
the resonance does not appear. However, at such valu
D«, as in GaAs, there is a different mechanism for the
pearance of dynamic negative differential conductivi
based on the wide difference betweentE

A and tE
B . In the
ar

-

of
-
,

electrons is greater in absolute value than the positive dif
ential conductivity of the slowA electrons. As a result, in the
frequency region 1/tE

A!vc,1/tE
B we have dynamic negative

differential conductivity in a strong electric field.7,8

5. In the experimental detection of dynamic NDC th
magnitude of the static NDC, which gives rise to the appe
ance of the low-frequency oscillations, plays no small ro
In the case of negative differential conductivity at the cyc
tron resonance,4,6 static negative differential conductivity i
c-

:

e

FIG. 5. Dependence of the differential condu
tivity in the G valley, s, on the frequency of the
external variable electric field, v, for
D«516\v* ~GaAs!. Calculation parameters
E05E0* 520 kV/cm; a—H5H* 513 kOe
(Pc50.97P0), vc53.3631012 s21; b—H50,
calculation from Ref. 8. The notation is th
same as in Fig. 2.
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absent. This circumstance which eliminates the need for spe-
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Refs. 7 and 8, appears on account of the fastB electrons.
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cial measures to prevent low-frequency oscillations, wh
interfere with the detection of superhigh-frequency NDC.
the case of transit intervalley transitions inn-GaAs and
n-Ga12xAl xAs ~Refs. 6, 7–9! the static NDC dominates ove
the dynamic NDC. The appearance of static NDC is due
strong inversion of the electrons (] f /]«.0) in an electric
field.8,12

In Ref. 13 it was shown that energy inversion is reduc
by switching on a transverse magnetic field. Such a reduc
is that much more effective, the smaller isD«. Calculations
of the current-voltage characteristics inn-Ga12xAl xAs in
crossed fieldsE0'H show14 that the magnitude of the stati
NDC also increases in absolute value with increase of
magnetic field and decrease ofD«. For D«'\v* the elimi-
nation of the static NDC is easily achieved. These results
in good agreement with the calculated dependen
s5s(v) shown in Figs. 2–5. The differential conductivit
near zero frequencys(v'0) decreases in absolute valu
with increasing magnetic field~for the same value ofD«!.
For D«'\v* in fields in which dynamic NDC is presen
s(v50)*0. This result is important since it is precisely
such values ofD« that the width of the resonance band
maximum~see Fig. 2a!. As was shown above, the width o
the cyclotron resonance line decreases with increase oH.
For this reason, the cyclotron resonance at smallD« mani-
fests its lowest sensitivity to external factors and inadeq
cies of the model.

The inadequacy of the model consists mainly in the f
that we do not consider the region«.«0 . Penetration of
electrons into this region increases the heating time and
troduces a positive contribution to the differenti
conductivity.9 On the other hand, such penetration sme
the distinct picture shown in Fig. 1c. The frequency of t
G2X transition (n0) plays an important role in the discus
sion of this problem and in the determination of the width
the region«.«0 . The coupling constant between the valle
DGX entering inton0 (n0;DGX

2 ), unfortunately, is not accu
rately known and serves in the calculations as a fitt
parameter.11 We hope that its value is sufficiently large, sp
cifically that it is on the order of 109 eV/cm ~Ref. 15!. In
such a case, the assumption that the region«.«0 is narrow
~and the results that follow from this assumption! is ~are!
valid, and the quantitative results presented here are relia
In the opposite case, NDC still appears at the cyclotron re
nance, but the results will then be of a qualitative charac

The assumption of dynamic heating is one of the m
assumptions in our treatment. As was noted above, the e
tric fields in which dynamic NDC appears are entirely su
cient for such heating, especially for smallD«, when the time
it takes the electrons to accelerate to the energy«0 is too
short—for D«'\v* («0'2\v* ) and for E0510 kV/cm,
tE.3310213 s.

In the caseD«@\v* tE is larger, and the assumptio
that k0T!\v* is a necessary condition for dynamic inte
valley transitions. In the extreme case forD«.10\v*
~when the width of the cyclotron resonance line is small! the
mechanism of dynamic NDC changes and appears to ha
transit character.8 Dynamic NDC, which was investigated i
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They transit theG valley in a dynamic fashion, even if we
take intravalley scattering into account. Scattering of theA
electrons, however, which gives a positive contribution
the total conductivity, will apparently decrease their condu
tivity.

A consideration of the finite magnitude oftop is impor-
tant only in the case where closed cyclotron trajectories
pear in crossed fieldsE0'H. ‘‘Escape’’ of electrons from
these trajectories is possible only for a finite value oftop .
But, as has been shown, NDC at the cyclotron resona
appears even in the absence of closed trajectories. For
reason, the term cyclotron resonance must be unders
here not in the ‘‘classical’’ sense.

In the case of largeD«, when NDC at the cyclotron
resonance is problematic, it appears necessary to increas
magnetic field to the point at which closed trajectories app
in addition to the open trajectories of typesA and B. The
conditions of transit of the electrons and their redistributi
between these trajectories will be determined uniquely by
parametersD«, H, E0 , and top . For the above-indicated
reasons,D« plays the most important role~since all the other
band-structure parameters are bound up with it11!. On the
one hand, a simultaneous consideration of all these par
eters would be complicated. On the other, it is obvious t
new and interesting possibilities of ‘‘control’’ of the trans
processes will appear and, accordingly, it will be possible
attain favorable conditions for NDC at the cyclotron res
nance.
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The effect of copper doping of n -ZnSe crystals on the structure of luminescence

Zn
centers of long-wavelength luminescence
G. N. Ivanova, V. A. Kasiyan, D. D. Nedeoglo, and S. V. Oprya

Kishinev State University, 277009 Kishinev, Moldova
~Submitted October 17, 1995; accepted for publication June 9, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 171–177~February 1998!

The photoluminescence and luminescence excitation spectra of copper-dopedn-ZnSe crystals
were investigated in the temperature range 77–400 K during diffusion of the copper
into the crystal from the liquid, gas, and and solid phases. It is shown that the structure of the
associative centers responsible for emission in the red and green regions of the spectrum
depends on the method of copper doping. It is established that during the interphase interaction
on the~ZnSe crystal!–~copper film! boundary, zinc atoms dissolve in the copper film and
the copper atoms diffuse into the zinc selenide crystal. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!01101-6#

INTRODUCTION starting crystals of the first series were pre-annealed in a
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The participation of copper atoms in the formation
centers responsible for the luminescence of zinc selenid
the long-wavelength red and green regions of the spect
was established in a number of studies.1–4 At the same time,
studies5–9 that have shown that centers incorporating intr
sic and impurity defects~associated with copper! are respon-
sible for the emission in this spectral region. Finally, acco
ing to the data of Refs. 10 and 11, copper can be prese
ZnSe crystals in the form of an uncontrollable impurity a
can, by interacting with the intrinsic defects, participate
the formation of red and green color centers. Thus, ther
now a large number of models of red and green color cen
in ZnSe crystals containing copper and intrinsic and impu
defects in various combinations.

The present study shows that the formation of red a
green color centers of different structure is possible
n-ZnSe crystals, depending on the method of copper dop

DOPING AND CONDITIONS OF EXPERIMENT

As our starting crystals we used highly resistiven-ZnSe
single crystals grown from melt. The crystals were cop
doped using one of three methods.

1. Thermal diffusion of copper from a Zn1Xat. % Cu
melt. The copper contentX was varied from 0.05% to 25%
The samples were then annealed at 950 °C for 100 h.

2. Annealing of the crystals in CuCl vapors at 500 °
The anneal time varied from 5 to 75 h.

3. Thermal diffusion of copper from a thin metallic film
deposited on the surface of the crystal. The copper film w
sputtered onto then-ZnSe surface for 1 min, after which th
sample was annealed in vacuum at 700 °C. The annea
time was varied from 0.5 to 20 min. At the end of the dopi
process the thin copper film was removed from the cry
surface by chemical etching. All anneals were terminated
rapid cooling of the quartz cells holding the samples by i
mersing the it in a vessel of cold water.

Thus, copper diffusion inton-ZnSe crystals was realize
from the liquid, vapor, and solid phases. Three series
samples were prepared in each of the last two cases.
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melt at 950 °C for 100 h. The second series of crystals w
pre-annealed in vacuum in the same heat regime. The t
series of crystals were copper-doped, without any p
annealing.

Photoluminescence spectra and luminescence excita
spectra were recorded in the temperature interval from 7
400 K. Photoluminescence was excited by monochrom
light from a VSU-1 monochromator with a halogen lamp
by an LGI-21 laser with a wavelength of 337 nm. The ph
toluminescence and luminescence excitation spectra wer
vestigated using an MDR-23 monochromator with linear d
persion 14 Å/mm in the wavelength region from 450
700 nm.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Thermal diffusion of copper from aZn1X at. % Cu
melt. The photoluminescence spectrum at 77 K of the init
unannealedn-ZnSe sample subtends the wide spectral reg
from 520 to 700 nm~Fig. 1, curve1!. The main maximum is
observed at 580 nm, and the long-wavelength limb has a
at 617 nm. Annealing of the crystals in a pure zinc melt lea
to a shift of the photoluminescence spectrum toward lon
wavelengths, the main maximum turns out to be located
600 nm, the dip is transformed into an independent photo
minescence band with a maximum at 630 nm. The addit
of 0.1 at. % Cu to the zinc melt leads to pulling of the sho
wavelength limb of the photoluminescence spectrum
500 nm and the appearance at 530 nm of a new photolu
nescence band~Fig. 1, curve3!. Further increase of the cop
per content in the zinc melt leads to a narrowing of the
luminescence band, its localization atl5640 nm, and the
more distinct manifestation of the green luminescence b
at 530 nm, which becomes predominant in intensity in
photoluminescence spectra ofn-ZnSe crystals annealed i
zinc melts containing 0.6 at. % copper and higher~Fig. 1,
curves4–6!. Starting at a copper concentration of 5 at. %
the intensity of the green luminescence band also falls,
on the whole, the radiative properties of the crystals dete
rate.

1540154-06$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The excitation spectra of the green~530 nm! and red
~640 nm! luminescence bands ofn-ZnSe:Zn:Cu crystals are
shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that at 77 K the luminesce
in the red is excited mainly by light from the region near t
fundamental absorption edge~the maximum of the lumines
cence excitation spectrum for different samples lies in
wavelength region from 480 to 490 nm! and partly by
shorter-wavelength radiation (lmax;400 nm). This indicates
that the photoluminescence band with maximum at 640
is not elementary since it is excited both by interband tr
sitions and by electron transitions from shallow acceptor l
els (Eg2hnex50.217– 0.269 eV) to the conduction band.

In crystals with low copper content, green luminescen
is excited by light from the intrinsic absorption region~Fig.
2, curve2!. The width of the band gap, determined from t
spectral position of the abrupt long-wavelength edge of
luminescence excitation spectrum, turns out to be equa
2.799–2.802 eV at 77 K. Increasing the copper conten
0.75 at. % leads to the appearance in the luminescence
tation spectrum in the impurity absorption region of a ne
less intense peak with maximum at 460 nm~Fig. 2, curve3!.
With further increase in the copper content of the zinc m
its position does not change, but its intensity grows toget
with the intensity of the green luminescence band. The
crease in the intensity of this peak at copper contents gre
than 2 at. % correlates well with the decrease in the inten
of the green luminescence band in the photoluminesce
spectrum with increase of the copper concentration in
investigated crystals. The dependence of the intensity of
460-nm peak in the luminescence excitation spectrum on

FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra of ZnSe crystals annealed
(1002X) at. % Zn1X at. % Cu melt. T577 K. lex5440 nm. 1—
Photoluminescence spectrum of the initial, unannealed ZnSe.2–6 corre-
spond toX at. % Cu: 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.6, 1.75.
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copper content of the investigated crystals allows us to
sume a connection between its nature and the presenc
copper in them. The energy of the exciting optical transitio
determined from the spectral position of this peak in t
luminescence excitation spectrum, is 2.695 eV.

From our measurements of the temperature depend
of the photoluminescence spectra of the ZnSe:Zn:Cu cry
samples in the interval from 77 to 400 K we established t
up to a temperature on the order of 120 K there is a cons
quenching rate of the red and green luminescence band
higher temperatures abrupt quenching of the intensity of
green luminescence band is observed. At 150 K this ban
completely quenched, while luminescence in the red is
served up to 400 K. The temperature dependence of
maximum intensities of the red and green luminesce
bands in the coordinates lnI5f(103/T) has two well-
expressed linear segments, regardless of the co
content—a low-temperature segment and a high-tempera
segment. The activation energies, determined from the slo
of the low-temperature segments of these dependence
the red and green luminescence bands, are very clos
value and lie in the interval 7–9 meV, while the high
temperature activation energies differ substantially and
between 240 and 340 meV for the red luminescence b

a

FIG. 2. Excitation spectra of the red~1! and green photoluminescence ban
~2–7!. T577 K. X, at. % Cu:1,2—0.6, 3—0.75,4—1.25,5—1.75,6—2,
7—10.
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and between 70 and 100 meV for the green luminescence
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band, depending on the copper content.
The presence of two slopes in the depende

ln I5f(103/T) and the substantially smaller~in comparison
with Ref. 2! values of the activation energy determined fro
the high-temperature quenching of the intensity of the
and green luminescence bands allows us to assume, fir
donor–acceptor mechanism of radiative recombination a
second, a more complicated structure of the emission cen
than in Ref. 2. The authors of Ref. 2 suggest that the
emission is due to radiative recombination of a free elect
with a hole localized at a CuZn

1 acceptor located 0.72 eV
above the top of the valence band, and that the green e
sion is due to recombination of a free electron with a hole
the CuZn

11 acceptor with a depth of 0.35 eV. Thomaset al.12

proposed a model for the formation of complex associa
emission centers in ZnS. According to this model, a sim
green center CuZn

1 at a sufficiently high level of copper dop
ing (.0.9 ppm) forms an associative acceptor blue cen
(CuZn

1 2Cui
1) with significantly shallower depth than

simple CuZn
1 center.

We are inclined to believe that in the examin
ZnSe:Zn:Cu crystals the green emission is due to an elec
transition from a shallow donor~possibly, VSe with
ED;10 meV or some other uncontrollable impurity! to an
associative acceptor center (CuZn

112Cui
1), formed during

copper doping of the crystals. Evidence for the participat
of interstitial copper Cui

1 in the formation of the accepto
complex is provided by the appearance and flare-up of
green emission band in the photoluminescence spectrum
ing prolonged~5–10 h! heating in vacuum at 413 K~Fig. 3!.
As a result of such heating, copper atoms leave their sites
interstitial positions.13 This facilitates the more efficient for
mation of acceptor complexes (CuZn

112Cui
1) and the

flaring-up of the green emission band.
Emission in the red, in our opinion, is due to radiati

transitions of electrons from uncontrolled donors to asso
tive acceptor centers of the type (CuZn

1 2DZn). The partici-
pation of CuZn

1 in the formation of the acceptor responsib
for the red emission band can be justified as follows. W
have found that an increase of the copper content
ZnSe:Zn:Cu samples causes an increase in the intensi
the green emission band which is accompanied by a decr
in the intensity of the red emission band~Fig. 1!. On the
other hand, the authors of Ref. 14 have convincingly sho
that an increase in the copper concentration leads in a m
way to growth of the concentration of acceptor centers a
depth of 0.35 eV, which, according to Ref. 2, can be iden
fied as CuZn

11 centers, which are responsible for the gre
emission.2 According to Ref. 14, the concentration of th
centers with ionization energy 0.72 eV, which are identifi
as acceptor centers of the type CuZn

1 , and which are respon
sible for the red emission,2 hardly varies as the copper con
tent is increased. Their participation in the formation of t
photoluminescence spectrum in this case is manifested m
weakly in comparison with the CuZn

11 centers, which leads to
a redistribution of intensity over the green and red emiss
bands. The substantially smaller~in comparison with Ref. 2!
values of the thermal activation energy determined from
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high-temperature quenching of the red emission band
evidence that the acceptors responsible for this emis
band exist not in the form CuZn

1 , as in Ref. 2, but in the form
of an associate of the type (CuCu

1 2DZn) ~Ref. 15!, whose
activation energy is lower than the corresponding energy
the nonassociative acceptor CuZn

1 .
B. Annealing inCuCl vapors.The simultaneous intro-

duction into then-ZnSe crystals during their heat treatme
in CuCl vapors of an activator (CuZn) and a co-activator
(ClSe) in equivalent quantities has a marked effect on
structure of the long-wavelength luminescence spectr
Figure 4 shows photoluminescence spectra of the three s
of samples annealed in CuCl vapors for 5, 25, and 75 h.
most intense emission of the undopedn-ZnSe crystals ob-
tained from melt is observed at 77 K at the band maxima
630 and 557 nm~Fig. 4a, curve1!. Annealing of the ZnSe
crystals in CuCl vapors leads to a decrease in the intensit
all observed photoluminescence bands and to a transfo
tion of the long-wavelength luminescence bands into t
other bands located at 540 and 640 nm, respectively~Fig. 4a,
curves2–4!. The band at 540 nm flares up energetically w
increase of the anneal time and becomes the dominant b
in intensity for the 75-h anneal. The appearance in the p
toluminescence spectra of then-ZnSe crystals annealed i
CuCl vapors of a green emission band at 540 nm and
decrease in the intensities of theB band@which is attribut-
able to the (VZnVSe) centers; Ref. 16# and the red emission
band with shift of the latter to 640 nm may be linked wi
simultaneous diffusion of copper atoms and chlorine ato
into the crystals and the formation of defects of the typ

FIG. 3. Modification of the photoluminescence spectrum of ZnSe:Zn
~0.05 at. % Cu! crystals after 5-hour~2! and 10-hour~3! heating in vacuum
at T5413 K. Curve1 is the photoluminescence spectrum before heatin

156Ivanova et al.



FIG. 4. Photoluminescence spectra of ZnSe~a!, ZnSe:Zn~b!, and ZnSe:vacuum~c! crystals annealed in CuCl vapor.T577 K. lex5337 nm. Anneal time in
hours:1—0, 2—5, 3—25, 4—75.
CuZn and ClSe, which form new associative emission centers.

th
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CuCl vapors for 5 h leads to a decrease in the intensity of all
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Since the concentration of the CuZn and ClSe defects de-
pends on the concentration of the intrinsic defects in
undopedn-ZnSe starting crystals, we pre-annealed the f
lowing series of samples in liquid zinc with the aim of r
ducing the concentration ofVZn and uncontrolled shallow
donors. The photoluminescence spectra of
n-ZnSe:Zn:CuCl crystals are shown in Fig. 4b. In contras
the initial, unannealedn-ZnSe crystals, the photolumines
cence spectrum of then-ZnSe:Zn crystals consists of a wid
band with two peaks at 600 and 640 nm and a weakly
pressed band at 550 nm~Fig. 4b, curve1!. Annealing in
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observed photoluminescence bands. The green emis
band (lmax550 nm) in the photoluminescence spectru
flares up and becomes predominant in intensity after 25 h
annealing. Further increase in the anneal time leads
quenching of the intensity of all photoluminescence ban
Thus, pre-annealing in liquid zinc lowers theVZn concentra-
tion, limiting the possibility of introducing Cu atoms at th
sites of the zinc sublattice. Annealing for 25 h leads to sa
ration of the filling of VZn sites by copper atoms and to
decrease in the intensity of the green emission band. The
emission band with maximum at 640 nm is almost co
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pletely quenched after 25 h of annealing ofn-ZnSe:Zn:CuCl
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crystals, whereas it is present in then-ZnSe:CuCl photolu-
minescence spectra even after a 75-h anneal in CuCl vap

Pre-annealingn-ZnSe crystals in vacuum leads to
growth in theVZn concentration.17 Consequently, inn-ZnSe
crystals annealed first in vacuum and then in CuCl vap
favorable conditions are created for the formation of CZn

acceptors. The evolution of the photoluminescence spe
during an extended anneal ofn-ZnSe crystals in vacuum an
then in CuCl vapors is illustrated in Fig. 4c. As could
expected, in this case intense green emiss
(lmax5540 nm) is observed already after 5 h of annealing in
CuCl vapors and, in contrast to the previous series
samples, this photoluminescence band predominates fo
anneal times. The intensity of the red emission bands at
and 640 nm decreases with increasing anneal time in C
vapors and almost completely quenches.

We believe that the acceptor responsible for the gr
emission band, as in the case of the crystals annealed in
Zn1Cu melt, is an associative complex of the ty
(CuZn

112Cui
1). At low temperatures (T,120 K) the elec-

trons localized at the shallow donors~in the given case thes
can be defects of the type ClSe!, recombine radiatively with
holes localized at the associative acceptors (CuZn

112Cui
1).

As the temperature is raised above 120 K, the shallow don
ionize and the free electrons recombine radiatively with
holes at the (CuZn

112Cui
1) centers.

The structure of the emission centers responsible for
red luminescence band inn-ZnSe crystals that were not an
nealed in CuCl vapors, and in crystals that were, appear
be different. In then-ZnSe crystals that were not annealed
CuCl vapors, (VZn

112DZn) donor–acceptor pairs are respo
sible for the red luminescence band. The thermal activa
energy, determined from the high-temperature slope of
dependence lnI5f(103/T), turns out to be equal to 0.14
eV. Annealing ofn-ZnSe crystals in CuCl vapors leads to t
formation of the complex acceptor (CuZn

1 2ClSe). The red
emission band in this case forms as a result of radiative t
sitions of electrons from the shallow donor onto the asso
tive acceptor (CuZn

1 2ClSe). It was previously assumed18 that
the donor–acceptor associates (CuZnClSe) are responsible for
the red emission band in ZnSe:Cu:Cl crystals.

C. Thermal diffusion of copper from a metallic film d
posited on the surface of the crystal.Figure 5 shows photo
luminescence spectra of the starting crystals of the three
ries of samples and of samples with different anneal tim
from the series of crystals annealed in vacuum after dep
tion on their surface of a thin copper film. The photolum
nescence spectrum of the unannealed ZnSe starting cr
has a maximum at 635 nm and consists of two bands s
its short-wavelength limb has a distinct dip in the region
605 nm. Pre-annealing of then-ZnSe starting crystal in liq-
uid zinc at 950 °C for 100 h with the aim of reducing th
number ofVZn intrinsic defects leads to the disappearance
the dip on the short-wavelength slope of the emission ba
The position of the maximum is shifted to 640 nm, and t
half-width of the band, as in the previous case, is 250 m
The band has an asymmetric shape. Annealing of the sta
crystal in vacuum at 950 °C for 100 h leads to a narrowing
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the red emission band to 166 meV. The disappearance o
dip at 605 nm on the short-wavelength slope of the emiss
band of then-ZnSe starting crystals after annealing in liqu
zinc or in vacuum is a consequence of partial decay of
associative centers (VZnVSe), which are responsible for the
emission band located at 605 nm, as a result of the decr
in the number ofVZn or VSe intrinsic defects brought abou
by the corresponding heat treatments~anneals!.

Regardless of the medium in which then-ZnSe starting
crystals are pre-annealed and, consequently, regardless o
concentration of theVZn and VSe intrinsic defects and their
relative numbers, subsequent annealing in vacuum of
crystals with a thin copper film deposited on their surfac
leads to the appearance in the photoluminescence spec
at 77 K of a green emission band with maximum at 550
whose intensity increases with increasing anneal time,
the intensity of the red emission band with a maximum
640 nm is essentially independent of the anneal time. It o
slightly broadens with increase of the anneal time~Fig. 5,
curves4–6!. The ratio of the intensities of the green and r
emission bands increases with increasing of the anneal
for all of the series of crystals~Fig. 5, inset!.

FIG. 5. Photoluminescence spectra of ZnSe~1!, ZnSe:vacuum~2!, and
ZnSe:Zn~3! crystals, and crystals of ZnSe:Zn copper-doped from a meta
film ~4–7!. Anneal time of the copper film in minutes:4—2, 5—4, 6—8,
7—20. lex5460 nm. T577 K. Inset plots the dependence of the ratio
intensities of the green and red emission bands for crystals of ZnSe:Cu~8!,
ZnSe:Zn:Cu~9!, and ZnSe:vacuum:Cu~10! on the anneal time of the coppe
film.
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n-ZnSe crystals copper-doped from a thin copper film dep
ited on the surface of the crystal, it is natural to assume
these centers include within themselves copper atoms w
have diffused into the crystal from the film as well as intri
sic defects of the typeVZn andVSe, which arise as a result o
the dissolution of Zn atoms in the copper film.20 Evidence of
the participation of copper in the formation of emission ce
ters is provided by the appearance in then-ZnSe:Cu photo-
luminescence spectra of a green emission b
(l5550 nm), which according to numerous sources in
literature is identified with emission centers incorporati
copper atoms in their makeup. It is characteristic that t
emission band is absent in the photoluminescence spect
the starting crystals.

An interesting peculiarity of the photoluminescen
spectra of the investigated samples is the fact that the in
sity of the red emission band (lmax5640 nm) depends
weakly on the anneal time~Fig. 5!, while in the case of
annealing ofn-ZnSe crystals in a Zn1Cu melt or in CuCl
vapors, along with growth of the intensity of the green em
sion band, the intensity of the red emission band is stron
quenched. This allows us to assume that the red emis
band in this case is due to centers incorporating intrin
defects. The red emission centers in this case can be as
ates of the typeVZnZni proposed in Ref. 8. The maximum o
the green emission band in the photoluminescence spect
n-ZnSe crystals copper-doped from a deposited film
shifted toward longer wavelengths (lmax5550 nm) in com-
parison with crystals copper-doped from a Zn1Cu melt or
copper-doped in CuCl vapors (lmax5530 nm). The authors
of Ref. 15 propose a structure of the green emission cente
n-ZnSe:Cu crystals (lmax5550 nm) of the type
(CuZn2CuZn). We allow for the possibility of the formation
of such centers in our case, assuming that copper at the
of the zinc sublattice is found in the doubly charged st
(CuZn

11). The depth of these centers, which is determin
from the temperature quenching of the intensity of the gr
emission band, is 0.12–0.15 eV from the top of the vale
band.
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with a metallic copper film deposited on their surface dis
lution of Zn atoms into the copper film and generation ofVZn

intrinsic defects take place along with generation of CuZn

impurity defects as a result of dissolution of copper into t
zinc selenide crystal.
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The structure of high-temperature blue luminescence centers in zinc selenide and

mechanisms of this luminescence

G. N. Ivanova, V. A. Kasiyan, N. D. Nedeoglo, D. D. Nedeoglo, and A. V. Simashkevich

State University of Moldova, 277009 Kishinev, Moldova
~Submitted November 19, 1996; accepted for publication June 7, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 178–181~February 1998!

The characteristic features of temperature quenching of the intensity of the edge luminescence
bands ofn-ZnSe crystals annealed in different media~vacuum, Zn, Se! are investigated
a wide temperature range. A change in the mechanisms of high-temperature exciton luminescence
in the short-wavelength region of the spectrum~443 nm! with increase in temperature of the
crystal is observed. It is shown that the nature of temperature quenching of the long-wavelength
edge luminescence band~458 nm! is evidence of dissociation of associative luminescence
centers with increase in the sample temperature. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!01201-0#
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The participation of excitons in the formation of th
shortest-wavelength bands of the high-temperature edge
minescence of zinc selenide has been discussed within
context of studies of the electroluminescence,1 cathodo-
luminescence,2 and photoluminescence3 of these crystals. It
has been noted that at temperatures near liquid nitrogen
shortest-wavelength emission with energy 2.787 eV is du
recombination of free electrons.3 As the temperature is in
creased, the role of the free electrons in the formation of
edge luminescence bands weakens and the defining me
nism becomes recombination of excitons bound to ioni
shallow donors.2 It has been suggested that the lower-ene
blue emission band with maximum at 2.706 eV is due
recombination of a free electron with a hole at the accept3

The characteristic features of the temperature quenc
of these bands, which we have observed in the luminesce
spectra ofn-ZnSe crystals annealed in different media allo
us to discuss with greater certainty the mechanisms of ra
tive recombination and the structure of the emission cen
responsible for the observed high-temperature emis
bands.

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND CONDITIONS OF THE
EXPERIMENT

In the temperature interval from 82 to 400 K we ha
investigated the spectra of untreated high-ohmicn-ZnSe
crystals obtained from melt, and also crystals annealed
vacuum and in zinc and selenium melts for 100 h at 950
In the case of the selenium medium, the annealing temp
ture was varied from 400 to 900 °C with a 100 °C step.
the end of each anneal the samples were rapidly coole
room temperature. Photoluminescence was excited by m
chromatic light from a VSU-1 monochromator with a hal
gen lamp or by an LGI-21 laser with wavelength 337 n
The photoluminescence spectra were examined with the
of an MDR-23 monochromator with a linear dispersion
14 Å/mm over the wavelength interval from 430 to 500 n
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The effect of the medium and the annealing temperat
of the n-ZnSe crystals on the photoluminescence spectr
82 K is shown in Figs. 1a and 1b, respectively. It can be s
that regardless of the medium and the annealing tempera
two narrow blue emission bands are observed—theA band
~443 nm, 2.799 eV! and theB band~458 nm, 2.707 eV!. In
the untreated crystal theB band has very low intensity. An
nealing the crystals in liquid zinc quenches this band alm
completely while annealing in vacuum, and even more so
liquid selenium, leads to a significant growth of the intens
of this photoluminescence band. It is interesting to note t
annealing of crystals in vacuum is similar in its effect on t
intensity of theB band to annealing in liquid selenium wit
somewhat lower efficiency. It can be assumed that dur
high-temperature annealing of ZnSe crystals in an evacu
cell, interstitial selenium atoms leave the crystal, creatin
selenium vapor medium in the cell, and the crystal anneal
this selenium vapor. The shorter-wavelengthA band has a
narrow half-width (;4 – 5 nm) and is located in the excito
emission region.

As the annealing temperature of the crystals in a se
nium melt is increased from 400 to 950 °C, the intensity
the B band flares up, while the intensity of theA band de-
creases~Fig. 1b!. The half-width and spectral absorption o
the observed photoluminescence bands are independe
the annealing temperature.

Annealing of ZnSe crystals in a selenium melt at diffe
ent temperatures does not alter the character of the temp
ture evolution of the photoluminescence spectra. Figur
shows the temperature evolution of the photoluminesce
spectra of ZnSe crystals after annealing in a selenium me
500 °C~a! and 950 °C~b!. It can be seen that increasing th
temperature of the sample leads to a decrease in the inte
of the blue emission bands and causes them to shift into
long-wavelength region of the spectrum. The intensity of
B band quenches significantly faster than that of theA band.

The dependence of the intensity of theA emission band
on the inverse temperature for ZnSe:Se crystals anneale
different temperatures is plotted in Fig. 3. On a semilog p

1600160-04$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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these dependences consist of two straight lines with diffe
slopes. The presence of two slopes usually indicate
donor–acceptor mechanism of radiative recombinati
However, we have established that the energy position of
A band is independent of the excitation intensity over
entire temperature interval investigated, which eliminates
donor–acceptor mechanism.

It is evident from Fig. 3 that the activation energy
temperature quenching of luminescence at low temperat
(T,120–150 K) is 14–17 meV and varies only slightly
the annealing temperature is increased from 400 to 800
Increasing the annealing temperature to 950 °C lowers
energy to 10 meV. In the high-temperature region the a
vation energy of temperature quenching of the luminesce
also depends only weakly on the annealing temperature
is equal to 42–43 meV, falling to 35 meV at 950 °C. As t
annealing temperature of the ZnSe:Se crystals is increa
the temperature of the break in the curves at the transi
from low-temperature to high-temperature quenching, in
cated by the arrows in Fig. 3, is observed to decrease.

We think that at low temperatures theA band is caused
by annihilation of free electrons. This idea is based on
fact that, first, the difference between the width of the ba
gap ~Eg52.812 eV at 77 K, Ref. 1! and the energy at the
maximum of theA band (hnmax52.793 eV) is 19 meV and
second, the energy of temperature quenching of this ban
the low-temperature region is 14–17 meV. It is clear th
both these values are near the binding energy of a free e
ton, which takes values between 16 meV~Ref. 4! and
24 meV ~Ref. 5!. The excitonic nature of this band is als

FIG. 1. Effect of the medium~a! and annealing temperature~b! of n-ZnSe
crystals on the red luminescence spectra;T582 K; a! 1—initial crystal,
2–4—crystal annealed in liquid zinc, in vacuum, and in liquid selenium;b!
annealing temperature in liquid seleniumTa , °C: 1—unannealed,2—400,
3—700,4—800,5—950.
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indicated by the fact that annealing ZnSe crystals in liq
zinc, which enhances the perfection of the crystalline latti
strongly increases the intensity of theA band~Fig. 1a!.

At temperatures above 150 K shallow donors in Zn
are found in the ionized state, which favors the formation
excitons bound to these ionized donors. The activation
ergy of temperature quenching of the intensity of theA band
in this temperature range is comprised of the ionization
ergy of the shallow donor impurity (Ed;20 meV) and the
binding energy of the exciton with the ionized don
@Eb5Eg2hnmax(A);23– 25 meV at 260 K#, determined by
comparing the dependences of the temperature shift of
maximum of this band and the width of the band ga
In ZnSe such shallow donors can beVSe ~14 meV!, AlZn

~19.5 meV!, GaZn ~22 meV!, and InZn ~24 meV!.6

The temperature at which the temperature quench
curve of the intensity of theA band changes slope~Fig. 3!
corresponds to different contributions to the intensity of t
given band from the two mechanisms of excitonic emiss
indicated above. The shift of this temperature toward low
values with increase of the annealing temperature is acc
panied by a decrease in the intensity of theA band. This
decrease in the intensity of the excitonic luminescence b
is due to growth of the role of the recombination chann
through bound excitons with increase of the annealing te
perature. Since the concentration of shallow ionized do
impurities, includingVSe vacancies, decreases as the anne
ing temperature in liquid selenium is increased, due to filli

FIG. 2. Temperature evolution of the photoluminescence spectra of Z
crystals annealed in liquid selenium at 500 °C~a! and 950 °C~b!. T, K: a!
1—82, 2—103, 3—112, 4—140, 5—174, 6—263; b! 1—82, 2—107,
3—158,4—201.
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of the selenium vacancies, the intensity of the emiss
caused by recombination of bound excitons decreases, l
ing to an overall lowering of the intensity of theA emission
band. The predominant role of theVSe vacancies as the de
fect that binds the excitons at high annealing temperature
the ZnSe crystals is indicated by the decrease in the ac
tion energy of high-temperature quenching of theA band
observed in crystals annealed at 950 °C~Fig. 3!.

The dependence of the intensity of theB emission band
on the inverse temperature for different annealing temp
tures of ZnSe crystals in liquid Se is plotted in Fig. 4. T
absence of a shift of the maximum of this band as a func
of the excitation intensity, as in the case of theA band,
allows us to eliminate the donor–acceptor mechanism of
mation of this photoluminescence band. The presence of
slopes on the temperature quenching curve of the intensit
the B band is evidence of a change in the structure of
emission center with growth of the temperature of the cry
accompanied by preservation of the mechanism of radia
recombination. We believe that recombination of a free el
tron with a hole localized on the associative center (VZnD)
takes place at low temperatures. The incorporation of
intrinsic defectVZn in the makeup of the associate can
justified by the fact that annealing of ZnSe crystals in liqu

FIG. 3. Dependence of the intensity of theA luminescence band of ZnSe:S
crystals on the inverse temperature;Ta , °C: 1—400, 2—500, 3—700,
4—800,5—950.
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Se, which lead to a growth of theVZn concentration, is ac-
companied by an abrupt growth in the intensity of theB
band, especially at high annealing temperatures, when
rate of generation of defects of such type is high~Fig. 1b!.
The role of the donor in the associative center can be fulfil
by elements of groups III and VII~Al, Ga, In, Cl!.

As the temperature of the crystal is increased ab
100–120 K, thermal dissociation of the complex accep
into the simple acceptor centerVZn and a donor center oc
curs. The depth of the simple centerVZn relative to the top of
the valence band is greater than that of the associative ce
(VZnD), which leads to a greater activation energy of te
perature quenching of theB band in the high-temperatur
region (;70 meV) ~Fig. 4!. The donors liberated after deca
of the associative acceptors at temperatures ab
100–150 K are found preferentially in the ionized sta
which increases the probability of formation of excito
bound to the ionized donors and enhances the h
temperature recombination channel of theA band. This ap-
parently promotes slower temperature quenching of theA
band and its manifestation in the photoluminescence spe
of the investigated crystals all the way up to room tempe
ture.

Figure 5 plots the intensity of theB band as a function of

FIG. 4. Dependence of the intensity of theB luminescence band of ZnSe:S
crystals on the inverse temperature;Ta , °C: 1—400, 2—700, 3—800,
4—950.
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the excitation intensity—the so-called lux–brightness ch
acteristics, which contain definite information about t
mechanism of temperature quenching of this band. If
lux–brightness characteristic is linear, i.e., in the coordina

FIG. 5. Lux–brightness characteristic of the B luminescence band
ZnSe:Se crystal;Ta5950 °C; T, K: 1—82, 2—126, 3—166. a: 1,2—1;
3—1.2.
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a51, then the internal quenching mechanism opera
whereas fora .1 the external quenching mechanism
realized.7 It is clear from Fig. 5 that the lux–brightness cha
acteristics are nearly linear over a wide temperature inte
and, consequently, it may be assumed that tempera
quenching of the intensity of theB band is realized by the
internal mechanism. This can apparently also explain
small values of the activation energy of temperature quen
ing of the intensity of theB band at both low and high
temperatures. The values of the activation energy of te
perature quenching obtained in this case are not equal to
depth of the associative acceptors (VZnD) or the simple ac-
ceptorsVZn . By way of an example, the depth of the intrin
sic defectVZn @Ea(VZn);0.6 eV; Ref. 8# is an order of mag-
nitude greater than the activation energy of therm
quenching of the intensity of theB band (;0.06– 0.07 eV),
where this band is due, in our view, to emission centers
just this type in the high-temperature region.
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SEMICONDUCTOR STRUCTURES, INTERFACES AND SURFACES
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Effect of heteroepitaxial surface passivation on the photosensitivity spectra and
recombination parameters of GaAs layers

I. A. Karpovich and M. V. Stepikhova

N. I. Lobachevski� Nizhni� Novgorod State University, 603600 Nizhni� Novgorod, Russia
~Submitted April 1, 1997; accepted for publication May 22, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 182–186~February 1998!

The influence of heteroepitaxial passivation of the surfaces of GaAs layers by a deposition of
thin layer of In0.5Ga0.5P on the photomagnetic effect spectra, the barrier photoconductivity,
and the capacitor photovoltage in GaAs is investigated. An increase in the surface recombination
rate and the anomalous drift component of the photomagnetic effect with growth of the
absorption coefficient in the region of strong absorption was observed. The influence of these
effects on the photosensitivity spectra has been elucidated. The possibility of using
photoelectric techniques to determine the recombination parameters of thin GaAs layers is
demonstrated. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01302-7#

Difficulties arise in the determination of the recombina- of In0.5Ga0.5P of thickness;20 nm. In the presence of
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tion parameters of GaAs epitaxial layers by photoelec
methods, due to the strong influence of the surface on
photoelectric properties.1 Thus, the presence of depleted la
ers and the associated barriers on the surface and on the
boundary between the epitaxial layer and the semi-insula
substrate leads to the predominance of the barrier mecha
of photoconductivity~PC! in the layers under ordinary con
ditions ~see, e.g., Ref. 2!. In this situation the well-known
methods of determining the lifetime of the majority carrie
and the surface recombination rate~SRR! developed for bulk
photoconductivity do not apply.3,4 The determination of the
lifetime of the minority carriers and the surface recombin
tion rate from the photomagnetic effect~PME!, as will be
shown in this paper, requires an account of the spectral
pendence of the surface recombination rate and the ano
lous drift component in the photomagnetic effect, which a
also associated with the presence of a surface barrier.

In this article we report the results of an experimen
study of the effect that heteroepitaxial surface passivation
GaAs layers by deposition of a thin layer of InGaP~Ref. 5!
has on the photomagnetic effect spectra, the photocondu
ity spectra, and the capacitor photovoltage~CPV! in GaAs.
The significant decrease in the surface recombination
brought about by surface passivation substantially simpli
the problem of determining the recombination parameter
the layers and makes it possible to explain some feature
the photoelectric sensitivity spectra.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

GaAs layers were grown on semi-insulating substra
with ~100! orientation by gas-phase epitaxy from metal
organic compounds~MOS-hydride epitaxy! at atmospheric
pressure. The parameters of some of these samples are
in Table I.

Heteroepitaxial passivation of the surface of the Ga
layers was effected by deposition of a lattice-matched la
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cladding heterolayer the surface recombination rate is
creased by 1–2 orders of magnitude and the height of
surface barrier is lowered from;0.6 to 0.3 eV~Ref. 5!. In
contrast to Ref. 5, passivation was effected not dur
growth but after exposure of the layers to air, which, as
turned out, did not degrade the passivation effect.

In our study of the photomagnetic effect, the measu
ments were performed in the open-circuit regime in a m
netic field with inductionB51.8 T, and the short-circui
photocurrentI PM was calculated from the photovoltage.

The photoconductivity in planar geometry was measu
in modulated monochromatic and pulsed white light. In t
second case the maximum intensity at the surface of
sample from the quantum efficiency corresponded to an
tensity of ;131018 cm22

•s21 of the strongly absorbed
monochromatic radiation. Single light pulses of durati
;3 ms were obtained with the use of a flashlamp. The p
tocurrent pulse was recorded with the help of a record
oscilloscope.

The combined use of photoconductivity spectra and
capacitor photovoltage allowed us to estimate the contri
tion of each of the barriers to the barrier photoconductivi
For this purpose, we measured the capacitor photovolt
spectra separately on the surface barrier and the inner l
barrier ~front-wall and rear-wall capacitor photovoltage, r
spectively! by the technique described in Ref. 6. All spect
were measured in the weak-signal, linear~in the illumination
intensity! regime and were reduced to the same numbe
incident photons.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. The photomagnetic effect

The photomagnetic effect spectra in the investigatedn-
and p-type GaAs epitaxial layers with natural and etch
surface are characterized by a significant drop in the ph
current in the region of intrinsic absorption for photon en

1640164-05$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics



TABLE I. Parameters of investigated GaAs layers.
Sample
No. d, mm

Type of
conductivity n0 , p0 , 1016 cm23 mn , m0 , cm2/~V•s) L* , L, mm t* , t, 1028 s s, 104 cm/s

Surface
state

1 6.7 n 0.05 6700 1.1* 0.2* 5 Natural
3.2 1.4 !1 Passivated

2 2.5 n 12.0 3100 2.1* 0.6* 1.6 Natural
3.5 1.4 !1 Passivated

3 2.5 p 1.9 290 0.5* 331023* — Natural
4 3.0 p 6.6 290 0.8* 831023* — Natural

Note: The asterisk denotes the effective parameters,d is the layer thickness,n0(p0) is the electron~hole! concentration, andmn(mp) is the electron~hole!
mobility.
gieshn.Eg , whereEg is the width of the band gap~Fig. 1,
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curves3 and 5!. In GaAs single crystals, in contrast, th
photocurrent was found to grow in this region,7 where this
growth, according to the diffusion theory of the photoma
netic effect,8 is described by the factoraL/(11aL), where
a(hn) is the absorption coefficient, andL is the diffusion
length of the minority carriers. This made it possible to d
termine the diffusion lengthL from the dependence
1/I PM5 f (1/a), which in crystals with different conductivi
ties varied randomly in the range 0.1–0.6mm.

The decrease inI PM for aw.1, wherew is the thickness
of the surface barrier, was predicted by the theory of
photomagnetic effect, which takes into account the inc
stancy of the Fermi quasilevel for the minority carriers in t
barrier region.9 This decrease is due to an increase in
effective surface recombination rates with increase of the
absorption coefficienta from ;13104 to 53104 cm21 in
the energy interval 1.45–2 eV. For sample 1 (w'1.2 mm)
this condition is satisfied quite well. Qualitatively, this e
planation accords with the fact that the effect is diminish
in the presence of illumination~curve4! and by increasing in

FIG. 1. Effect of surface passivation and doping level on the PME sp
trum: 1,2—passivated surface;3,5—unpassivated surface;4—unpassivated
surface in the presence of illumination;1,4,5—sample 1;2,3—sample 2.
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heavily doped sample~sample 2,w'0.07mm! a larger shift
of the maximum toward shorter wavelengths is expected

In view of the presence of a depleted layer and a h
recombination rate on the GaAs surface, one should ex
proof of a substantial role of the anomalous drift compon
in the photomagnetic effect, especially in epitaxial laye
with low carrier concentration. Calculations based on
theory of the anomalous photomagnetic effect9,10 show that
for sample 1 fors553104 cm•s21 ~see Table I! the anoma-
lous component lowers the currentI PM almost twofold at the
edge of the absorption band. According to the theory,
constant surface recombination rate the relative contribu
of the anomalous component should decrease with increa
absorption coefficient. In the investigated layers this d
crease may be compensated for by an increase in the su
recombination rate with growth ofa.

It follows from the theory that foraw.1 the resulting
photomagnetic effect cannot be anomalous even for an
nite surface recombination rate. However, in contradiction
the existing theory, in sample 1 and other samples w
n0,531015 cm23, that is precisely what happens in th
region when hn.1.7 eV: The photomagnetic effect be
comes anomalous~curve 5!. This result was confirmed by
PME measurements with continuous illumination from
helium–neon laser (hn51.96 eV): the anomalous sign an
linear dependence ofI PM on the illumination intensity were
maintained up to intensities;1017 cm22

•s21. In layers with
n0.1016 cm23 the photomagnetic effect did not change si
in the short-wavelength region. The theory of the anomal
photomagnetic effect apparently is in need of refinemen
the spectral regionaw.1.

As was previously reported,5 heteroepitaxial surface pas
sivation increasesI PM and completely eliminates the de
crease ofI PM in the short-wavelength region~Fig. 1, curves1
and2!. Its effect on the photomagnetic effect is due main
to the decrease in the surface recombination rate and no
barrier height, since the illumination lowering the barri
height from;0.6 to;0.2 eV has a relatively weak effect o
the shape of the spectrum and the magnitude ofI PM ~curve
4!. Evidence of a significant drop in the surface recombin
tion rate is also provided by the gain in the edge photolu
nescence of the layers: at 300 K in sample 1 it is increa
by more than a hundredfold, and in sample 2 it is increa
by a factor of 8. In layers with surface passivation it is po
sible in practice to ignore surface recombination and the

c-
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sociated anomalous component of the photomagnetic effect.
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The diffusion component of the photomagnetic effe
can be written in the form

I PM5I PM
0 F, ~1!

where

I PM
0 5q~mn1mp!b~12R!J0BLS aL

11aL D ~2!

is the photomagnetic current per unit width in a thick sam
(d@L,a21) for a small surface recombination ra
(s!D/L), D is the diffusion coefficient of the minority car
riers,mn andmp are the electron and hole mobilities,R is the
reflection coefficient,b is the quantum yield,J0 is the inten-
sity of the incident radiation, andF is a known function
which allow for surface recombination on both boundaries
the layer and for the size effects which are determined by
relative values of the lengthsd, a21, andL.

In general, Eq.~1! contains three unknown recombin
tion parameters:L, s, andsd ~sd is the surface recombinatio
rate on the dark side of the layer!. The necessity of allowing
for the spectral dependences(hn) and the anomalous drif
component of the photomagnetic effect strongly complica
the problem of determining these parameters from the p
tomagnetic effect. However, the use of sufficiently thick la
ers with surface passivation radically eliminates all these
ficulties since it makes it possible to use approximation~2! to
determineL. For thick unpassivated layers, as a generali
characteristic of the recombination activity of the surface a
the volume, we may introduce an effective diffusion leng
L* , defining it from relation~2! for the maximum value of
the photocurrent:I PM(hnm). If we can ignore the contribu
tion of the anomalous component to the photomagnetic
fect whenhn5hnm , then if L* and L are known we can
calculate the surface recombination rates(hnm). Since in
this caseF5(11sL/D)21 ~Ref. 4!, it can be shown that

s~hnm!5
D

L S g
g1aL

11aL
21D , ~3!

whereg5L/L* .1.
For n-type layers the parameterg reaches values;3

and decreases with increasingn0 ~see Table I!. The hole
diffusion lengthLp in epitaxial layers is an order of magn
tude greater than in single crystals,7 which suggests thei
higher degree of structural perfection. In this light, a diffe
ent form of the photomagnetic effect spectra of epitaxial l
ers and single crystals forhn.Eg also makes sense. In th
latter, due to their small value ofL, surface recombination
plays a relatively small role (s,D/L). The analogous in-
equality is also satisfied in layers with surface passivati
but sinceaL@1 for them whenhn.Eg , according to rela-
tion ~2!, I PM(hn).const in this region. Forp-type layers
Ln* ,Lp* . SinceDn.20Dp , we can conclude that the life
time of the minority carriers inp-type layers is roughly two
orders of magnitude shorter than inn-type layers.

The surface recombination rates(hnm) determined from
the photomagnetic effect depends weakly onn0 ~see Table
I!. This tendency, also confirmed for other layers, devia
from the dependences;n0 established in Ref. 11 on th
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basis of an analysis of the data in the literature. For samp
s(hnm) is almost two orders of magnitude less than the v
ues s.106 cm•s21, which are determined from the
cathodoconductivity12 and cathodoluminescence13 for similar
values ofn0 and which are used in Ref. 11. For such a lar
value of the surface recombination rate, under our conditi
the photomagnetic effect would be immeasurably small. O
reason for the discrepancy between the surfa
recombination-rate data may be the dependence of the
face recombination rate on the depth of excitation of
nonequilibrium carriers, which under conditions of photoe
citation is reflected in the spectral dependence of the sur
recombination rate, and under conditions of electron exc
tion should lead to a dependence of the surface recomb
tion rate on the electron energy.

2. Photoconductivity and capacitor photovoltage

In contrast to the photomagnetic effect, on which illum
nation has only a weak effect, the photoconductivity a
capacitor photovoltage in GaAs layers are very sensitive
illumination, as could be expected from their barrier natur2

Without illumination, the photoconductivity spectrum
sph coincides in shape with the front-wall capacitor phot
voltage spectrumDVph ~Fig. 2, curves2 and 5! and differs
noticeably from the rear-wall spectrum~curve4!. The effect
of a decrease in the photosensitivity forhn.Eg is mani-
fested in the latter, as in the photomagnetic effect spectr

FIG. 2. Effect of surface passivation and illumination on the photocond
tivity spectrasph and capacitor photovoltageDVph . 1,4,8—back-wall ca-
pacitor photovoltage;2,3,9—front-wall capacitor photovoltage;5,6,7—
photoconductivity. Surface:1,3,6—passivated;2,4,5—unpassivated. Spectra
7–9 were taken in the presence of illumination. The arrows indicate
change in the photosensitivity as a consequence of surface passivation
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and an impurity photosensitivity associated with absorption
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of the emission of theEL-2 centers in the substrate is o
served. Obviously, under these conditions the barrier ph
conductivity of the layers is determined by the surface b
rier.

However, in white illumination with effective intensity
;1017 cm22

•s21, as a result of a decrease in the height
both barriers, the photoconductivity and the capacitor pho
voltage are decreased by 2–3 orders of magnitude~curves
7–9! and the region of localization of barrier photocondu
tivity shifts since the photoconductivity spectrum now co
cides with the spectrum of the rear-wall capacitor photov
age~curves7 and8!, which also becomes significantly large
in magnitude than the front-wall photovoltage~curves 8
and9!.

The spectral dependence of the rear-wall capacitor p
tovoltage for hn.Eg directly reflects the spectral depe
dence of the surface recombination rates(hn). Since the
inner boundary inn-type layers is a sink for holes, it i
possible to replace it by a surface with large surface rec
bination ratesd@D/L when considering its effect on th
hole distributionDp(x). An analysis of the hole distribution
Dp(x) shows4 that in thick layers (d@L) for surface gen-
eration (aL@1) ands@D/L ~such conditions were realize
in sample 1 without surface passivatio!
Dp(d);(D/ssdL)exp(2d/L). It is natural to assume that th
weak-signal, rear-wall capacitor photovoltageDVph(hn) is
proportional toDp(d) and, consequently, inversely propo
tional to s(hn) if sd(hn)5const. From the spectra of thi
photovoltage~curves4 and 8! we can conclude thats(hn)
increases three- to fourfold in the intervalhn51.45– 2 eV.
Note that the photomagnetic current in this spectral inter
decreases significantly more rapidly and even changes
~Fig. 1, curve5!, which we attribute to an additional contr
bution to this falloff from the anomalous component of t
photomagnetic effect.

In the case of bulk photoconductivity the decrease in
photosensitivity in the short-wavelength region can also t
place for a constant surface recombination rate.14 On this is
based one method of determining it, which was also app
to GaAs layers.1 However, in the case of barrier photoco
ductivity this effect has a different nature: it is controlled
the spectral dependence of the surface recombination
itself, where the redistribution of the contribution to the ph
toconductivity from the surface barrier and the inner barr
upon illumination is of substantial importance. It is intere
ing that the spectral dependence of the surface recombina
rate is not manifested in explicit form in the photosensitiv
spectrum of the surface barrier in the photoconductivity a
capacitor photovoltage, in contrast to the photomagnetic
fect. This fact is tied to the barrier-trap nature of the surfa
photovoltage, in which an increase in the surface recomb
tion rate can be compensated for by a corresponding cha
in the charge of the surface traps. Surface capture, as
shown in Ref. 1, can even lead to an increase in the ph
sensitivity in the short-wavelength region.

Surface passivation decreases the photoconductivity
front-wall capacitor photovoltage by roughly a factor of
~curves3 and 6! and significantly increases the back-wa
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capacitor photovoltage~curve1!. As a result, the photosen
sitivity decrease at energieshn.Eg ceases to show up in th
back-wall spectrum, similar to the case for the spectrum
the photomagnetic effect. The decrease in the photosens
ity of the surface barrier upon passivation, as can be sho
does not contradict the decrease in the surface recombina
rate, since the height of the surface barrier is also decrea
by passivation, and the effect of the latter factor turns ou
be predominant.

Only the decrease in the surface recombination rate
dently can have an effect on the photosensitivity of the in
barrier. Settings!D/L for the passivated surface and,
before, sd!D/L, it can be shown that in this cas
DVph(hn);Dp(d);(1/sd)exp(2d/L); i.e., it does not de-
pend ons and, consequently, upon passivation the photos
sitivity should increase by a factor ofKp5sL/D. Calculat-
ing from the tabulated data gives the resultKp(hnm).2 for
sample 1. The experimental value is;2.8 for curves1 and4.
For hn52 eV, driven by the growth ins Kp increases to 13.
The photoconductivity at the surface barrier in the stro
photovoltage signal regime is2

sph
b 5

s0l 0DYph

AY02DYph111AY011
, ~4!

wheres0 is the conductivity of the quasineutral bulk of th
sample,l 0 is the Debye screening length,

DYph5h ln~11CJ0! ~5!

is the surface photovoltage in units ofkT, Y0 is the initial
bending of the bands,h;1 is a parameter that depends o
the recombination properties of the barrier, andC is a con-
stant. According to Eqs.~4! and~5!, the dependencesph

b (J0)
is nearly logarithmic. Such a dependence is observed
wide intensity range of the pulsed illuminationJ0 ~Fig. 3!.
The slope of the straight line in Fig. 3 for the passivat
surface is roughly three times larger than for the natural s
face. This is explained by a decrease inY0 and an increase in
the parameterh.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the photoconductivitysph on pulsed illumination.
Surface:1—passivated,2—unpassivated.
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photoconductivity onJ0 at high enough intensities, the bu
photoconductivity becomes commensurate with the bar
photoconductivity. This affects the deviation from a logarit
mic dependence of curves1 and2 at high intensities. Analy-
sis shows that the excess over the logarithmic componen
the photoconductivityDsph is proportional toJ0

m with m.1
and 0.5 for the passivated surface and natural surface
spectively.

For total absorption of radiation in the layer the bu
photoconductivity reduced to the surface photoconductiv
is ~in units of V21/h!

sph
v 5qmntph~12R!J0 , ~6!

where tph is the effective lifetime of the electrons in th
layer. Since sph

b ;s0l 0;An0, the condition sph
v .sph

b is
more easily realized for small values ofn0 . For
J0.1018 cm22

•s21 we were able to distinguish the bul
component of the photoconductivity only in sample 1, whi
has a minimum concentrationn0 . If we setDsph5sph

v , then
we have the estimatetn.331028 s for the sample with
surface passivation, in whichtph5tn and does not depen
on J0 . For this same sample, from the photomagnetic eff
we obtained the valuetp51.431028 s; i.e., the bulk life-
times of the electrons and holes inn-type layers with surface
passivation are roughly equal. Note that if we ignore
barrier nature of the photoconductivity and formally defi
tn from relation~6! in the region of linear dependence of th
barrier photoconductivity onJ0 ~for J0,1013 cm22

•s21!, we
obtain tn;1025 s. Such overestimates oftn were obtained
in many earlier studies.7,15

CONCLUSIONS

These are the main conclusions of our study. In Ga
epitaxial layers with natural surfaces, in the strong abso
tion region~hn.Eg , aw.1! the surface recombination rat
increases with growth of the absorption coefficienta and an
anomalous sign of the photomagnetic effect is observe
168 Semiconductors 32 (2), February 1998
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the prediction of the existing theory of the anomalous ph
tomagnetic effect. Heteroepitaxial passivation of a GaAs s
face under a layer of In0.5Ga0.5P strongly reduces the surfac
recombination rate and eliminates the features in the PM
PC, and CPV spectra associated with these phenomena
also substantially facilitates the determination of the dif
sion length and the surface recombination rate in the lay
No dependence of the surface recombination rate on the e
tron concentration in the interval 101521017 cm23 was de-
tected for a natural surface.
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Transient current in amorphous, porous semiconductor–crystalline semiconductor

are
structures
L. P. Kazakova and E. A. Lebedev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted June 3, 1997; accepted for publication July 14, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 187–191~February 1998!

The time-of-flight technique in the weak signal mode~i.e., under conditions of small charge drift
in the sample! is used to study the transient photocurrent in amorphous~porous!
semiconductor–crystalline semiconductor structures. Amorphous Se–As materials, porous Si, and
crystalline Si and CdSe were incorporated in the structures. The carrier drift mobilities in
the amorphous and porous layers of the structures were determined. The appearance of a cusp on
the curves of the transient current is shown to be caused by acceleration of carriers passing
through the interface between the amorphous~porous! layer and the crystal. It is established that
the carrier acceleration influences the drift mobility and the dispersion parameters. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01402-1#
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Amorphous semiconductor–crystalline semiconduc
structures are now used extensively in electronics. Televis
transmission tubes are based on them.1,2 Similar structures
are also utilized in memory elements and switches.3 Porous
silicon–crystalline silicon structures are promising for co
structing radiation sources in the visible spectrum.4,5 The po-
rous silicon ~por-Si! layers are deposited on a crystallin
silicon ~c-Si! surface in such a way that th
(por-Si) – (c-Si) structure is a unit whole. Separation of th
porous silicon layer from the crystalline surface requires
ditional technological operations in which it is possible
make use of the electrical properties of the layer.

In view of this circumstance, in the search for ways
enhancing the operating characteristics of devices, and
in the study of the process of charge carrier transport fr
the amorphous phase to the crystalline, it is necessar
study charge carrier transport in amorphous~porous!
semiconductor–crystalline semiconductor structures. S
amorphous and porous materials possess high resistance
since the charge carrier drift mobility in them is low, to stu
charge carrier transport in them we employed the time
flight measurement technique~TOF!.6

The purpose of this study is to determine, by using
time-of-flight technique, the mobility in layers of amorpho
and porous semiconductors that comprise these struc
and to explain the effect of the boundary between the am
phous~porous! and crystalline semiconductors on the sha
of the transient photocurrent and the main characteristic
charge carrier transport.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

As the object of study we examined th
structures (por-Si) – (c-Si), (a-As2Se3) – (c-Si),
(a-As2Se3) – (c-CdSe), (a-Se95As5) – (c-CdSe), and
(a-Se95As5) – (a-Se). The choice of amorphous semico
ductors of the system Se–As was dictated by the fact tha
these materials charge carrier transport has been exam
rather broadly. The use of structures based on amorph
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the transport characteristics of the structure and of the mo
layer.

Structures based on amorphous semiconductors w
prepared in the following way. A layer of amorphous ma
rial was sputtered, using the thermal vacuum evapora
method, onto wafers of crystalline semiconductors~p-Si,
n-CdSe! or onto a pre-sputtered layer ofa-Se, for which a
glass layer with a layer of aluminum or In2O3 deposited on it
served as the substrate. This metallic layer or crystalline s
strate was used as the lower electrode. A translucent alu
num film, vacuum-deposited on the amorphous layer, ser
as the upper electrode. The area of the upper electro
was typically 3 – 7 mm2. The thickness of the layers wa
0.2–1.5mm.

To prepare a layer of porous silicon we used polish
wafers of boron-doped crystallinep-type ~100! Si with a
resistivity of 4 – 5V•cm. The thickness of the porous-silico
layers was 5–7mm. The samples had the structu
(por-Si) – (c-Si). A translucent chromium or aluminum
electrode was vacuum-sputtered onto the porous-Si la
The crystalline silicon wafer served as the second electro
The resistivity of the samples was 109– 1010 V.

The time-of-flight technique was employed under con
tions of small charge drift, not affecting the electric fie
distribution (F).6 The charge carrier drift mobility~m! was
found from the relation

m5L/tTF, ~1!

wheretT is the transit time of the charge carriers through t
layer, andL is the layer thickness. Nonequilibrium charg
carrier injection into the sample was accomplished with
help of an LGI-21 nitrogen laser with wavelength 0.337mm
and pulse duration;8 ns. Measurements were made duri
individual pulses. The time constant of the measuring circ
was significantly less than the transit time (RC!tT).

The transit time was found from the transient photoc
rent (I (t)) curves, whose shape depend on the nature
charge carrier transport in the material.7–9 Under conditions
of normal ~Gaussian! transport there is a segment of wea

1690169-05$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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time dependence of the currentI (t)—a ‘‘quasiplateau,’’ fol-
lowed by a rapid decay. The time of flighttT is determined
from the break in the current at the transition point from t
first segment to the second.

Under conditions of dispersion transport, which is ch
acteristic of amorphous semiconductors, the dependenceI (t)
is a continuous decay which is described by different pow
laws before and after the transitt5tT :7,9

I ~ t !;t2~12a i ! for

t,tT X t;t2~11a f ! for t.tT , ~2!

where a i and a f are the dispersion parameters~0,a i ,
a f,1!. The transit time in this case is determined from t
break in theI (t) curves when replotted on a log–log scale.
consequence of the nonequilibrium character of the proc
of dispersion transport is the presence of a drift mobility tim
dependence from which the dependence of the mobility
the thickness and the electric field intensity follow
m;(F/L)(1/a)21, wherea is a parameter characterizing th
degree of dispersion of the transport process (0,a,1).
The higher the value ofa, the smaller the degree of dispe
sion and the closer the transport is to Gaussian.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our studies showed that a characteristic feature of
transient photocurrents observed in amorphous~porous!
layer–crystal structures is the presence of a maximum on
I (t) curves at some timetm ~Figs. 1–4!. In the graphs the
time tm is indicated by arrows. The timetm varied in inverse
proportion to the applied voltage (U). The transit timetT

behaves in the same way.
It should be noted that the shape of theI (t) curves ob-

tained on structures is similar to the shape that is charac
istic of the space-charge bounded transient current. Howe

FIG. 1. Oscillograms of the transient photocurrentI (t) corresponding to
hole drift in an a-As2Se3 monolayer of thickness 1.3mm ~1! and in the
structure (a-As2Se3) – (c-Si) ~2,3!. VoltageU, V: 1,3—6; 2—3. The scale
on thet axis is 20ms/div; on theI axis—0.1~1,3!, 0.05 ~2! mA/div.
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the magnitude of the photocurrent in the structures was
nificantly less~by 2–3 orders of magnitude! than should be
observed under conditions of space-charge bounded tran
current.10 Additionally, the photocurrent varied in direct pro
portion to the injecting radiation intensity.

Thus, the shape of the photocurrent curves observe
the structures is not associated with the effect of sp
charge.

We compared the values oftm and tT obtained respec-
tively in the structure and in its monolayer part at identic
voltages. Figures 1, 2, and 5 show oscillograms of the tr
sient currents observed in thea-As2Se3 and a-Se95As5

monolayers. From the figures it is clear that the shape of
I (t) curves ina-As2Se3 ~Figs. 1 and 2, curve1! is typical of
dispersion transport, and ina-Se95As5 ~Fig. 5, curves1 and
2! it is similar to that characteristic of normal~Gaussian!
transport. The transit time in thea-As2Se3 layers was found
by replotting the dependenceI (t) on a log–log scale~Fig. 6,

FIG. 2. Oscillograms of the transient photocurrentI (t) corresponding to
hole drift in ana-As2Se3 monolayer of thickness 0.24mm ~1! and in the
structure (a-As2Se3) – (c-CdSe)~2–5!. VoltageU, V: 1,3—3; 2—2; 4—4;
5—5. The scale on thet axis is 1~1–3!, 0.5 ~4,5! ms/div; on theI axis—3
~1!, 2 ~2,3!, 10 ~4!, 20 ~5! mA/div.

FIG. 3. Oscillograms of the transient photocurrent corresponding to h
drift in the structure (por-Si) – (c-Si). U, V: 1—15, 2—20, 3—30. The
scale on thet axis is 2ms/div; on theI axis—0.3mA/div.
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curve1!, and in thea-Se95As5 layers directly from the oscil-
lograms. The time of flight is indicated in the figures by
arrow. The drift mobility of the holes (mh) in a-As2Se3 and
of the electrons (me) in a-Se95As5 were ;631025 and
;831025 cm2/~V•s), respectively.

Comparison of the values oftm and tT showed that they
can differ substantially. Thus, in (a-As2Se3) – (c-Si) and
(a-As2Se3) – (c-CdSe) structurestT.(1.523)tm, while in
the (a-Se95As5) – (c-CdSe) structure they are similar i
value (tm&tT). Accordingly, a difference was obtained
the charge carrier drift mobilities determined fromtm and tT

according to Eq.~1!.

FIG. 4. Oscillograms of the transitory photocurrent corresponding to e
tron drift in the structurea-Se95As5 ~1.1mm!–c-CdSe~100mm!. U, V: 1—
6.4,2—12.8. The scale on thet axis is 10ms/div; on theI axis—0.2mA/div.

FIG. 5. Oscillograms of the transient photocurrent corresponding to elec
drift in the a-Se95As5 monolayer of thickness 0.95mm ~1,2! and in the
structurea-Se95As5 ~0.95mm!–a-Si ~1.45mm! ~3,4!. Voltage U, V: 1—
3.8; 2—4.8,3—12.8,4—25.6. The scale on thet axis is 10ms/div; on theI
axis—0.2~1,2!, 0.1 ~3,4! mA/div.
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Our studies showed that the form of the transient pho
current in amorphous~porous! semiconductor–crystalline
semiconductor structures is analogous to that observed in
two-layer structure (a-Se95As5) – (a-Se) ~Fig. 5!. In such a
structure the resistivities and dielectric constants of the fi
and second layers are similar; therefore the distribution
the electric field in such a structure should be roughly u
form. At the same time, the electron drift mobility in th
a-Se95As5 layer is two orders of magnitude smaller than
a-Se, in whichme5631023 cm2/~V•s). In Ref. 11 it was
shown that the appearance of a maximum on theI (t) curves
obtained in the (a-Se95As5) – (a-Se) structure is due to ac
celeration of the charge carriers as they pass from the
layer to the second. Since the charge carrier drift mobility
the amorphous~porous! layer is significantly less than in th
crystal, the shape of theT(t) curves obtained in amorphou
~porous! semiconductor–crystalline semiconductor structu
can also be explained in this way.

According to ideas developed in Refs. 11 and 12,
photocurrent in a two-layer structure consisting of laye
with low and high charge carrier mobility in the presence
a transparent boundary between the layers has two com
nents: I (t)5I 1(t)1I 2(t), I 1(t)5eq1(t)m1F/L and I 2(t)
5eq2(t)m2F/L, wheree is the charge of the electron,m1 ,
m2 , andq1(t), q2(t) are the mobility and number of charg
carriers in the first and second layers of the structure, res
tively, and L is the total thickness of the structure. F
q2m2.q1m1 the second termI 2(t) dominates. In this term
q2(t);* tT1

tT11tT2P(L1 ,t)m1F dt, whereP(L1 ,t) is the den-

sity of delocalized charge carriers on the interlayer bounda
and tT1 and tT2 are the transit times of the charge carrie
across the first and second layer, respectively. IftT2 is small
enough thatP(L1 ,t) can be assumed constant during th
time, then q2;P(L1 ,t) and, consequently, I (t)
;I 2(t);P(L1 ,t). Thus, the dependenceI (t) in this case
reflects the time variation of the density of delocaliz
charge carriers on the boundary. The timetm corresponds to

c-

n

FIG. 6. Time dependence of the photocurrent in ana-As2Se3 monolayer of
thickness 0.24mm ~1! and in the structure (a-As2Se3) – (c-CdSe) ~2–4!.
VoltageU, V: 1,2—3; 3—2; 4—1.5.
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that tm essentially coincides with the time of flight of th
charge carriers across the layer with low mobility (tm.tT)
under conditions of normal~Gaussian! transport and can dif-
fer substantially fromtT under conditions of dispersion tran
port: tm /tT;@(1/&)1(1/a&)#2(1/a). The use of this for-
mula yields the relation betweentm and tT in
(a-As2Se3) – (c-CdSe) and (a-As2Se3) – (c-Si) structures
established experimentally fora50.7– 0.8. This result is in
good agreement with the data obtained in Ref. 15 in a st
of the dependence of the hole drift mobility ina-As2Se3 on
the sample thickness and the electric field intensity, wh
yields the same values of the dispersion parametera. The
coincidence of the values oftm and tT obtained in
(a-Se95As5) – (c-CdSe) and (a-Se95As5) – (a-Se) structures
is evidence of the normal~Gaussian! nature of transport in
a-Se95As5.

Thus, our analysis has shown that to explain the exp
mental data obtained in amorphous~porous! layer–crystal
structures it is possible to invoke ideas about charge ca
transport in a two-layer structure consisting of materials w
low and high charge carrier mobility. In this case the layer
amorphous~porous! material is the low-mobility layer and
the thin, relatively high-resistance layer of crystalline sem
conductor near the boundary with the amorphous materia
which part of the voltage is applied, serves as the hi
mobility layer. The higher values of the drift mobility ob
tained in thea-Se95As5 layer @me.831025 cm2/~V•s)], in
comparison with those found for this material from the va
of tm in the (a-Se95As5) – (c-CdSe) structure @me

.731025 cm2/~V•s)] indicate a redistribution of the ap
plied voltage in the structure. At the same time, the relativ
small difference in these values indicates that the volt
drop in the crystal is not large.

From an analysis of the experimental data it follows th
the following two cases are possible:

a! the charge carriers do not drift into the crystal, b
cause of the barrier on the amorphous~porous! layer–crystal
boundary;

b! the crystal plays the role of a low-resistance conta
in this case the transport characteristics obtained for
structure should not differ from those found for the layer

The results we obtained for the structu
(a-As2Se3) – (c-CdSe) in low electric fields are apparent
due to the effect of a barrier on the amorphous~porous!
layer–crystal boundary. Studies show that in the region
electric fieldsF&63104 V/cm the dependenceI (t) in the
structure (a-As2Se3) – (c-CdSe)~Fig. 2, curve2 and Fig. 6,
curve 4! is a continuous time decay, analogous to that
served in the structurea-As2Se3 ~Figs. 1, 2, 6, curves1!.
From this dependence we determined the values of the
persion parameters according to expression~2!: a i50.5 and
a f50.1 ~Fig. 6, curve1!. As can be seen from Fig. 6~curves
2–4!, the parametera i grows as the electric field is in
creased. In this casea f remain virtually constant. Such be
havior of the transient current can be explained by mainta
ing that holes do not drift into the crystal in weak elect
fields due to the presence of a barrier on the amorph
layer–crystal boundary; therefore, the dependenceI (t) is the
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growing number of the drifting charge carriers overcom
the barrier and winds up in the crystal. This leads to a grow
of the parametera i .

The values of the hole drift mobilities in thea-As2Se3

layer ~0.24mm! and in the structure with a layer of this sam
material, which are determined from theI (t) curves in weak
electric fields, turned out to be nearly identic
@mh.831025 cm2/~V•s)]. However, they exceed the valu
mh.631025 cm2/~V•s) obtained for the 1.3-mm-thick layer
of a-As2Se3 used in the (a-As2Se3) – (c-Si) structure. This
fact agrees with the dispersion nature of transport
a-As2Se3 and confirms the presence of a dependence of
drift mobility on sample thickness (m;L20.3), established
earlier on thicker layers.15

It should be noted that the direct determination of t
mobility in thin a-As2Se3 layers is hampered by breakdow
phenomena. These difficulties were overcome by usin
two-layer structure.

Our study of (por-Si) – (c-Si) structures has shown tha
for them, as for the (a-As2Se3) – (c-CdSe) structures consid
ered above, two variants of the transport process are
sible. Figure 3 shows oscillograms of the photocurrent,
tained in the (por-Si) – (c-Si) structure. The presence of
maximum on theI (t) curves att5tm indicates that in the
given case the charge carriers drift out of the porous silic
layer into the crystalline silicon; i.e., the transport process
the sample can be treated as in a two-layer structure. At
same time, some data16 indicate that in some samples th
charge carriers do not drift out of the porous layer into t
crystal. In this case theI (t) curves consist of a continuou
time decay, characteristic of dispersion transport. In this c
the values of the parametera i grow as the electric field is
increased. These data may be evidence of the presence
barrier for holes on the porous silicon layer–crystal barri

Note that the drift mobilities obtained respectively fro
tm and tT were similar in both series of samples. This fa
indicates the nearly normal nature of transport inpor-Si
with a.1 and agrees with the weak electric-field depe
dence of the drift mobility established in Ref. 16.

CONCLUSIONS

We have thus demonstrated the possibility of effectiv
using the time-of-flight technique to determine the charac
istics of transport in layers of high-resistance materials u
in amorphous~porous! semiconductor–crystalline semicon
ductor structures. We have found the values of the hole d
mobility in porous silicon@mh5631023 cm2/~V•s)] and
in a thin layer ofa-As2Se3 @mh5831025 cm2/~V•s)] and
of the electron drift mobility in a-Se95As5 @me57
31025 cm2/~V•s)].

The appearance of a maximum on the transient pho
current curves in these structures is associated with acce
tion of the charge carriers as they migrate from the am
phous~porous! layer into the crystal.

We have found that the acceleration of the charge ca
ers at the interlayer boundary in a two-layer structure d
not significantly influence the magnitude of the drift mobili
under normal transport conditions; however, it can lead to
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enhanced value of the mobility under conditions of disper-
th
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4L. T. Canham, Appl. Phys. Lett.57, 1046~1990!.
5N. Koshida and H. Koyama, Appl. Phys. Lett.60, 347 ~1992!.

.

s.

-

sion transport. This effect also leads to an increase in
dispersion parametera i but has virtually no effect on the
parametera f .

The data obtained in this study provide evidence of d
persion transport of holes ina-As2Se3, for which a
50.7– 0.8, and normal Gaussian transport of electrons
holes ina-Se95As5 and porous silicon, respectively.
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Current–voltage characteristics of Si:B blocked impurity–band structures under

f the
conditions of hopping-transport-limited photoresponse
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The photoconductivity of Si:B blocked-impurity-band~BIB! structures with boron concentration
in the active layer;1018 cm23 has been studied. Measurements were performed in the
temperature range 4.2–10 K at different intensities of the exciting radiation
1010– 1015 photons/cm2

•s. Photoexcitation at 5.5mm was realized using a semiconductor laser.
At temperatures below 6 K and low bias voltages (,0.5 V) the current–voltage
characteristics were found to have a threshold-like character. The threshold voltage rises as the
temperature is lowered and the radiation intensity is increased. A model based on the
Frenkel’–Poole effect in the impurity band has been developed. This model can be used to
numerically describe the current-voltage characteristics with accuracy better than 5%. As a result,
it is found that the photoconductivity rises and then reaches a plateau as the radiation
intensity increases. Under these conditions, as under equilibrium conditions~in darkness!, the
hopping conductivity also depends exponentially on the electric field. This fact is
explained in terms of the destruction by the electric field of (A12A2) impurity complexes
which appear under nonequilibrium conditions. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!01502-6#
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Silicon structures with blocked impurity bands~BIB
structures! are well known as photosensitive elements a
are very promising in a matrix implementation for the co
struction of low-background infrared detectors, mainly f
the reception and processing of optical signals for use
outer space.1–3 A typical silicon-based BIB photodetecto
~Fig. 1a! consists of epitaxially grown layers: an active lay
~of thickness 10–20mm with doping level 1017– 1018 cm23!
and a blocking layer~undoped silicon with thickness of
few microns!, and also twon1 or p1 contacts, depending o
the type of material. The high doping level of the active lay
ensures high quantum efficiency for receivers with small
mensions; however, in the temperature region of impu
freeze-out the dark conductivity of the active layer can
substantial as a result of hopping transport of the cha
carriers via the impurity band. The introduction of a blocki
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structure and, on the other, leads for a certain polarity of
external electric field to the formation in the active layer o
space charge region~SCR! in which photocarrier recombina
tion centers are absent.3

By virtue of the above-indicated circumstances, fund
mental differences arise in the mechanisms of formation o
photoconductivity signal in BIB receivers and in ordina
photoconductors based on bulk silicon. Thus, for example
BIB receivers under normal operating conditions a subst
tially higher level of electric fields is reached when impuri
impact ionization processes, which lead to a multiple
crease of the photoresponse, begin to play a decisive ro3

Under these conditions one can also expect the manifesta
of a number of other interesting field effects—so far virtua
ignored—in BIB structures, as well as impurity photoco
ductors. These include, in particular, photofield impur

1740174-07$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
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ionization,4 which may be responsible for the marked shift
the photoconductivity threshold of BIB structures toward t
red5 and the hopping-conductivity-limited photorespons
which lead to saturation of the multiplication coefficient a
a more uniform distribution of the electric field over th
thickness of the structure.6

Using Si:B-based BIB structures with low concentr
tions of compensating centers in the active lay
<1013 cm23, we have investigated the transition to th
impurity-band-limited photoresponse regime that takes pl
upon lowering the temperature and increasing the infra
photoexcitation intensity. We have found, in particular, th
at such a transition the current–voltage characteristics of
structures acquire a threshold character, indicative of
substantial role of the field dependence of the impurity-ba
conductivity under nonequilibrium conditions, i.e., we ha
here a manifestation of the Frenkel’–Poole effect.7

FIG. 1. a—Si:B based BIB-structure. b—band diagram of a Si:B ba
BIB-photodetector:b—width of the blocking layer,d—width of the active
layer,W—width of the space charge region;Ec—bottom of the conduction
band, Ev—top of the valence band;D1—positively charged donors
A2—negatively charged acceptors,p1—ohmic contacts, I—space charg
region, II—electrically neutral region.
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We examined Si:B-based BIB structures obtained
gas-phase epitaxy, with boron concentration in the ac
layer Na.1018 cm23 ~Ref. 5!. The thicknesses of the block
ing layer (b) and of the active layer (d) are 3 and 17mm,
respectively; the area of the structures isS5232 mm2. The
concentration of complexing donorsNd.631012 cm23 in
the samples was determined from measurements of the
pacitor dark current for linearly varying bias voltage.8 The
structures together with the infrared source~a Pb12xSnxSe
semiconductor laser emitting atl55.5 mm! were placed in a
small cell,9 which was immersed in a liquid-helium dewa
Such a setup allows one to measure the photoconductivit
a wide range of incident infrared photon fluxes from,109 to
;1015 photon/cm2

•s ~Ref. 9!.
We analyzed the current–voltage characteristics

negative values of the potentialVb of the contact to the
blocking layer, which corresponds to the operating regime
a p-type Si-based BIB photodetector. The band diagram
the structure in an external electric field, which explains
principle of operation of the photodetector, is shown in F
1b. Under the indicated conditions the acceptors in the sp
charge region~I in Fig. 1b! are for the most part neutralize
as a result of electrons hopping from negatively charged
ceptors to neutral centers. It is also assumed that for a g
Vb in the active layer there exists an electrically neutral
gion ~II in Fig. 1b!, in which the concentration of negativel
charged acceptors is equal to the concentration of comp
sating donors, which are completely ionized at liquid-heliu
temperatures. When acted upon by the exciting radiat
free holes and negatively charged acceptors arise in the s
charge region. The latter ‘‘migrate’’ via the impurity ban
toward the back contact, ensuring constancy of the sp
charge region layer upon photoexcitation. Free holes mov
the opposite direction, defining the main contribution to t
photocurrent. Because of the hole heating effect, which l
to impact ionization of neutral acceptors in the space cha
region, the photoresponse of the BIB structure can grow c
siderably in strong electric fields.

In our study of the current–voltage characteristicsI (Vb)
~Fig. 2! we noted that under the conditions of impurity im
pact ionization which is responsible for the abrupt rise in
curves, the dark conductivity gives a noticeable contribut
to the total current, especially at temperaturesT.7 K. To
separate out the optical component of the current, curre
voltage characteristics were recorded in digital form in da
ness and under illumination, and then differenced. In ad
tion, the current was measured at each experimental p
relative to the ‘‘zero’’ current corresponding to zero bi
voltageVb50. This ensured compensation of parasitic c
rent components due to the presence of a different kind
voltage, in particular, a photovoltage which arise as a re
of the abrupt change in the impurity concentration at
boundary of the blocking and active layers.

The field dependence of the photocurrent, obtained
different temperatures and illumination intensities, is sho
in Figs. 3 and 4. At temperatures below 6 K~Fig. 3a! and
low bias voltages (uVbu,0.5 V) the current–voltage curve
have a threshold character. In other words, as the temp

d

175Aronzon et al.



B
FIG. 2. Current–voltage characteristics of a Si:
based BIB-structure at temperaturesT57.5 K ~1—in
darkness,2—illuminated!; 8.5 K ~3—in darkness,
4—illuminated!. Radiation intensity
F52.831013 photons/cm2

•s.
ture is lowered, the region of maximum~linear! variation of
m

with decreasing temperature. The threshold voltage also

-

the photocurrent is shifted along the voltage axis by so
valueVtÞ0 ~Fig. 3a!. Note that the voltage shiftVt increases
egrows as the illumination intensity is increased~Fig. 4!. We
see that at large voltagesVb.1 V the values of the photo
B

;

FIG. 3. Current–voltage characteristics of a Si:
based BIB-structure. a:T55.2 ~1!, 6.5 ~2!, 7.5 K ~3!;
radiation intensity F52.831013 photons/cm2

•s;
points—experiment, solid curves—calculation
Vt—threshold voltage. b:T58.5 K, radiation inten-
sity F52.831013 photons/cm2

•s; points—
experiment, solid curves—calculations;1—obtained
in the uniform absorption approximation.
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FIG. 4. Current–voltage characteristics of a Si:
based BIB-structure. a:T55.2 K, radiation intensity
F51.131012 photons/cm2

•s; points—experiment,
solid curves—calculation. b:T55.2 K, radiation in-
tensity F52.531014 photons/cm2

•s; the vertical
dashed lines separate the regions of exponential~I!,
linear ~II !, and sublinear~III ! variation of the photo-
current with the bias voltage; region IV correspond
to impact ionization of the impurities. The inset plo
the dependence of the conductivity in a weak fie
s i(0) on the intensity of the exciting radiationF.
current at different temperatures nearly coincides. In this
th
fo
ho

4
ho
iv
d
a
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e,
e
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nd

conditions of hopping-conductivity-limited photoresponse.
e

al

-

is-
tri-
voltage region a saturation region is observed on all
curves, where this saturation is noticeably stronger than
lows from calculations of the field dependences of the p
tosensitivity of BIB structures obtained in Ref. 3~cf., e.g.,
Fig. 6 in Ref. 3!.

It follows from an analysis of the data in Figs. 3 and
that the current–voltage characteristics acquire a thres
character as the temperature is lowered and the conduct
in the impurity bands i is small. The growth of the threshol
voltage with increasing illumination intensity indicates th
the photoresponse of the structure under these condition
limited by the impurity-band conductivity. At the same tim
the coincidence of the values of the photocurrent at differ
temperatures and large bias voltagesVb indicates thats i

varies appreciably with increasing electric field.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Let us first show in the case of a simplified model of t
BIB structure that the above-noted peculiarities of t
current–voltage characteristics can indeed take place u
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We will accordingly use expressions from Ref. 3 for th
photocurrent density in the structure

J5M ~W!Jp~W!1eE
0

W

g~x!M ~x!dx, ~1!

whereJp is the hole current density in the electrically neutr
region at the boundary with the space charge region,W is the
width of the space charge region,g(x) is the rate of optical
generation, andM is the hole multiplication coefficient, de
fined by the cross sections I and the critical fieldEc of
impact ionization of the neutral acceptors

M ~x!5expF E
0

x

j~x8!dx8G , ~2!

j~x!5s INa exp@2Ec /E~x!#. ~3!

We find the width of the space charge region from the Po
son equation, allowing for voltage drop across the elec
cally neutral region:
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Herex is the dielectric constant,E0 is the electric field in the
electrically neutral region, which is related to the total cu
rent density by the equation of continuity

E05J/~sp1s i !, ~5!

wheresp5Jp /E05emptg(W) is thep-type conductivity in
the electrically neutral region, andmp and t are the hole
mobility and lifetime, respectively.

Equations~1!–~5! can be solved analytically forJ in the
absence of impurity impact-ionization effects under con
tions of homogeneous absorption satisfying the inequa
b2@(x/2peNd)/@Vb2E0(b1d)#. Expanding the right-hand
side of Eq.~4! in a series and then employing Eqs.~1! and
~5!, we obtain

J.~s i1sp!@Vb /~b1d!#F11
4ps iNdb

xg~b1d!G
21

. ~6!

We assume that the conductivitys i for low bias voltagesVb

is small enough that the second term inside the bracket
Eq. ~6! satisfies the inequality 4ps iNdb/xg(b1d)!1. In
this case

J.~s i1sp!@Vb /~b1d!# ~7!

and we can expect that the dependenceJ(Vb) will be entirely
determined by the behavior ofs i as a function of the electric
field. Indeed, for a high enough doping level inp-Si
(>1016 cm23) the productmpt and, consequently, the hol
conductivity sp are essentially independent of the elect
field E up to ;100 V/cm ~Ref. 10!. Additionally, for small
compensation the hole lifetime, by virtue of their indire
trapping at neutral acceptors, can reach record-small va
less than the energy relaxation timet«;10210 s ~Ref. 11!.
Estimate shows that under these conditions for the meas
fluxes of incident radiationF;1013 photon/cm2

•s, the hole
photoconductivitysp<10211 V21

•cm21 and can be mark-
edly less thans i if we start from data on hopping
conductivity.7 On the other hand, in the region of activatio
conductivity s i varies with E according to an exponentia
law7

s i5s i0 expS 2
«3

kTDexpS 0.69

kT
A4e3E

x D , ~8!

where«0 is the activation energy of hopping conductivit
Obviously, in the situation under consideration the photoc
rent J;s i varies in an analogous way with variation ofVb .
Such behavior, however, will take place until the quant
4ps iNdb/xg(b1d) is equal to 1—see Eq.~6!. With further
increase ofVb, the hopping conductivity ceases to limit th
photoresponse; correspondingly, the derivativedJ/dVb

reaches a maximum and the dependenceJ(Vb) becomes lin-
ear:

J5Vbgx/4pNdb. ~9!

Finally, we note that in structures with high enough do
ing level and small enough concentration of compensa
impurities transition from a linear dependenceJ(Vb) of the
type ~9! to sublinear is possible. This stems from to the fa
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width of the space charge region begins to noticeably exc
the width of the blocking layer and the absorption dep
l 5(sphNa)21, wheresph is the photoionization cross sec
tion of the acceptors. However, fields in which this happe
are still too small for impact ionization of impurities. Disre
garding reflection from the back contact of the BIB structu
we have for the generation rate

g~x!5sphNaF exp~2xsphNa!. ~10!

In this case, as follows from~1!,

J.eF@12exp~2W/ l !#.eF

3F12expS 2sphNaA xVb

2peNd
D G . ~11!

In other words, forW>(sphNa)21 the photocurrent is essen
tially independent ofVb .

Thus, according to Eqs.~6!–~9! and ~11! regions of ex-
ponential, linear, and sublinear variation ofJ with increasing
Vb can be manifested in the dependence ofJ(Vb). The last
of these regions, when the critical field of impact ionizati
of the impurities is reached, should obviously give way to
region of abrupt growth of the photocurrent. Exactly su
behavior is observed experimentally~in Fig. 4b the indicated
regions are separated by dashed lines!. This served as the
basis for a numerical algorithm for calculating the curren
voltage characteristics of BIB structures using relations~1!–
~5!, ~8!, and~10!.

The calculated current–voltage characteristics are sh
in Figs. 3 and 4 by solid lines. The calculation was done
the following fixed parameter values:Nd5631012 cm23,
b53 mm, d517 mm, mpt51027 cm2/V, and «358 meV
@the values ~estimates! of mpt and «3 are based on
lifetime,10,11 on hopping conductivity,7 and on charge carrie
mobility12 data in doped and weakly compensated silico#.
The remaining parameters were found by fitting the cal
lated dependencesJ(Vb) to the experimental values. The fi
was carried out in several steps by the method of le
squares. In the first step, theJ(Vb) curves at high tempera
tures ~Fig. 3b!, where the photoresponse of the BIB stru
tures is not hopping-conductivity-limited, were analyzed.
start with, the incident photon fluxF and the radiation ab-
sorption depthl were determined in the region of small bia
voltages 0<Vb<0.8 V. For all curvesl was ;8 mm to
within 5% accuracy. Since the photoionization cross sect
of boron in silicon Sisph.10215 cm2 ~at photon energies
;200 meV!,13 we found the doping level of the active laye
Na.1.331018 cm23, which turned out to be close to th
specified valueNa51018 cm23. Figure 3b also plots the de
pendence calculated in the homogeneous absorption app
mation~curve1!. It can be seen that the experimental depe
dence is described rather poorly by this curve.

Next, on the growing segment of the curveJ(Vb)
(Vb>1 V), using the obtained values ofF and l , we found
the critical field of impact ionizationEc593103 V/cm
and the products INa563106 cm21, which corresponds
to the impurity impact ionization cross sectio
s I54.6310212 cm2. Note that the values ofs I and Ec in

178Aronzon et al.



FIG. 5. Width of the space charge regionW as a
function of the bias voltageVb at temperatures
T58.5 1! and 5.2 K ~2!. Radiation intensity
F52.831013 photons/cm2
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our case are too high in comparison with the known values
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~cf., e.g., the data values given in Ref. 3:Ec573103 V/cm
ands I51.6310213 cm2!. First, this can be due to the highe
level of doping of the investigated BIB structures and cor
spondingly lower values of the carrier mobility. Second,
Vb.1.5 V the width of the space charge region is comp
rable to the thickness of the active layer. This is illustra
by Fig. 5, which plots the calculated dependenceW(Vb) at
two different temperatures. ForVb51.5 V andT58.5 K W
reaches 15mm. Under these conditions hole injection fro
the back contact can be substantial, amplifying the effect
impurity impact ionization, which in turn should lead to a
increase ins I .

After finding the parametersF, l , Ec , and s INa we
analyzed the low-temperature curvesJ(Vb) ~Figs. 3a and 4!.
For their description it was, in fact, necessary to determ
only one parameters i(0)—the weak-field conductivity. An
insignificant correction ofEc ~increase! was also needed to
describe the growing segment of theJ(Vb) curve. AtT55 K
the value ofEc is 1.073104 V/cm; the parameters INa was
not varied. As can be seen from Fig. 3a, impurity impa
ionization effects weaken as the temperature is lowered. T
is explained by hopping-conductivity limitation of the ph
toresponse and a decrease under these conditions o
width of the space charge region~see Fig. 5, curve2!.

The dependence ofs i(0) on the excitation intensityF
~see the inset in Fig. 4! is of interest. The data plotted in Fig
4 indicate that under conditions of illumination the hoppi
conductivity grows monotonically, saturating
F.1013 photons/cm2

•s. It would be natural to link this be
havior with the destruction of the spatial correlation of t
ionized donors and acceptors~in the terminology of Ref. 14
‘‘1-complexes’’! accompanying photoionization.15 Indeed,
according to Ref. 14, almost all the ionized acceptors~cap-
ture centers for holes! are frozen into ‘‘1-complexes,’’ i.e.
they are found near~at the mean interimpurity distance from!
positively charged donors. In this scenario the photoholes
trapped mainly at recombination centers bound into co
plexes. Correspondingly, the number of negatively charg
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electrical neutrality!,15 thereby providing an additional in
crease in the hopping conductivity. On the other hand, id
about the Frenkel’–Poole effect in the impurity band7 also
assume an increase in the hopping conductivity under e
librium conditions due to a destruction of ‘‘1-complexes
due to a lowering of their binding energy in an electric fie
It would seem that the higher the level of illumination, th
worse the theory7 should describe the current–voltage cha
acteristics of BIB structures. In actual fact, however, the
curacy of fitting the calculatedJ(Vb) curves to the experi-
mental data is substantially better at higher levels
illumination ~compare the curves in Figs. 4a and 4b!. This
suggests the existence of an additional mechanism for
appearance of spatial correlation of charges at impurities
der nonequilibrium conditions. It is known, in particular, th
under photoexcitation (A12A2) complexes,16 similar to
‘‘1-complexes,’’ can arise as a result of the establishmen
spatial correlation between the holes captured into locali
states of the Mott–Hubbard gap17 and the negatively charge
acceptors. Apparently, the strong variation of the hopp
conductivity in an electric field, as well as its growth upo
illumination, are also tied up with the formation of suc
complexes.

The results of this work thus demonstrate that BIB stru
tures are suitable model objects for study of strong-field
fects in the hopping conductivity of weakly compensat
semiconductors with high doping level under conditions
impurity photoexcitation. In contrast to ordinary bu
samples, where conductivity in theD2(A1) band~the upper
Hubbard band! plays the dominating role under nonequilib
rium conditions,11 in BIB structures the above-noted pec
liarities of the current–voltage characteristics are prima
configured by hopping transport via the impurity grou
states, i.e., via the lower Hubbard band.
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Ohmic contact formation during continuous heating of GaAs and GaP Shottky diodes

Yu. A. Goldberg and E. A. Posse
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~Submitted July 28, 1997; accepted for publication July 31, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 200–202~February 1998!

Changes in the current–voltage and capacitance–voltage characteristics of semiconductor–solid
metal structures~GaAs–Ni and GaP–Au Schottky diodes! during continuous heating have
been studied. It is shown that the rectifying contacts are transmuted into ohmic contacts at some
temperatureTohm. This transition precedes the possible formation of a recrystallized layer
that is peculiar to conventional ohmic contacts. The transition temperatureTohm is substantially
lower than the melting point of the metal. The current–voltage characteristics of structures
annealed at different temperaturesTann and cooled to room temperature have been studied. It is
shown that at some temperatureTann lower than some critical temperatureT0 the structural
properties remain virtually constant, that atTohm.Tann.T0 the structures remain rectifying but
excess currents appear, and that atTann.Tohm the structures become irreversibly ohmic. It
is assumed that after chemical interaction between the metal and the surface layer of the
semiconductor, the newly formed surface acquires properties that account for the ohmic
characteristics of the metal–semiconductor contact. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!01602-0#

1. As is well known, a direct semiconductor–metal con-cally deposited onto the processed surface.5,6 The initial
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tact is a rectifying contact~Schottky diode! if a tunnel-
impervious potential barrier exists between the metal and
semiconductor, and ohmic if a potential barrier is absent o
is transparent to tunneling~see, e.g., Refs. 1 and 2!. The
barrier can be formed as a result of a difference in the w
functions of the semiconductor and metal~the Schottky
model! or due to a large concentration of surface states in
band gap of the semiconductor~the Bardeen model!. For
most III–V semiconductors the Bardeen model applies.

In two of our papers3,4 using semiconductor–liquid
metal structures~GaP–Ga, GaP–In, and GaAs–Ga!, we es-
tablished that the rectifying contact transforms into an ohm
contact during continuous heating after the semicondu
surface layer dissolves in the metal. The temperature of
transition of a semiconductor–liquid metal contact from
rectifying to an ohmic contact depends substantially on
crystallographic orientation of the semiconductor surface
does not depend on the electron concentration in it.

In this paper we present results of a study of the tran
tion of rectifying semiconductor–solid metal contac
~GaAs–Ni and GaP–Au Schottky diodes! into ohmic con-
tacts at heating temperatures substantially lower than
melting point of the metal.

2. To create these structures we usedn-type GaAs epi-
taxial layers ~with carrier concentrationn51015 cm23!
grown on substrates ofn-type GaAs (n51018 cm23), and
n-type GaP wafers (n51017 cm23). All the crystals were
oriented in the~100! plane. First, we prepared the ohm
contact by melting indium pellets into the GaAs substr
and GaP wafer. The opposite surface~epitaxial layer in the
case of GaAs! was processed in the usual manner for prep
ing rectifying surface-barrier structures: mechanical poli
ing, chemical etching, washing. Next, a layer of nickel~on
the GaAs substrate! or gold ~on the GaP wafer! was chemi-
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structures were rectifying.
To study the changes in the properties of the Schot

diodes, some of the structures were continuously heated
low heating rate~less than 5 deg/min! in a neutral medium
~helium! from room temperature to 600 °C. The curren
voltage (I –U) and capacitance–voltage (C–U) characteris-
tics were measured during this heating process.

The rest of the structures were subjected to stepped h
ing, i.e., they were annealed at different temperatures
after each anneal were cooled to room temperature, a

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the rectification coefficientKr . a—
GaAs–Ni ~1! and GaP–Au~2! structures, measurements for continuo
heating to the ohmic contact transition temperatureTohm; for comparison,
the analogous dependence is shown for the semiconductor–liquid m
structures GaAs–Ga~3! and GaP–In~4!. b—GaAs–Ni~5! and GaAs–Ga
~6! structures, measurements for holding at a temperatureT,Tohm.

1810181-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics



FIG. 2. a—Temperature dependence of the capacitanceC, measured by the bridge method, of GaAs–Ni~1! and GaP–Au~2! structures for continuous
heating. b—theC22–U dependence for the structure GaAs–Ni at different temperaturesT, °C: 1—20, 2—95, 3—140,4—195,5—220.
which theI –U andC–U characteristics were measured.
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As a parameter characterizing the asymmetry of theI –U
characteristics we chose the rectifying coefficientKr5I d /I r

~the ratio of the direct and reverse currents! at U560.5 V.
3. The results of the evolution of theI –U and C–U

characteristics of the GaAs–Ni and GaP–Au Schot
diodes for continuous heating in the temperature inter
20–600 °C reduce to the following.

a! During continuous heating, Schottky diodes, li
semiconductor–liquid metal contacts, transform from re
fying to ohmic at some temperature~Fig. 1a!. This transition
occurs before the possible formation of a highly doped
variband recrystallized semiconductor layer characteristic
a conventional ohmic contact.

b! The temperature of the transition of GaAs–Ni rec
fying contacts to ohmic contacts (Tohm) is ;400 °C, while
for GaP–Au contacts it is;500 °C, which is;100 °C
higher than the transition temperature for the correspond
semiconductor–liquid metal contacts. At such temperatu
melting of the contact metal does not take place~the melting
point isTm51453 °C for Ni and 1063 °C for Au! and there-
fore melting of the semiconductor in the liquid metal cann
take place. We believe that at these temperatures a chem
interaction between the semiconductor and the metal ta
place. As a result, the thin semiconductor surface lay
which contains a large density of surface states respons
for the rectifying properties of the contact, disappears. N
that interaction of Au and GaP was observed in Ref. 7, wh
the eutectic point of the materials was 450 °C.

c! The capacitance of the GaAs–Ni and GaP–
Schottky diodes, measured by the bridge method~Fig. 2a!, at
first grows as the temperatureT is increased, due to a de
crease in the height of the potential barrier~Fig. 2b!, reaches
a maximum, begins to decrease, and then abruptly falls.
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crease in the differential resistance of the structure, i.e.,
onset of the transition to an ohmic contact~in this case the
capacitance, measured by the bridge method at frequen
in the range 0.1–1 MHz, differs significantly from its tru
value8!.

4. In the case of stepped heating of GaAs–Ni Schot
diodes the results of the evolution of theI –U characteristics
measured at room temperature reduce to the follow
~Fig. 3!.

FIG. 3. The direct currentI plotted as a function of the voltageU for the
structure GaAs–Ni atT5300 K immediately after preparation~1! and after
annealing at various temperaturesTann, °C: 2—210, 3—280, 4—285, 5—
290.
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a! After annealing at temperaturesTann less than some
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temperatureT05280 °C, theI –U characteristics remain es
sentially unchanged.

b! After annealing at a temperatureTohm.Tann.T0 ex-
cess currents appear in theI –U characteristics, although th
structures remain rectifying. Note, however, that holding
structures at this annealing temperature for a long eno
time leads to a transition to the ohmic state~Fig. 1b!.

c! After annealing at a temperatureTann.Tohm the con-
tact remains ohmic after cooling~in this case the resistanc
of the ohmic contact was high!.

5. Finally, a semiconductor–metal contact, initially
rectifying contact, is converted into an ohmic contact dur
heating already before the formation of a recrystallized lay
In this case, either a chemical interaction takes place betw
the metal and the surface region of the semiconductor~in the
case of GaAs–Ni and GaP–Au Schottky diodes! or this re-
gion dissolves in the liquid metal as in the case of heat
GaAs–Ga or GaP–Ga~In! contacts.3,4

It thus follows that the reformed surface of the semico
ductor acquires properties different from those of the origi
surface. It may be assumed that on this surface, which i
contact with the metal, states which differ from the initi
183 Semiconductors 32 (2), February 1998
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conduction band or near its bottom arise. Therefore, a po
tial barrier for electrons no longer can form, and the cont
becomes ohmic.

We wish to thank R. V. Khasieva for assistance with th
work. We also thank O. V. Konstantinov, O. I. Obolensk�,
and B. V. Tsarenkov for a discussion of the results.
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Relaxation of the electric field in high-resistivity, strongly biased MISIM structures with

of
deep impurity levels
B. I. Reznikov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted June 10, 1997; accepted for publication June 25, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 203–208~February 1998!

The relaxation of the field and current in a high-resistivity metal-insulator-semiconductor
~MISIM ! structure containing a considerable concentration of deep impurity levels after the
removal of strongly absorbed light is investigated numerically. It is established that the
time dependence of the field distribution is determined by the relation between the times for the
thermal generation of electrons (tn) and holes (tp) by an impurity. In the case oftn@tp

the temporal variation of the field in the bulk of the semiconductor is nonmonotonic. The drift of
the photogenerated carriers after removal of light leads to the formation of a negative space
charge layer of increased density and a significant increase in the field near the anode. Its
maximum value can be as high as 526 times the mean fieldEe5V/d. Consideration of
the additional injection of holes from the anode leads to an increase in the current, restriction of
the maximum field at the anode, and appreciable acceleration of the relaxation of the field
to the dark distribution. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01901-2#

Processes which screen electric fields in metal-insulator-moval of the light is nonmonotonic, in contrast to the case
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semiconductor structures underlie the operation of nume
optoelectronic devices1 and are widely utilized to determin
the parameters of deep centers.2 The experiments in Refs
3–6 and the simulations in Refs. 7 and 8, which were p
formed for diverse conditions, revealed different types
relaxational responses of the field and the current as fu
tions of time. Kasherininovet al.6 presented the photoelec
tric characteristics of high-resistivity MISIM structures bas
on CdTe (%51072109 V•cm) with a considerable concen
tration of deep-level impurities (Nt.1015 cm23). The ex-
periment describes:

— the stationary dark distributions of the electric fie
following application of a voltage;

— the temporal variation of the field and the curre
distribution after illumination of the biased structure
switched on;

— the temporal variation of the field after the illumina
tion is switched off.

The main results of the experiment are as follows.
1. The electric field profile in an unilluminated structu

~the dark field! decreases from the anode toward the catho
has a minimum in the cathodic part of the structure, a
increases slightly near the cathode.

2. When light is applied on the anode side~as in the case
of structures with a small impurity content5!, the field de-
creases at the anode and increases near the cathode. Th
profile, which is nearly stationary, increases from the an
to the cathode with a positive curvature. If the light intens
and the voltage exceed certain critical values, the decrea
current after reaching a maximum gives way to an incre
with gradual saturation. The effect intensifies as the volt
is increased.

3. The maximum field strengths near the electrode
significantly greater than the values measured for ‘‘pur
crystals.5

4. The temporal dependence of the field following r
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crystals with a small impurity concentration.Relaxation of
the field occurs in two stages. In the first stage the fi
‘‘surges’’ to an intermediate profile, which lies above th
stationary values at the anode and below the stationary
ues at the cathode. The characteristic time of this proces
of the order of 0.1 s. In the second stage, more prolon
stage~0.5 s!, the field relaxes from the intermediate profile
the stationary dark distribution.

The increase in the field strength near the electrodes~see
point 3! was associated in Ref. 6 with additional charges
the purity levels, and the nonmonotonicity of the time depe
dence of the current after the light is turned on~point 2! was
attributed to an increase in the injection of carriers from
cathode at strong electric fields on the basis of a mechan
for lowering the barriers to injection.9 Thus, the experimen
raises several questions regarding the reasons for the
monotonic temporal variation of the field and the current,
characteristic fields of the relaxation processes, and the
sible influence of additional carrier injection on the time d
pendence of the field and the current.

The purpose of the present work is to disclose the
tailed physical mechanisms underlying the relaxation of
field and the current and to establish a systematic temp
picture of these processes using numerical simulation.
present work continues the investigation of the station
photoeffect and the dark field distribution,10–12as well as the
relaxation processes in pure, high-resistivity crystals13 and in
crystals with deep impurity levels.14

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Let us consider the one-dimensional distribution of t
field and the carrier concentration in a high-resistivi
strongly biased metal-insulator-semiconductor structure
cupying the region 0<x<d with a bulk concentration of
equilibrium holesp* , to which a voltageV, which is much

1840184-05$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics



greater than the contact potential between the semiconductor
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and the metal, is applied. It is assumed that a high-resisti
semiconductor contains not only shallow donors and acc
tors, but also local impurity centers with a concentrationNt

and an energy« t5Et2Ec , which obey the Shockley-Rea
recombination model. The mathematical formulation of t
problem nearly coincides with the one considered in Refs
and 14. The electron (n) and hole (p) concentrations and th
field profile E(x) are found from the solution of the syste
of continuity equations, the Poisson equation, and an eq
tion which describes the kinetics of the filling of the impuri
levels. The carrier fluxesqn,p are written in the diffusion-
drift approximation. The expressions for the rates of therm
generation and recombination of electrons and holesRn and
Rp take into account their trapping on a deep impurity le
and emission into the corresponding band of
semiconductor.15 The emission and surface recombination
carriers are taken into account on the semiconductor-m
interfaces atx50 and x5d. The recombination fluxes
(qs)n,p are calculated on the basis of the model of a sin
surface level:

qn~0!52Vn0
T @n02n0

eq exp~2eVi
0/kT!#2qsn~0!, ~1!

qp~0!52Vp0
T @p02p0

eq exp~eVi
0/kT!#2qsp~0!, ~2!

qn~d!5Vnd
T @nd2nd

eq exp~eVi
d/kT!#1qsn~d!, ~3!

qp~d!5Vpd
T @pd2pd

eq exp~2eVi
d/kT!#1qsp~d!. ~4!

Hereneq and peq are the equilibrium electron and hole co
centrations at the interfaces, which depend on the heigh
the Schottky barrierwBn

; and Vn,p
T 5Vn,pTn,p denotes the

rates of carrier exchange through an interface, which are
portional to the rates of thermal emission into the me
Vn,p5(1/4)vn,p and to the tunneling transmission coef
cients ~tunneling probabilities! of the interfacesTn,p . The
latter take into account the decrease in the rates of ca
exchange through an interface due to the presence of
insulating layers and depend exponentially on a funct
containing the thickness of each insulating layerd, the height
of the barrier to tunneling, the potential drop across the la
and other parameters. Due to a lack of reliable informat
on these quantities, the dependence ofTn,p on the film char-
acteristics is not specified in detail, and the tunneling tra
mission coefficient is assigned as an input parameter.
exponential terms appearing in~1!–~4! take into account the
variation of the equilibrium carrier concentrations at the
terfaces in response to the variation of the barrier height
to the potential drop at the insulatorVi

0,d5Ei(0,d)d, where
Ei is the electric field in the insulator. Inclusion of this effe
is the only difference from the model considered in Refs.
and 14. The details of the numerical method were descri
in Ref. 14. We only note that the choice of the spatial a
temporal steps ensured the absence of a dependence o
total current densityj on the coordinate to a high accurac
and the closeness of the numerical values of

j 5~«/4p!]E/]t1e~qp2qn!,

which were calculated using difference formulas and
tained by integration over the width of the structure.
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2.1. Let us study the dynamics of the establishment
the field and the current following the instantaneous remo
of the light illuminating a high-resistivity CdTe structure o
width d50.22 cm under a voltageV5400 V. We take the
same parameters for CdTe atT5300 K as in Ref. 10. We se
the equilibrium hole concentration in the bulk equal
p* 563109 cm23, the tunneling transmission coefficient o
the interfaces equal toTn,p5331023, and the height of the
Schottky barrier equal towBn

50.98 eV. In this case

p0,d
eq 593109 cm23, and the inequalitiesp0,d

eq @n0,d
eq and

p0,p* are satisfied. According to Ref. 12, the latter inequ
ity ensures that the dark field decreases near the anode.
surface recombination rates aresn5sp5106 cm/s. We as-
sumed thatNt51014 cm23 and « t50.78 eV, and that the
trapping cross sections at the deep level are equa
sn510213 cm2 andsp510215 cm2 for electrons and holes
respectively. The choice of the numerical values ofwBn

,
Tn,p , andNt enables us to obtain a theoretical dark distrib
tion of the electric field that is close to the experimenta
measured profile with respect to the values ofE0 and
(dE/dx)0.6 However, the variation of any of them over
fairly broad range is not critical for reproducing the ‘‘fiel
surge’’ investigated in the present work~see point 4!.

As the initial condition for the field, the electron an
hole concentrations, and the occupancy of the impurity le
we use the steady-state distributions ofE(x), n(x), andp(x)
obtained by integrating the original system of equations w
application of a voltage and then with illumination at a
intensity I i51016 cm22

•s21.
2.2. The values of the characteristic times that spec

the qualitative picture of the process for the parameters
signed are as follows: the hole drift time of fligh
tdr
p 5d/mpEe52.4 ms, whereEe5V/d; the Maxwell relax-

ation time tM5«/4pempp* 520 ms; the electron and hole
lifetimes at an impurity in the bulk of the structur
tn5@an(n11n* )#2154.4 s andtp5@ap(p11p* )#2156.9
ms, where an,p5sn,pvn,p ; the impurity ionization time
t t5(tn

211tp
21)21'tp ; and the trapping time of holes o

an impurity at equilibrium occupancy of the impurit
tc5@apNt f * #2156.5 ms. The considerable difference is b
tween the characteristic time scales calls for division of
relaxation process into several stages. The first stage incl
a fast part, which takes place on the scale of the drift ti
tdr
p , during which the photogenerated carriers present in

structure at the time of removal of the illumination are sep
rated by the field and accumulate at the electrodes of op
site sign. The slow part of the first stage is specified by
trapping and release of holes from the deep level. The se
ration of the free carriers is illustrated by Figs. 1 and
which show the evolution of the electron and hole profi
near the anode. After a small delay lasting about 0.2tdr

p to
0.5tdr

p , which is associated with the presence of a large p
tion of the photogenerated holes in a region of weak nega
fields, the maximum of the hole distribution begins to sh
toward the cathode and decreases rapidly. After the timetdr

p

has elapsed, the hole concentration in the semiconducto
comes much smaller than the equilibrium value in the b
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p* . The number of holes in the diffusion layer at the ca
ode also decreases appreciably. The photoelectrons, w
are found in a layer of the order of the absorption len
a21'1024 cm at the moment the illumination is switche
off, are pressed against the anode by the field. The limi
concentrationn0 is established after a timet!tdr

p and in-
creases very gently att<2tdr

p . The escape of holes and th
drift of photoelectrons causes the accumulation of nega
space charge of increased density at the anode and in a
with a thickness of orderd1'2kT/eEe . As a result, the
field at the anodeE0 and the field on the outer boundary
this layer E(d1) at once begin to increase rapidly. The
processes can be seen in Fig. 3, which presents the vari
of the distribution ofẼ(x)5E(x)/Ee with time.

FIG. 1. Distributions of the hole concentrationdp(X)5p/p* 21 near the
anode (X5x/d) in the stage of carrier separation calculated at various tim
after the illumination is switched offt/tdr

p : 1 — 0, 2 — 0.1,3 — 0.2, 4 —
0.5, 5 — 1.

FIG. 2. Distributions of the electron concentrationdn(X)5n/n* 21 near
the anode (X5x/d) calculated at various times after the illumination
switched offt/tdr

p : 1 — 0.1, 2 — 1, 3 — 2; T5t/t t : 4 — 1, 5 — 5.
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The subsequent evolution of the field profile is com
pletely determined by the thermal generation of ho
throughout the structure and by the variation of the charge
the impurity. The occupancyf of the deep level, which was
much smaller than the equilibrium value in the bu
f * 5p1 /(p11p* )56.631024 after completion of the drift
stage, begins to gradually increase~Fig. 4!, at first approach-
ing f * and then surpassing it~at t.0.7tp). As a result, the
distribution of the field in the bulk of the structure att'tp

becomes nearly homogeneous. Then the derivativedE/dx in
the bulk changes sign~Fig. 3!, andE(x) acquires the char-
acteristic features of the dark profile, viz., a decrease nea
anode and slow variation in the cathodic part of the structu
At t.2tp thermal generation results in an increase in

sFIG. 3. Distribution of the electric fieldẼ(X)5E(X)/Ee (X5x/d) in the
structure at various times after the illumination is switched offt/tdr

p : 1 — 0,

2 — 2; tt t : 3 — 1, 4 — 50, 5 — 150. Values of the field at the anodeẼ0:
1 — 0.96,2 — 1.96.

FIG. 4. Distribution of the occupancy of a deep impurityf (X5x/d) at
various times after the illumination is switched offt/t t : 1 — 0, 2 — 1, 3 —
5, 4 — 10, 5 — 50, 6 — 150.
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hole concentration in the bulk of the structure. A region w
a hole concentration close top* , which expands toward the
anode, forms near the cathode. Two regions having the
ues f 5 f 02'p1 /(p01p1) and f 5 f c' f * , which are sepa-
rated by a transition layer, wheref decreases fromf 0 to f c

form in the structure~curves3 and4 in Fig. 4!. Then, when
electrons begin to be released, the transition layer is obl
ated, andf (x) decreases monotonically from the anode to
cathode~curve5!. In the final stage of the relaxation proce
(t@tp) the impurity is freed of electrons, so that the neg
tive space charge of the impurity in the anodic part of
structure diminishes in absolute value, and the distribution
Ẽ(x) monotonically approaches the dark profile from abo

The diversity of scales for the different stages of t
evolution of Ẽ(x) is clearly seen in Figs. 5 and 6, whic
presents the time dependences ofẼ05E0 /Ee and
Ẽd5Ed /Ee and of the current densityj . It follows from Fig.

FIG. 5. Time dependence of the limiting values of the electric field:1 — Ẽ0,

2 — Ẽd . Dashed lines — calculation with consideration of the lowering
the barriers (d540 Å!. The timet is in units oftn .

FIG. 6. Time dependence of the current densityj : 1 — without consider-
ation of the lowering of the barriers,2 — with consideration of the lowering
of the barriers atd540 Å. The timet is in units oftn .
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5 that the stage of the decrease inẼ0 is the longest and is
comparable to the largest time scaletn . A comparison of
Figs. 5 and 7, which show the time dependence of the oc
pancy of the deep impurity near the anodef 0, shows that an
appreciable decrease in the field at the anode occurs whef 0

decreases by two orders of magnitude. Thus, the slugg
ness of the release of the photoelectrons from the impurit
responsible for the nonmonotonic variation of the field d
tribution with time and determines the time scale of the fie
relaxation process.

It is also seen from Fig. 5 that the value ofE0 in the
‘‘field surge’’ stage greatly exceeds the mean fieldEe .
When the mean field is sufficiently strong, some fundam
tally new effects are introduced into the discussion. In p
ticular, as was shown in Refs. 9 and 16, the alteration
tunneling conditions by the space and surface charge fi
near an insulator-semiconductor interface is equivalent to
teration of the height of the Schottky barriers for electro
and holes, an increase in the tunneling transmission co
cient of the insulator layer, and additional carrier injection
the interface. It follows from the calculations performed th
the nonmonotonic dependence of the field distribution can
simulated without postulating additional injection. Conside
ation of this effect gives the additional flow of holes from th
anodeDqp5Vp0

T p0
eq exp(eVi

0/kT) @see Eq.~2!#, which accel-
erates the release of electrons from the impurity level~Fig. 7,
curve 2! and, as can be seen from Figs. 5 and 6~see the
dashed lines and curve2!, increases the current appreciab
restricts the increase in the field at the anode, and mark
shortens the relaxation time of the field and the current.

2.3. To conclusively test the conclusion that the no
monotonicity of the variation of the field is associated w
the longer time for freeing the traps of electrons than
freeing them of holes, we calculated the relaxation of
field in a structure with the opposite relationship between
lifetimes tp@tn ~the remaining parameters were retaine!.
The dark field profile was found~as in the preceding case! as

FIG. 7. Time dependence of the occupancy of the deep impurity at
anodef 0: 1 — without consideration of the lowering of the barriers,2 —
with consideration of the lowering of the barriers atd540 Å. The timet is
in units of tn .
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after the supply of a voltage, and the stationary profiles
served after completion of the relaxation under illuminati
with an intensityI i51016 cm23

•s21 were taken as the initia
distributions ofE(x), n(x), p(x), and f (x). Neither the dark
nor the initial profile at the moment the light was switch
off exhibited any differences from the preceding case. A c
culation of the relaxation of the field after removal of th
illumination showed that the profile of the field in the bu
relaxes monotonically from the initial to the dark profi
whentp@tn . The remaining qualitative features of the b
havior of the distributions of the physical quantities shown
Figs. 1–4 are repeated. This occurs because the main pro
influencing the space charge in the bulk is the thermal g
eration of holes. Nevertheless, the reversed relationship
tween the characteristic times and some particular feature
the initial field distribution produce several special featu
in the relaxation process, particularly near the anode.
earlier release of electrons from the impurity level causes
time dependences of the field at the anodeE0, the occupancy
of the deep level at the anodef 0, and the current densityj to
have a complex nonmonotonic character. In particular,
thermal generation of electrons from the impurity leads t
decrease in the occupancy of the deep level and of the fie
the anode, as well as to the appearance of an additional m
mum on the plots off 0(t) andE0(t), after which these quan
tities increase to the dark values. The negative space ch
layer of increased density at the anode exists up tot&tp and
then disappears. Because of the nonmonotonic variatio
the field and the hole concentration at the anodep0, the
current maintains a stationary value after passing throug
minimum and a maximum.

The present calculation revealed one more curious
ture of the relaxation of the field, which is associated w
the presence of a region of weak negative fields in the in
field distribution.17,18,12The presence of an inversion regio
for the field, which coincides with the hole-generation zo
causes confinement of the holes in this region after the l
is switched off until the field in the vicinity of the anod
changes sign. In the first case withtp!tn the minimum on
the initial field profile was atẼmin'20.02 ~this segment is
not noticeable in Figs. 3 and 5!, and the delay of the spread
ing of the pulse of photogenerated holes amounted to a f
tion of tdr

p . In the second case withtp@tn the minimum is at
Ẽmin'20.1, and because of the larger negative value of
field at the minimum, the current and the field in the bu
remained unchanged for almost 20ms. On this basis it can be
assumed that the increase in the depth of the potential
for holes as the illumination intensity is increased leads to
increase in the delay of the holes in the inversion region
greater asymmetry of the field relaxation processes when
light is switched on and when it is switched off.

Let us give an estimate of the characteristic time of
relaxation processt. As we know, the lifetimestn and tp,
derived from the statistics of Shockley-Read recombinati
characterize the real time scales of the process only at a
excitation level. In the present problem they can serve
time scales only when the characteristic concentrations in
bulk are correctly chosen because of the strong variation
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ers. The characteristic value of the hole concentration is
value ofp0, for which the following estimate12 is valid with-
out the consideration of surface recombination:

p05p0
eq

Vp
T

Vp
T1vdr

p
, vdr

p 5mpE0 . ~5!

As follows from Eq.~5!, the value ofp0 can be calculated if
the field at the anodeE0 is known. WhenVp563106 cm/s,

Tp5331023, and Ẽ055, we obtainp0 /p* 50.04, and for
sp510217 cm2 the value of the lifetime of a hole on a
impurity is t5@ap(p11p0)#21'15 s, which is fairly close
to the value obtained from a numerical solution.

Thus, the form of the relaxational dependence of
electric field profile is fundamentally related to the relatio
ship between the characteristic timestn and tp , and when
tn!tp , the variation of the field is monotonic with time, a
in crystals with a small concentration of impurity levels.

We thank P. G. Kasherininov for discussing the pro
lem.
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Photoelectrical memory in GaAs/AlGaAs multilayer quantum-well structures
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An increase in the dark current~by 2–3 orders of magnitude! in GaAs/AlxGa12xAs multilayer
quantum-well structures withx.0.4 is observed after illumination of the structures with
optical light (l,1.3 mm). This increase is sustained for an extended time~more than 103 s! at
low temperatures. It then decreases to its initial value upon heating of the sample. A
model of the barrier with local sag of the conduction band facilitating tunneling is proposed. The
conduction band sag and the magnitude of the current grow due to optical ionization of
uncontrolled deep level clusters present in the barrier and decrease due to subsequent capture of
electrons from the conduction band by the deep levels upon heating. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01802-X#
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GaAs/AlGaAs-based, multilayer, quantum-well stru
tures have recently been studied extensively, first of al
connection with their potential use in multielement infrar
photodetectors. As a rule, good agreement is observed
tween the experimental and theoretical values of the d
current and photocurrent for such structures assuming r
angular AlGaAs potential barriers.1–3 At the same time, a
number of studies have noted an asymmetry in the dark
rent and photocurrent, depending on the polarity of the
plied bias voltage,1,4–6and also an excess tunneling curren7

which points to a deviation from an ideal rectangular barr
The reason for this behavior may be the well-known diff
ence of the two boundaries between the well and
barriers,8 the asymmetric impurity distribution in the wells9

and the presence of defects in the barriers.7

In the present work we have detected a growth of
dark current by 2–3 orders of magnitude after exposure
light in the wavelength rangel,1.3 mm of the
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs multilayer quantum-well structures wit
x.0.4, grown by molecular-beam epitaxy, which persi
for an extended time at reduced temperatures and which
back to its original value after heating. This effect is e
plained in the framework of the model of a barrier with loc
conduction band sag that facilitates electron tunneling. T
degree of sag and the magnitude of the current grow u
photoionization of the local clusters of uncontrolled de
levels present in the barrier and decrease as conduction
electrons are captured at these levels upon heating.

1. EXPERIMENT

As samples we used GaAs/AlxGa12xAs multilayer
quantum-well structures with Al contentx in the range 0.26–
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‘‘Katun’-S’’ and ‘‘RIBER 32 P.’’ The samples GaAs/
AlGaAs were grown at substrate temperature in the ra
Ts5580– 600 °C, with a growth rate of;1 mm/h and with
a flux ratio ensuring the existence of surface structur
(234) As on GaAs, and (332) on AlGaAs. In addition,
growth was interrupted at the stage of completion of grow
of the GaAs well to smooth the surface. The width of t
well Lw varied from 43 to 48 Å, and the barrier thickne
Lb—from 300 to 500 Å. The number of periodsN was 25 or
50. The quantum dots were silicon-doped both uniformly a
in the d pattern about their centers with sheet concentrat
GSi.1012 cm22. Then1-GaAs layers of thickness;0.5 mm
with silicon doping concentration 231018 cm23 served as
the upper and the lower contact layers of the structure. Me
structures, square in shape with side length 300mm were
prepared by etching the multilayer quantum-well structu
down to the lowern1-layer. Ohmic contacts were attached
the n1-layers by brazing in the sputtered-on layers of N
Au–Ge. The Al contentx and the layer thicknessesLw and
Lb were determined by x-ray diffraction andin situ from
intensity oscillations of the fast-electron-diffraction refle
tion pattern. The Hall mobility of the electrons in the plan
of the quantum wells, measured in the multilayer quantu
well structures grown withoutn1 contact layers, was
;2000 cm2/~V•s) at 77 K.

Measurements of the dark current temperature dep
dence were made at a bias voltageVb50.2 V in the tempera-
ture rangeT577– 300 K. The rate of heating or cooling wa
0.5 deg/s with the possibility of stopping the heating or co
ing process at a preset temperature. Illumination of
samples was provided by a GaAs light-emitting diode~maxi-
mum emission atl.1 mm! from the side of the substrat

1890189-06$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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with an intensity of.1017 photons/cm2
•s for 10–20 s. Mea-

surements of the spectral dependence showed that the
toelectric memory effect discussed in this paper is obser
at wavelengthsl,1.3 mm.

For samples withx,0.3 the dark currentJ corresponds
to the rectangular barrier model:1 its temperature dependenc
corresponds to an activation energy equal to the bar
height reckoned from the Fermi level, and the dark curr
does not vary after illumination in the indicated regime.
illustrate this point, the inset in Fig. 1 plots the temperat
dependence for one of our samples withx50.29,Lw543 Å,
Lb5500 Å, GSi58.631011 cm22, andN550.

As x is increased above 0.3, the temperature depend
of the dark current and its reaction to illumination are ra
cally altered. Figure 1 plots experimental data obtained fo
multilayer quantum-well structure with x50.385,
Lw543 Å, Lb5400 Å, GSi51012 cm22 ~d-doped about the
center of the well!, andN525. Curve4, which is the refer-
ence curve, corresponds to the sample cooled in dark
from room temperature. In contrast to the sample w
x50.29, the dark-current activation energy is not consta
but decreases from roughly 0.2 eV at temperaturesT.170 K
to roughly 0.08 eV at temperaturesT,100 K.

When the sample is illuminated at temperatures be
170 K, the current flowing through the samples increases
then remains essentially constant after the illumination
switched off. Thus, at 80 K the current grows almost thr
fold when the sample is illuminated and relaxes after
illumination is switched off, by roughly 10% after 1000
The corresponding curve1 in Fig. 1 was obtained by mea
suring the current immediately after switching off the illum
nation at each temperature. Essentially the same depend
was obtained when the sample was heated in darkness
being illuminated at 77 K. The dark-current activation e

FIG. 1. Experimental~points! and theoretical~solid curves! temperature
dependence of the dark current in the multilayer quantum-well struc
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs with x50.385: 1—after illumination; 2,3,4—after
warming to 110, 130, and above 170 K, respectively. The theoretical cu
5 and 6 correspond to the current components in the regions without
with conduction band sag. The inset plots the temperature dependence
dark current in the multilayer quantum-well structure GaAs/AlxGa12xAs
with x50.29. For all curvesVb50.2 V.
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ergy corresponding to dependence1 in Fig. 1 is;0.024 eV
near 77 K, which is roughly three times less than for t
reference dependence4, and grows as the temperature
raised. When the sample is heated above 170 K, the cur
follows the reference curve4. Subsequent cooling in dark
ness again gives the reference curve4.

If after illumination at 77 K the sample is heated to som
intermediate temperatureT0,170 K ~e.g., to 110 or 130 K!
and then, after cooling it down to 77 K, the temperatu
dependence of the current is measured as the samp
heated again~at a rate of;0.5 deg/s!, we obtain depen-
dences lying between curves1 and 4 ~correspondingly,
curves 2 and 3 in Fig. 1!. In this case, for temperature
T,T0 the dependencesJ(T) remain essentially unchange
over the course of several minutes and are independent o
direction of temperature change of the sample.

Measurements of the current in square-shaped sam
with side length between 75 and 1200mm showed that
within some scatter the mean current density does not
pend on the area of the sample. This allows us to assert
the noted peculiarities are inherent to the bulk of the sam
and not to its surface about the perimeter of thea-structure.

In order to obtain additional information about the infl
ence of illumination on multilayer quantum-well structure
we measured the capacitance–voltage characteristics o
Schottky barriers in these samples. Accordingly, on part
the as-grown wafer, after stripping away the uppern1-GaAs
layer electrolytically a gold/titanium Schottky barrier of ci
cular shape with an area of 1.2631023cm2 was sputtered on
without etching out the mesa-structures. An ohmic contac
all the quantum wells and the lowern1-layer was prepared
by melting in a layer of indium about the perimeter of
sample with dimensions;535 mm2 cut from the wafer.

Figure 2 shows typical capacitance–voltage characte
tics for a multilayer quantum-well structure withx50.385,
measured in darkness before illumination~the sample was
cooled from room temperature in darkness with the bias v

re

es
d
the

FIG. 2. Capacitance–voltage characteristics of the Schottky barrier in
multilayer quantum-well structure GaAs/AlxGa12xAs with x50.385, mea-
sured at 3 kHz atT577 K, successively:1—before illumination,2—after
illumination,3—after heating the previously illuminated sample to 170 K
Vb521.5 V; 4 ~coincides with1!—after heating to 170 K atVb50.35 V.
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age on the Schottky barrierVb50.35 V! and after~curves1
and2!, and also after heating to 170 K at two different bi
voltages ~curves 3 and 4!. During the recording of the
capacitance–voltage characteristics no relaxation of the
pacitance was noted. Segments with flat slope~plateaus!,
arising on the capacitance–voltage curves relative to
Schottky barrier voltageVb , correspond to depletion of th
next quantum well. The ordinal numbers of the quant
wells, counted from the surface of the sample, are indica
by the numbers with arrows along the corresponding p
teaus of curve1 in Fig. 2. The segments with steeper slo
correspond to transitions from one completely deple
quantum well to the next.10,11

2. MODEL OF PHOTOELECTRIC MEMORY

The observed effect~Fig. 1! is reminiscent of the well-
known phenomenon of persistent photoconductivity in dop
Al xGa12xAs with x.0.22 ~Ref. 12!, which is associated
with the existence ofDX centers in this material, arisin
when it is doped with silicon and also some other impuriti

We assume, therefore, that in the multilayer quantu
well structures that we have investigated there are local
gions that run through the entire structure, and within
limits of these regions the barrier layers contain uncontro
donor levels—in general, both shallow, with concentrat
Nd , and deep, with concentrationNt . In addition, we will let
the latter, similarly to theDX centers, be characterized by
relatively high capture barrier for free electrons from theG
valley of the conduction band.

Under equilibrium conditions~before illumination! at
least the shallow levels are ionized. This leads to the form
tion of an internal electric field and to ‘‘sagging’’ of th
conduction band~Fig. 3!. As a result, thermally assisted ele
tron tunneling from the quantum wells into the conducti
band of the barrier layers through the relatively narrow p
tential barriers leads to an increased dark current and a lo
value of its effective activation energy~see curve4 in Fig.
1!. Ionization of deep levels upon illumination of the samp
increases the sag of the conduction band, which leads
further increase of the dark current. The presence of a h
capture barrier for electrons to the deep levels ensures
age of the new state after the illumination is switched off

FIG. 3. Energy-level diagram of one period of a multilayer quantum-w
structure for positively charged centers present in the barrier layer.E1—first
quantum level,EF—Fermi level of the left quantum well. Points—dee
levels, shallow donors, not shown. The remaining notation is explaine
the text.
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peratureT0 the electrons overcome the energy barrier a
return to the deep levels, neutralizing their positive char
The sag of the conduction band decreases and the de
denceJ(T) approaches its original values.

Let us discuss in more detail the assumptions we h
made about locality of the regions which contain the unc
trolled deep levels and about the mechanism of neutral
tion of the ionized deep levels via capture of free electro
from the conduction band.

2.1. Locality of regions of conduction band sag

As will become clear from the calculation in Sec. 3, t
required change in the concentration of positive chargeDN1

in the barrier layer of the multilayer quantum-well structu
after illumination should be equal to 1.231017 cm23 if they
are uniformly distributed over the thickness of the barr
layer. Thus, as follows from the condition of charge balan
of the sample, the equilibrium free electron concentration
the quantum wellsGn for uniform distribution of the deep
levels in the barriers over the area of the structure sho
increase by the amountDN1Lb54.831011 cm22, which is
roughly half the initial doping concentration of the quantu
wells, GSi.1012 cm22. Consequently, illumination of the
sample should lead to an increase by;50% of the width of
the plateaus on the capacitance–voltage curves shown in
2. This, however, does not happen. The actual illuminati
induced increase in the equilibrium electron concentration
the quantum wellsGn did not exceed 1011 cm22 ~i.e., 10%!,
as was determined by integrating the capacitance–vol
curves between the inflection points of neighboring tran
tional segments. This fact allows us to assert that the d
levels responsible for the indicated change in the posi
charge concentrationDN1 in the barrier layers upon illumi-
nation are concentrated in local regions occupying a sm
fraction ~not more than 20%! of the entire area of the struc
ture.

2.2. Interaction of deep levels with allowed bands

The transitional segment of the capacitance–volta
curves between thej th and (j 11)-th plateaus corresponds t
the exponential tail of the capacitance of the depletedj th
quantum well.10,11 Its width for an ideal multilayer
quantum-well structure can be estimated
DVj , j 11.4(kT/q)Cp /Cj 11 , wherek is the Boltzmann con-
stant,q is the absolute value of the electron charge,Cp is the
capacitance of one period of the multilayer quantum-w
structure, andCj is the capacitance in the center of thej th
plateau on the capacitance–voltage curve. For the sam
shown in Fig. 2, the quantityDV3,4 should be;80 mV, but
its experimental value is equal to;500 mV. We associate
this increase ofDVj , j 11 with nonuniformity over the area o
the structure of the electron concentrationGn in the j th quan-
tum well, and this nonuniformity grows somewhat after ill
mination of the nonuniformly distributed deep levels.

Next, curve3 in Fig. 2 was obtained after heating th
pre-illuminated sample to 170 K for the bias voltag
Vb521.5 V. At this bias voltage the second and third qua
tum wells~and the adjacent barriers! are elevated relative to

l

in
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their equilibrium positions by;600 and;30 mV, respec-
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tively. It can be seen that after the indicated heating the sl
of the transitional segment~3,4! grows while its widthDV3,4

decreases and essentially coincides with its value for the
tial curve1. At the same time, the indicated heating has
effect onDV2,3 ~Fig. 2, curve3!.

In the corresponding case for the bias volta
Vb50.35 V, when the positions of all the quantum wells a
near their equilibrium values, the measured capacitan
voltage curve~Fig. 2, curve4! essentially coincides with its
initial dependence. Thus we may conclude that neutraliza
of photoionized deep levels takes place near the quan
wells not elevated above the Fermi level and does not t
place near quantum wells elevated far above it. This supp
the assumption that the neutralization of photoionized d
levels is due to capture of conduction band electrons and
to dumping of holes to the valence band. In the latter case
wells elevated;600 mV above the Fermi level would no
influence the recharging of the deep levels upon heating

3. CALCULATION OF THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
OF THE CURRENT IN MULTILAYER QUANTUM-WELL
STRUCTURES

The current density in the regions of a multilay
quantum-well structure without conduction band sag at l
bias voltages is determined primarily by electrons therma
emitted above the conduction band edge of the barrier an
given by the standard expression1,13

j 05qmnF~N2D /Lp!kT exp~2Ea0 /kT!. ~1!

Heremn is the electron mobility in AlGaAs,F is the electric
field intensity,N2D5mw* p/\2 is the two-dimensional den
sity of states,mw* is the effective mass of the electron in th
quantum well,\ is Planck’s constant,Lp is the period of the
structure,Ea05Ebw2E12EF is the current activation en
ergy, Ebw is the discontinuity in the conduction band b
tween GaAs and AlGaAs,E1 is the energy of the first leve
in the quantum well, andEF is the Fermi energy reckone
from E1 . The theoretical dependenceJ(T) for a sample with
x50.29 ~see the inset in Fig. 1! was calculated according t
Eq. ~1! for Ea50.14 eV andmn5500 cm2/~V •s).

The current in the regions with conduction band sag
determined primarily by successive tunneling of electro
between the quantum wells and the conduction band of
barrier layers through relatively narrow potential barriers.
calculate it, we consider one period of the structure in
region of conduction band sag, to which the volta
V&kT/q has been applied~see Fig. 3!. Let the lowest point
of the conduction band of the barrier layer in the sag reg
be located above the equilibrium Fermi level~for V50!. The
charge of the free electrons in the barrier is therefore sm
and does not influence the course of the potential in
barrier layers. For simplicity, we assume that the shallow
deep levels are uniformly distributed over local region
whose dimensions exceed the barrier thickness so tha
spatial dependence of the potential can be assumed uni
and the same for all the local regions. In the case of co
pletely filled or completely ionized deep levels the charge
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and the energy of the edge of the conduction band, recko
from its lowest point, is given by

DEc~x!5qVsS x2Dx

Lb/2 D 2

. ~2!

Here Vs5(kT/q)(Lb/2)2/(2Ld)2 is the magnitude of the
conduction band sag forV50, Dx5Lb(V/8Vs) is the posi-
tion of the minimum of the conduction band
Ld5(kT«b/2q2N1)1/2 is the Debye screening length,«b is
the dielectric constant of the barrier, andN1 is the total
concentration of positively charged shallow and deep lev
SinceLw!Lb , we have disregarded the voltage drop acro
the quantum well.

In intermediate cases, the deep levels are partly filled
a result of heating the sample to some temperatureT0 ~see
Sec. 1!, the charge on the deep levels will be distribut
nonuniformly since the electrons will be captured in fir
order by deep levels, which are located near the middle
the barrier layer and which have the lowest energy barrier
electron capture. However, for simplicity we assume that
before, the conduction band sag is described by the parab
dependence~2!.

The energy of the lowest point of the conduction band
the barrier layerEm , reckoned from the Fermi level in th
left quantum well, is given byEm5Ea2DEc1 , where
Ea5Ea02DEF2DE1 , DEF andDE1 are the changes inEF

andE1 in the local regions withVs.0 caused by the appea
ance of additional free electrons in the quantum well a
‘‘warping’’ of the potential in the quantum well~see Fig. 3!,
andDEc15DEc(2Lb/2). To first order we setDEF equal to
N1Lb /N2D and neglectDE1 . In addition, we introduce the
quantities DEc25DEc(Lb/2), w15Lb/21Dx, and
w25Lb/22Dx.

Let us consider tunneling of electrons with energ
aboveEm . The probabilities of tunneling from the left quan
tum well (D1) and from the right (D2) quantum well into the
allowed region of the barrier, calculated in the quasiclass
approximation,14 are given by

D1,2~Et!5exp@2S1,2f~Et /DEc1,2!#, ~3!

where Et is the electron energy reckoned from the lowe
point of the conduction band of the barrie
S1,25A2mbDEc1,2w1,2/\, mb is the effective mass of the
electron in the barrier, and
f(z)5A12z2z ln@(11A12z)/Az#.

Noting that V&kT/q and that the barriersDEc1 and
DEc2 are thick and have low tunneling transparency, we m
assume that the electrons in the conduction band of the
rier layer between the barriersDEc1 and DEc2 are com-
pletely thermalized, and that their energy distribution is d
scribed by the single Fermi quasilevelEFb , which is located,
in general, between the Fermi levels of the left and rig
quantum wells. Allowing for the principle of detailed ba
ance, we calculate the current density in the barrierDEc1 ,

j 15 j 10 exp~2Em /kt!@12exp~EFb /kt!#, ~4!

where
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j 5qN n E`

exp~2E /kT!D ~E !dE , ~5!
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and the Fermi level of the electrons in the left quantum w
EF is taken to be equal to zero. The quantityn t denotes the
effective frequency of collisions of an electron in the qua
tum well with defects~polar optical phonons, ionized impu
rities, and roughness of the quantum well! leading to com-
plete conversion of the energy of motion of the electr
along the quantum well into transverse energy, with wh
the electron tunnels into the allowed band of the barrie15

Integration to infinity in Eq.~5! takes into account the elec
trons with energyEt aboveDEc1 , for whichD1(Et).1. The
currentj 2 through the barrierDEc2 is given by an expression
such as~4!. Equating the currentsj 1 and j 2 , we find the
position of the Fermi quasilevelEFb , and for the total cur-
rent j l through the local regions of conduction band sag
obtain the expression

j l5expS 2
Em

kt D j 10j 20

j 101 j 20
F12expS 2

qV

kt D G , ~6!

where j 20 is given by Eq.~5! with D1 replaced byD2 .
Tunneling of electrons with energies less thanEm can be

ignored since it proceeds directly from one quantum wel
another with small probabilityD,D1(0)D2(0).

The total currentJ through the sample is calculated a
suming identicity of all the barriers. In this case

J5A~12d! j 01Ad j l ~7!

for V5Vb /(N11). HereA is the area of the sample,d is the
fraction of the area of the structure occupied by local regi
with the indicated conduction band sag, andN is the number
of periods of the structure.

Curves of the theoretical temperature dependence of
dark current~7! are shown in Fig. 1 by solid lines. We chos
the quantitiesmn , Vs , and productdn t in such a way as to
get the theoretical curves to coincide with the experimen
curves1–4 @in the first term of expression~7! we have ig-
nored the parameterd since it was shown in Sec. 2.1 th
d!1#. At increased temperatures the currentj 0 predomi-
nates. The activation energy of the currentj 0 , given byEa0

@see Eq.~1!#, was found, by an independent calculation fro
known parameters of multilayer quantum-well structures,16,17

to be equal to 0.194 eV. The electron mobility in the barr
mn was taken to be equal to 1000 cm2/~V•s).

At reduced temperatures the current of the local regi
predominates. The magnitude of the conduction band saVs

determines the activation energy of the local currentj l , and
the productdn t determines its magnitude. Taking advanta
of the coincidence of their temperature dependence in f
and magnitude, we determined the values of the quantitieVs

and dn t . Good agreement with experiment is obtained
dm t533108 Hz andVs equal to 0.131, 0.122, 0.112, 0.09
V, respectively, for curves1–4. Here N1 ~in units of
1017 cm23! and Em ~in meV! are equal to 4.7~1.4!, 4.4
~14.6!, 4.0 ~29.3!, and 3.5~51.4!. Curves5 and 6 in Fig. 1
correspond to the components of the current without sagA j0
and with sag of the conduction bandAd j l . It can be seen
that the experimental temperature dependence of the cu
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alone. Noting that the agreement of theory with the refere
experimental dependence4 in Fig. 1 requires the initial value
Vs50.097 eV, it must be admitted that the barriers in t
above-mentioned local regions contain constantly ioniz
levels with concentration 3.531017 cm23 ~e.g., shallow do-
nors!. Illumination of the sample~Fig. 1, curve1! increases
N1 to 4.731017 cm23 and, consequently, the concentratio
of recharging deep levels in the local regions
1.231017 cm23.

Note that during the recording of the dark current te
perature dependences at temperatures greater than the
heating temperatureT0 , for example,T05110 K for depen-
dence2 in Fig. 1,Vs decreases, resulting in a decrease in
local current. However, this decrease brings the structure
the region of significant contribution of the uniform curre
to the total current and is therefore unimportant.

Looking at the total picture, we may conclude that t
proposed phenomenological model, despite its simplic
provides an adequate description of the observed phen
enon of photoelectric memory in multilayer quantum-w
structures.

We have not identified the nature and origin of the loc
clusters of donor levels in the barrier layers. However, not
that the photoelectric memory effect is observed only
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs multilayer quantum-well structures wit
x.0.3, we may assume that it is due to the enhanced de
content of such structures in comparison with multilay
quantum-well structures, wherex,0.3. In this case the loca
clusters of shallow and deep donor levels can be either
trinsic defects of the barrier layers orDX centers formed as
a result of thermally favored silicon diffusion out of th
quantum wells via defects of the structure during its grow

CONCLUSIONS

Growth of the dark current by 2–3 orders of magnitu
in GaAs/AlxGa12xAs multilayer quantum-well structure
with x.0.4 has been observed after exposing them to li
(l,1.3 mm). The increased current persists for an extend
time at reduced temperatures and falls back to its ini
value upon heating. The observed effect is explained in
framework of a barrier model with local conduction band s
that facilitates electron tunneling. The degree of sag and
magnitude of the current grow upon photoionization of loc
clusters of uncontrolled deep levels present in the barrier
decrease as conduction band electrons are captured by
upon heating.
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Depletion of the inverse electron channel at the type-II heterojunction in the system

p -GaInAsSb/ p -InAs

T. I. Voronina, T. S. Lagunova, M. P. Mikha lova, K. D. Moiseev, A. E. Rosov,
and Yu. P. Yakovlev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted July 1, 1997; accepted for publication July 14, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 215–220~February 1998!

Magnetotransport and the electron channel parameters are investigated inp-GaInAsSb/p-InAs
heterojunctions as functions of the acceptor doping level of the quaternary~GaInAsSb!
layer. An abrupt decrease in the carrier mobility with increased doping level in these
heterojunctions is observed. This decrease can be attributed to the narrowing and depletion of the
channel near the interface and strong localization of electrons in potential wells at the
interface. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01902-4#

Earlier we showed1–3 that in singlep-GaInAsSb/p-InAs The parameters of the samples atT577 K are listed in
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heterostructures with undoped layers of the quaternary s
solution with isolated type-II heterojunctions there exists
the heterojuction an electron channel with high electron m
bility mH5(527)3104 cm2/~V•s!. The presence of such
channel in type-II heterojunctions is connected with spa
separation of the electrons and holes and their localizatio
self-consistent wells on both sides of the heterojunction.

In the present work we consider the effect of doping
the solid solution by acceptor impurities~Zn, Ge, Sn! over a
wide concentration range on the properties of the elec
channel in p-Ga0.83In0.17As0.22Sb0.78/p-InAs heterostruc-
tures. We investigated the Hall coefficientRH , the electrical
conductivitys, and the mobilitymH at temperatures from 77
to 200 K in magnetic fields from 1 to 20 kOe. We found th
heavy doping of thep-GaInAsSb solid solution with an ac
ceptor impurity leads to a rapid decrease of the mobility
the electron channel, which is attributable to a narrowing
the electron channel and an increasing role of scattering
the rough surface of the heterojunction.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Thep-GaInAsSb/p-InAs heterostructures were prepar
by liquid-phase epitaxy atT5600 °C. Epitaxial layers of the
solid solution p-Ga0.83In0.17As0.22Sb0.78 ~Eg50.63 eV at
T577 K! with different levels of doping with acceptor im
purities ~331023<Zn<1.231022 at. %, 2.431023

<Ge<2.731022 at. %, 4.531022,Sn,1021 at. %! were
grown on high-resistancep-type InAs substrates with param
eters ~at 77 K! s50.2 V21 cm21, p51016 cm23

(Eg50.4 eV). The thickness of the layers was roughly
mm. Six indium contacts were deposited on samples of r
angular shape on the surface of the solid solution. At curre
I<100 mA, where Ohm’s law applies, the voltage dro
across potential probesVs and the Hall voltageVH were
measured in the temperature interval 77–200 K~above 200
K the substrate conductivity becomes noticeable! in mag-
netic fieldsH51220 kOe. From these data we calculat
the electrical conductivitys, the Hall coefficientRH per unit
area, and the Hall mobilitymH5RHs.
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Table I. As can be seen from the table, the sign of the H
voltage for H.1 kOe in all of the samples with accepto
doping~Zn, Ge, Sn! points to the electronic character of th
conductivity~the only exception is the structures with max
mum Zn doping level; see sample 5!. This, in our opinion,
has to do with the conductivity of the electron channel
cated at the heteroboundary in the isolated type-II hete
junction on the InAs side.2 The magnitude of the Hall mo
bility mH5RHs for light doping of the solid solution
~samples 2, 6, and 8! maintained the same high values as
the structures with undoped layers~sample 1 in Table I!. For
heavy doping of the solid solution~samples 4, 7, and 9! an
abrupt drop in the mobility was observed along with a stro
magnetic field dependence forRH andmH .

Figure 1 plots the dependence ofRH on the magnetic
field intensity atT577 K. It can be seen that for the sampl
whose solid-solution layer was undoped or lightly dop
with acceptors~curves1 and2! RH,0 and is virtually inde-
pendent ofH; i.e., the conductivity is determined by on
type of carrier~electrons!. For a high level of acceptor dop
ing ~curves4 and9! RH is observed to depend sharply onH
up to change of sign of the Hall voltage. Such a depende
is characteristic of a conductivity due to two types of curre
carrier of different sign: In a weak field in this case th
highly mobile electrons concentrated on the heterobound
play the dominant role, while in a strong field the hole co
ductivity of the solid solution becomes noticeable. Of cour
the conductivity of the solid-solution layer increases w
growth of its acceptor doping level. In the sample with ma
mum Zn content~curve5! the sign of the Hall voltage cor
responds to ap-type conductivity in all magnetic fields. In
this sample the Hall coefficient was found to remain const
for H.10 kOe. It may be assumed that the Hall coefficie
in this field region completely reflects the properties of t
doped solid solutionp-GaInAsSb, while the electron chann
is manifested only in the decrease of the magnitude ofRH for
H,10 kOe.

Let us consider the temperature dependence ofRH for
samples with different doping levels of the solid solutio
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In sample 2~Fig. 2, curvea!, with
lightly doped solid-solution layer, the Hall coefficientRH

1950195-06$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics



TABLE I. Parameters ofp-GaInAsSb/p-InAs samples atT577 K.
Sample No.

Impurity in solid solution
Type of conductivity
from the Hall voltage

s, 103 V21

H51 kOe

mH5RHs, cm2/~V•s!

type amount, at. % H51 kOe H520 kOe

1 - - n 9.6 257000 245000
2 Zn 331023 n 8.8 249000 235000
3 Zn 431023 n 9 224400 218000
4 Zn 831023 n 10 23500 1180
5 Zn 1.231022 p 13 120 180
6 Ge 2.531023 n 10 235000 211000
7 Ge 2.7531022 n 14 22800 1100
8 Sn 4.631022 n 9 255000 242400
9 Sn 1021 n 4.8 211700 2480
falls gradually with increasing temperature in magnetic fields
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in the range 1–20 kOe. In sample 4~Fig. 2, curvesb! with
heavily doped solid-solution layer,RH is observed to in-
crease with increasing temperature. This increase intens
with increasing magnetic field intensity, while in strong ma
netic fields (H520 kOe) the Hall voltage changes sign
T5130 K as the dominant current carrier changes over fr
holes to electrons. In sample5 ~Fig. 3!, with the most heavily
doped epitaxial layer, this change of sign was observed in
magnetic fields, and it took place at lower values ofT with
decreasing value of the magnetic fieldH. This indicates that
the contribution of the electrons to the total conductivity
the structure increases as the temperature is raised. The
perature dependence of the Hall mobility for these samp
was similar to that of the resistanceR(T).

Figure 4 plots the Hall mobilitymH in a weak magnetic
field H51 kOe~where the Hall coefficientRH is determined

FIG. 1. The Hall coefficientRH plotted as a function of magnetic fiel
intensity H in p-GaInAsSb/p-InAs heterostructures at temperaturesT, K:
a—77, b—200. The numbers on the curves correspond to the numbers
samples in Table I. Solid curves—RH,0, dashed curves—RH.0.
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function of the Zn concentration in the solid solution. It ca
be seen that the mobility in sample heterostructures w
lightly doped layers of solid solution (Zn<431023 at. %) at
T577 and 200 K~curves1 and2! has the same high value
mH5(3 – 5)3104 cm2/~V•s! as in the samples with undope
layers. At heavy doping levels (Zn.431023 at. %) the Hall
mobility in the channel falls abruptly both atT577 K ~curve
1! and T5200 K ~curve 2!. The dependence ofmH on the
impurity concentration inp-GaInAsSb/p-InAs heterostruc-

the

FIG. 2. The Hall coefficientRH as a function of temperature for differen
magnetic field intensities for two samples from Table I: a—sample 2,
sample 4. The solid and dashed curves have the same meaning as in F
The numbers beside the curves are the magnetic field intensity in kOe
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tures obtained here differs substantially from the analog
dependence we obtained earlier4 for an epitaxial layer of the
solid solution Ga12xInxAs12ySby with x50.120.2 and
y50.2, grown on a GaSb substrate. The undoped layer

FIG. 3. The Hall coefficientRH as a function of temperature for sample
for the magnetic field intensities~in kOe! indicated beside the curves. Th
solid and dashed curves have the same meaning as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. The Hall mobilitymH for H51 kOe as a function of zinc doping
level of the solid solution:1,2—for p-GaInAsSb/p-InAs heterostructures;
3—for the solid solutionp-GaInAsSb. TemperatureT, K: 1,3—77, 2—200.
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tion and mobility at T577 K in such layers were
p151016 cm23 andm152000 cm2/~V•s!. When these layers
were doped with acceptor impurities, the hole concentrat
grew, the mobility decreased smoothly and at the concen
tion p.1018 cm23, at which degeneracy of the hole gas s
in, the mobility became nearly constant:m15200 cm2/~V•s!.
An important result here is that the abrupt drop of the m
bility mH in p-GaInAsSb/p-InAs heterostructures is ob
served at precisely those concentrations of the Zn impurit
which degeneracy of the hole gas sets in in thep-GaInAsSb
solid solutions and the mobility no longer depends on
doping level.

DISCUSSION

The experimental dependence of the Hall coefficientRH

and mobility mH on the temperature and magnetic field
p-GaInAsSb/p-InAs heterostructures shows that the prop
ties of the electron channel at the heterojunction depend
the doping level of the solid solution, i.e., the position of t
Fermi level in the solid solution.

In samples with lightly doped epitaxial layers, in whic
the Fermi level is located in the band gap~far from the het-
erointerface!, the quantitiesRH and mH , as we saw earlier
are determined by one type of charge carrier—electron
the channel at the heterojunction. The electron mobility
the channel for light doping of the solid solution maintai
high valuesmH5(326)3104 cm2/~V•s! down to liquid-
helium temperatures,5 which is characteristic of the semime
tallic state.

For high doping levels of the solid solution, for whic
the Fermi level is located in the valence band of the epita
layer~far from the heterojunction!, the temperature and mag
netic field dependence ofRH and mH indicate that both the
electrons in the channel at the heterointerface and the h
in the solid solution participate in the conductivity, and al
that the role of the electrons in the channel grows with
crease of the temperature. The measured values ofRH and
mH in all the samples with heavy doping of the solid soluti
in weak magnetic fields (H,1 – 2 kOe) are described by th
formulas for the two-layer model6 with different signs of the
charge carriers in the layers:

RH5~R1s1
2b12R2s2

2b2!/s2b, ~1!

mH5~m1
2n1b12m2

2p2b2!/sb, ~2!

whereb is the total thickness, the subscript 2 corresponds
the epitaxial layer, and the subscript 1 corresponds to
electron channel at the heteroboundary.

The contribution of the epitaxial layer@the termm2
2p2b2

in Eq. ~2!# to the total measured mobilitymH in
p-GaInAsSb/p-InAs heterostructures for heavy doping
the epitaxial layer should remain practically the same as
the samples with undoped layers since, as was noted ab
an increase in the hole concentration by two orders of m
nitude is accompanied by a simultaneous decrease in the
bility by one order of magnitude. This gives us grounds
assert that the abrupt decrease of the measured mobili
the samples with heavily doped epitaxial layers is due no
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TABLE II. Parameters of the solid solution and electron channel.
Sample No.

Solid solution Electron channel

p2 , 1018 cm23 m2, cm2/~V•s!

Ev2EF , meV m1 , cm2/~V•s! Ns , 1011 cm22 d, Å

77K 200K 77K 200K 77K 200K 77K

2 0.1 2000 214 260 50000 40000 1 - 400
4 2 200 116 25 35000 5000 13 6.4 110
5 6 80 123 116 - 1000 - 80 -
greater influence of the epitaxial layer but to a decrease in
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the mobility in the electron channel, which may be due to
narrowing of the electron channel and the appearance of
ditional scattering mechanisms.

Estimate of the solid solution and electron channel p
rameters. The temperature and magnetic field dependenc
the Hall coefficient and mobility allow us to estimate th
parameters of the solid solution and the electron channe
the heterojunction~Table II!. These estimates were made f
heavily doped samples 4 and 5~see Table II! using the two-
layer model, which takes account of contributions to the c
ductivity of the electron channel and the quaternary so
solution.

In sample 5 with heaviest doping of the epitaxial lay
the hole concentration in the solid solution can be estima
from the values of the Hall coefficient in strong magne
fields (H520 kOe) atT577 K ~Fig. 1!. For layer thickness
b252 mm the hole concentrationp25631018 cm23. Here
the Hall mobility mH580 cm2/~V•s! reflects the hole mobil-
ity in the solid solution. For the hole concentratio
p25631018 cm23 the solid solution is strongly degenerat
the Fermi level is located in the valence band, and its p
tion atT577 K corresponds toEv2EF50.023 eV. For this
position of the Fermi level the electron channel at the h
erojunction is hardly noticeable. Its influence shows up o
in a decrease of the Hall coefficient in weak fiel
~H,10 kOe; see Fig. 1!. As the temperature is increase
the Fermi level rises to the top of the valence band and
degree of degeneracy of the hole gas decreases. Under
conditions, a change in sign of the Hall voltage is observ
in the temperature dependence ofRH ~see Fig. 3!; i.e., the
electrons in the electron channel begin to play a major r
which increases with increasing temperature and decrea
magnetic field. At T5200 K, when the Fermi leve
Ev2EF50.016 eV, the dependenceR(H) ~Fig. 1! becomes
the same as in more lightly doped sample 4 atT577 K. At
the inversion point of the Hall coefficientRH50, according
to Eqs.~1! and ~2! the contributions of the electron chann
and the solid solution are equal; i.e.,m1

2p1b15m2
2n2b2 .

From this condition, assuming that the concentration a
mobility in the epitaxial layer~Table II! in the case of de-
generacy remain nearly constant with increasing temp
ture, and that the mobilitymH for H51 kOe reflects the mo
bility in the electron channel„m151000 cm2/~V•s!…, it is
possible to estimate the two-dimensional carrier concen
tion in the electron channelNs5n1b15831012 cm22. Em-
ploying concepts of the two-dimensional model,7 it is pos-
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the formula

d5F S 3

4D 2 aB

pN* G1/3

, ~3!

whereN* 5Ndepl1
11
32Ns ~Ndepl is the residual impurity con-

centration in the depleted layer! and aB is the Bohr radius.
Values ofd so obtained are shown in Table II.

The same calculation was performed for sample 4 w
lower doping level,p25231018 cm23. For this hole con-
centration the Fermi level isEv2EF50.016 eV atT577 K.
Change of sign of the Hall voltage is observed in this sam
only in strong fields (H520 kOe) atT5130 K, while in a
weak field (H51 kOe) the measured mobilitymH reflected
the electron mobility in the channel at all temperatur
Knowing the values of the electron mobility and assumi
that p2 andm2 are independent of temperature, it is possib
to estimate the two-dimensional concentrationNs and the
width of the electron channel at all temperatures~see Table
II !.

For samples with undoped and weakly doped epitax
layers of p-GaInAsSb we estimated the parameters of
electron channel in our previous paper5 from measurements
of the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations at low temperatu
the two-dimensional carrier concentratio
Ns51.031011 cm22 and width of the electron channe
d5400 Å ~sample 2 in Table II!.

From the obtained data it follows that i
p-GaInAsSb/p-InAs structures with heavy doping of the ep
itaxial layer the electron concentration in the channel gro
and this growth is accompanied by a narrowing of the ch
nel and an abrupt decrease of the mobilitymH . The mobility
in the electron channel decreases asNs

20.5 ~see Fig. 5, solid
line! andd2 ~dashed line!. Analogous results were obtaine
in Refs. 8–10, which investigated type-II superlattices w
isolated bands~broken gap! with quantum wells of different
widths. Such an abrupt fall of the mobility in superlattic
with thin layers was explained by the appearance of sca
ing by potential fluctuations and roughness of the he
oboundaries. A transition was observed here from the se
metallic to the semiconducting state.

The abrupt decrease of the mobility at high doping lev
of the solid solution in thep-GaInAsSb/p-InAs heterostruc-
tures investigated by us may also be linked with a narrow
of the electron channel and the appearance of the additi
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mechanisms of scattering by potential fluctuations a
roughness of the heterojunction.

Comparison with the band diagram of the heterojun
tion. The results obtained agree with the energy diagram
an isolated type-II heterojunction, shown in Fig. 6.
p-GaInAsSb/p-InAs heterostructures the minimum of th
conduction band is located lower in energy than the ma

FIG. 5. The electron mobilitymH in the channel plotted as a function of th
two-dimensional electron concentrationNs . The dashed line plots the de
pendence of the mobilitymH on the width of the electron channeld.

FIG. 6. Energy-level diagram of the heterojunctionp-GaInAsSb/p-InAs for
the epitaxial solid-solution layer: a—lightly doped, and b—heavily dop
Energy values in meV.
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formed between the valence band of the solid solution
the InAs conduction band. This break is estimated to
D5x22x12Eg1570 meV ~in the solid solution the elec
tron affinity x154.2 eV, Eg150.63 eV, and in InAs
x254.9 eV, Eg250.41 eV at T577 K!. When these two
semiconductors are brought together, electrons overflow
of the valence band of the solid solution into the InAs co
duction band and bends are formed in the bands at the
erojunction. Potential wells for the electrons and holes
formed in this case on both sides of the heterojunction. T
Fermi level of the structure intersects the heterobound
inside the band discontinuity and divides it in proportion
the ratio of the effective masses of the holes in the so
solution and the electrons in the InAs layer. If the solid s
lution is undoped or weakly doped with acceptor impuritie
i.e., p,1017 cm23, the Fermi level is located in the band ga
of the solid solution. An electron channel of dep
D560 meV and widthd5400 Å is formed at the hetero
junction ~Fig. 6a! with semimetallic properties: a high elec
tron mobility is observed in it, which is independent of th
temperature.5

For heavy doping of the solid solution, whe
p.1018 cm23, the Fermi level is found in the valence ban
of the solid solution, the magnitude of the discontinuity
the heterojunction is preserved, and the Fermi level in
electron channel falls, shadowing its shift in the solid so
tion ~Fig. 6b!. The channel narrows to a width o
d5502150 Å. Additional scattering mechanisms appe
from the potential fluctuations and from the roughness of
heterojunction. As the temperature is raised, the Fermi le
in the solid solution rises to the top of the valence band, a
following it the Fermi level rises in the electron channel. A
a result, the width of the channel at the Fermi level increa
as does the electron mobility in it~see Table II!.

CONCLUSIONS

Thus, the properties of the electron channel
p-Ga0.83In0.17As0.22Sb0.78/p-InAs structures for different lev-
els of doping of the solid solution with acceptor impuritie
depends substantially on the position in it of the Fermi lev
in a lightly doped solid solution, there is an electron chan
with a high electron mobility and semimetallic propertie
heavy doping of the solid solution leads to an abrupt
crease of the mobility, which is associated with a narrow
of the electron channel and with the appearance of additio
scattering mechanisms at the potential fluctuations and a
irregularities of the heterojunction.

We thank T. A. Polyanskaya and A. Ya. Shik for usef
discussions and valuable remarks.
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Interband absorption of long-wavelength radiation in d-doped superlattices based

rons
on single-crystal wide-gap semiconductors
V. V. Osipov and A. Yu. Selyakov
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M. Foygel

South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, South Dakota 57701–3995, USA
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Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 221–226~February 1998!

A new type of superlattice formed in a single-crystal nondegenerate, wide-gap semiconductor by
a sequence of pairs of closely spaced,d-doped donor and acceptor layers is proposed. It is
shown that because of the superstrong electric fields generated between thesed-doped layers, the
electroabsorption of long-wavelength radiation is determined by tunneling optical transitions
of electrons from the heavy-hole band~in contrast to the case of moderately strong fields when the
electroabsorption is determined by light holes!. The magnitude of the electroabsorption is
close to the interband absorption for light and is virtually independent of the photon energy up to
the far-infrared region. It was found that in the proposed InSb-based superlattice the
absorption in superstrong fields can exceed 103 cm21 up to radiation wavelengths approximately
equal to 50–100mm. It is noted that because of the spatial separation of the photogenerated
electrons and holes, their lifetime and the long-wavelength sensitivity of such a superlattice have
giant values. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!02002-X#

1. INTRODUCTION result of spatial separation of the photogenerated elect
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One of the most pressing problems of photoelectronic
the production, on the basis of wide-gap semiconductors
photodetectors and large-format staring arrays for mid
and far infrared~IR! radiation. A promising direction in the
solution of this problem is the development of IR photod
tectors based on different types of quantum wells and su
lattice and, first and foremost, quantum-well GaAs/AlGa
~Ref. 1! and Si/SiGe~Ref. 2! heterostructures. The progre
achieved in semiconductor technology in recent years
made it possible to produce the so-calledd-doped
structures,3 which Döhler proposed and studied theoretica
back in the 1970s.4,5 During growth of such structure
d-doped regions with dopant density of the order of 120

cm23 and thickness of the order of one period of the crys
lattice are produced in a single-crystal semiconductor.6,7 Un-
til now, d-dopedp–n junctions and multilayer superlattice
have been produced on the basis of different semiconduc
including Si,7,8 GaAs,9–13 and InSb.14–17 In particular, saw-
tooth d-doped quantum-well superlattices, in which the a
sorption of long-wavelength radiation is determined by tra
sitions between minibands formed in the sawtooth poten
well of such structures, have been developed on the bas
Si, GaAs, and InSb.8,9,14 However, photodetectors based o
quantum-well structures possess two substantial drawb
— radiation incident in a direction along the normal is a
sorbed weakly1,8,9,18,19and the photocarrier lifetime and th
photosensitivity are extremely small.20,21

Classical doped superlattices of then– i –p– i type,
which were proposed at the beginning of the 1980s and s
ied theoretically by Neustroev and Osipov, do not have th
drawbacks.22–25 In such superlattices, the photocarrier lif
time and the photosensitivity can reach enormous values
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and holes. However, long-wavelength IR radiation is a
sorbed weakly in classical doped superlattices based
wide-gap semiconductors.26–28 This stems from the fact tha
the absorption of such IR radiation is determined by
Franz–Keldysh effect29,30 in the space-charge regions of th
p–n junctions, where the maximum electric field intensity
limited by a value of the order of 105 V/cm. Stronger electric
fields can in principle be produced inp–n junctions by in-
creasing the dopant density, but then the tunneling curren
the p–n junctions increases and therefore the effect
nonequilibrium-carrier lifetime in such superlattices and t
photosensitivity of IR photodetectors based on them decre
sharply.

In the present paper we examine a new type ofd-doped
superlattice based on single-crystal wide-gap semicond
tors, which possesses a high photosensitivity in the lo
wavelength IR range and which does not have the abo
noted drawbacks inherent in previously proposed differ
quantum and classical superlattices.

2. SUPERLATTICE STRUCTURE

The proposed superlattice consists of pairwise altern
ing d-doped donor- and acceptor-type layers, grown in
nondegenerate single-crystalline semiconductor. For d
niteness, we assume that a nondegeneratep-type semicon-
ductor with acceptor densityNa is present between th
d-doped acceptor layers and a nondegeneraten-type semi-
conductor with donor densityNd is present in other region
of the lattice. A periodL of the superlattice consists of tw
pairs ofd-doped acceptor- and donor-type layers~Figs. 1a!,
and the energy diagram of one period of the superlattice
the form shown in Fig. 1b.

2010201-05$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Let us now discuss the requirements for the parame
of such a superlattice, first and foremost the surface dens
sd andsa of impurity atoms in thed-doped donor and ac
ceptor layers, as well as for the distancesl a , l d , and l ad

between these layers~Fig. 1!. For simplicity, we shall as-
sume thatsa5sd5s and thatl ad is small. Then, all elec-
trons will move from the donor atoms in thed-doped layers
to the acceptor atoms in neighboringd-doped layers and al
donor- and acceptor-typed-doped layers will consist of a
sequence of oppositely charged planes with built-in surf
charge density1qs and 2qs (q is the electron charge!,
respectively. As a result, a constant electric fie
E54pqs/«, where« is the permittivity of the semiconduc
tor, arises between each pair ofd-doped donor and accepto
layers ~oppositely charged planes!. When qElad5qVb,Eg

(Eg is the band gap in the semiconductor, andVb is the
potential difference between the oppositely chargedd-doped
layers!, direct tunneling transitions between the conduct
and valence bands will not occur in the superlattice un
study. Let l ad and the densitiesNa and Nd also satisfy the
conditionqElad5qVb5Fn2Fp,Eg , whereFn andFp are
the Fermi levels in then- and p-type semiconductors with
donor densityNd and acceptor densityNa , respectively.
When the above conditions are satisfied, there will be
space-charge regions in then- and p-type layers and the
band diagram of the superlattice will have the form shown
Fig. 1b. We note that the latter is valid for much weak
requirements forNd andNa , which should not be too high
These requirements essentially reduce to the condit
l d<LDn and l a<LDp , whereLDn and LDp are the Debye
screening lengths for electrons and holes in then- andp-type
layers, respectively, since in this case the change in the
tential in then- and p-type regions is small and can be n
glected. We note that these conditions hold for our In

FIG. 1. Structure of ad-doped superlattice: a — doping profile, b — band
diagram. The heavy lines~b! show the indirect~in real space! interband
optical transitions accompanying absorption of a photon with ene
\v,Eg . The notation used in the figure is explained in the text.
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of the smallness of the thicknessesl a and l d . ~Estimates for
l a and l d are presented below.!

In the present superlattice the absorption of photons w
energy\v,Eg is due to the Franz–Keldysh effect in th
regions of a strong electric field. We underscore that
electric field in layers of the superlattice with thicknessl ad

~Fig. 1! is uniform and its intensity can be more than
order of magnitude higher than the maximum intensity of
field of a nondegeneratep–n junction and can reach
enormous magnitudes (E5106 V/cm with s.1013 cm23

and«515).

3. CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF IR ABSORPTION IN
REGIONS OF A SUPERSTRONG ELECTRIC FIELD

The general expression for the IR absorptionaE in semi-
conductors with a parabolic dispersion law in a const
electric field has the form29–33

aE5pRA\vEE
b

`

Ai2~x!dx, ~1!

where R5(2m/\2)3/2(2q2Pcn
2 )/(m2c ñv), vE5(qE)2/3/

(2m\)1/3, b5(Eg2\v)/(\vE), ñ is the refractive index of
the semiconductor, Ai(x) is an Airy function,Pcn is an in-
terband matrix element of the momentum operator,c is the
speed of light in vacuum,m is the electron mass,mc is the
effective electron mass,mn is the effective hole mass, an
m215mc

211mn
21 is the reduced effective mass.

We emphasize that expression~1! was derived for the
case of an extended uniform semiconductor, and that it ho
for relatively weak electric fields which change only slight
the energy spectra of the electrons and holes in the semi
ductor. In superstrong electric fields the probability of dire
tunneling transitions increases sharply. As a result, the e
tron and hole states mix strongly and for this reason~1! is
inapplicable for extended semiconductors. A different situ
tion materializes in our case: It is evident from Fig. 1b that
contrast to the case of an extended uniform semiconduc
direct tunneling transitions are impossible in our superlatt
and therefore for such a superlattice the expression~1! can be
used for arbitrarily strong electric fields provided that t
thicknessesl a andl d are so large that the energy spectrum
the electrons and holes in the corresponding potential w
can be regarded as quasicontinuous~see below!. It is also
evident from Fig. 1b that the absorption of radiation with\v
,Eg can occur only in a portion of the strong-field layer
the superlattice. The thickness of this absorbing region
l eff5(\v2Eg1qVb)/qE, l ad . Hence it follows that the
absorption of long-wavelength radiation in the strong-fie
layer of the superlattice is

a5aEl eff / l ad5aE~\v2Eg1qVb!/qVb , ~2!

whereaE is given by Eq.~1!, andqVb54pq2s l ad /«.
In most direct-gap III–V semiconductors the interba

matrix elementsPcn of the momentum operator for optica
transitions from light- and heavy-hole bands are equal to
another,34 and the light- and heavy-hole effective masses
substantially different (mhh@mlh). Therefore,m5mc/2 for

y
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optical transitions from the heavy-hole band. It is known th
the absorption of a photon with\v,Eg in weak electric
fields is determined by tunneling of electrons and light hol
and the corresponding absorption is exponentially sm
compared with the interband absorption.29,30,33At the same
time, in the absence of an electric field the interband abs
tion of radiation is determined mainly by transitions of ele
trons from the heavy-hole band as a result of the high den
of states of this band.34 For the same reason, in our superla
tice the absorption of long-wavelength photons with\v
,Eg in regions of superstrong electric fields is determin
not by light holes but rather by heavy holes.

To prove this point, we shall examine superstrong el
tric fields, for which the condition

E@~q\!21~2m!1/2~Eg2\v!3/2 ~3!

holds in thin regions of thicknessl ad for the light and heavy
holes, even for\v.Eg/2. As an example, we present th
superlattice parameters, for which the inequality~3! can be
assumed to hold for heavy holes in InSb withEg50.223 eV,
which corresponds toT577 K. It is easy to show that fo
s>531012 cm22 the intensity of the built-in field
E>53105 V/cm, b,0.5 for l,10 mm, and the condition
qVb<Eg holds for l ad<40 Å. The condition~3! signifies
that b!1 and the overlap integral of the envelopes of t
electron and hole wave functions in Eq.~1! is virtually iden-
tical for light and heavy holes. The overlap integral
*0

`Ai2(x)dx531/12G2(2/3)/4p2, whereG(x) is the gamma
function. In this case we obtain the following expressi
from Eqs.~1! and ~2!:

a531/12G2~2/3!RA\vE~\v2Eg1qVb!/4pqVb . ~4!

Since, according to Eq.~1!, aE;m4/3, it follows from
Eq. ~4! that the absorption is indeed more than two tim
greater than that for light holes. It is also evident from E
~2! and~4! that in contrast to the case of weak electric field
a in the regions of superstrong electric fields in our sup
lattice, where the condition~3! holds, is close to the inter
band absorption and is virtually independent of the pho
energy up to\v5Eg2qVb , where it vanishes.

Radiation with\v,Eg2qVb is not observed, and th
quantityEg2qVb plays the role of an effective optical ban
gap in our superlattice. We emphasize thatEg2qVb can be
made as small as desired by varying the superlattice pa
eters. In another words, far-IR radiation can be absorbe
the superlattice sufficiently strongly up to wavelengths
approximately 50–100mm.

These results are confirmed by numerical calculati
which we performed using the general formula~2! for InSb
with Eg50.223 eV~Figs. 2 and 3!. Figure 2 shows the spec
tral dependence of the absorption in the strong-field reg
~with thicknessl ad) for optical transitions from the heavy
and light-hole bands in superlattices with the same effec
band gap but different built-in charge densities in t
d-doped layers. Figure 3 shows the spectral dependenc
the absorption for far-IR radiation determined by optic
transitions from the heavy-hole band for superlattices w
the same built-in charge density in thed-doped layers but
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different effective band gap. The calculations show that
absorption is indeed determined by optical transitions
electrons from the heavy-hole band into the conduction ba
and that it remains large enough right up tol525 mm and
even up tol5100mm, depending on the superlattice param
eters. It is also seen from Fig. 3 that changing the thickn
l ad by 7 Å, i.e., by an amount of the order of the lattic
constant in InSb, shifts the long-wavelength absorption e
(lco) from 25 to 100mm. At the same time, for such

FIG. 2. Spectral dependence of the IR absorption in regions of a supers
electric field in ad-doped InSb superlattice: Solid curves — optical tran
tions of electrons from a heavy-hole band; dashed curves — from
light-hole band. 1 — s5531012 cm22, l ad533 Å; 2 —
s51012 cm22, l ad5165 Å.

FIG. 3. Spectral dependence of the IR absorption of optical transition
electrons from a heavy-hole band ind-doped InSb superlattices: The soli
curves determine the absorption in the regions of a superstrong electric
i.e., a calculated according to Eq.~2!; the dashed curves determine th
absorptionaeff ~7! averaged over a period of the superlattice.1: l a584 Å,
l d5467 Å, l ad540 Å, lco5100 mm; 2: l a560 Å, l d5330 Å, l ad538 Å,
lco550 mm; 3 — l a542 Å, l d5233 Å, l ad533 Å, lco525 mm.
s5531012 cm22.
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radiation in the wavelength rangel,15 mm remains prac-
tically unchanged.

As we have already mentioned, the derivation of Eq.~1!
assumed that the dispersion law was parabolic for both e
trons and holes. However, in InSb-type semiconductors
dispersion law for electrons and light holes is substantia
different from a parabolic law. Specifically, in semicondu
tors with a Kane dispersion law the effective electron a
light-hole masses depend on the energyE of the electrons
and holes and doubles atE5Eg/2 ~Ref. 33!. However, this
fact cannot change the basic results, since by assumptio
superstrong electric fields the condition~3! holds even for
heavy holes, whose massmhh@mlh , mc for E<Eg .

4. EFFECTIVE IR ABSORPTION IN THE SUPERLATTICE

We shall now formulate the requirements for the thic
nessesl d and l a of the quasineutral layers. These requir
ments follow from the condition that the energy spectrum
electrons and heavy holes in the potential wells correspo
ing to these layers be quasicontinuous. Asl d andl a decrease,
the electron and hole energy levels are displaced from
corresponding wells and the red absorption limit of the
perlattice shifts into a shorter-wavelength region. The ene
spectrum of the electrons and holes in the potential wells
be regarded as quasicontinuous when the energy gapdE

between the lowest energy level and the bottom of the c
responding potential well does not exceedEg2qVb ~the ef-
fective optical band gap in the superlattice!. Since l a ,
l d@ l ad , we can assume that to a first approximation
potential wells of the superlattice are square wells. Th
assumingdE<Eg2qVb , we find thatl a and l d must satisfy
approximately the inequalities

l d>p\/A2mc~Eg2qVb!, ~5!

l a>p\/A2mhh~Eg2qVb!. ~6!

It is easy to show that fors5531012 cm22 and l ad533 Å
in InSb withEg50.223 eV these inequalities can be assum
to hold for l a>42 Å andl d>233 Å.

It is evident from Fig. 1 that in our structure the laye
absorbing the long-wavelength radiation alternate with n
absorbingn- andp-type layers. Therefore, the absorption a
eraged over a period of the superlattice is

aeff52a l ad /~ l a1 l d12l ad!, ~7!

wherea is given by Eq.~2!.
We showed above that in the superlattice considered

us the long-wavelength IR absorption is determined ma
by optical transitions from the heavy-hole band. This circu
stance makes it possible to decrease substantially the th
ness of thep region, which does not absorb long-waveleng
radiation. This is why the inequality~6! is a quasicontinuity
condition for the energy spectrum of heavy holes, while
energy spectrum of light holes in such a potential well m
be quantized. Moreover, it follows from the inequalities~5!
and ~6! and the conditionmhh@mc that l d@ l a ; i.e., the
thickness of the region that does not absorb long-wavelen
radiation essentially equalsl d . Accordingly, we find from
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cient averaged over a period of the superlattice is appr
mately

aeff531/12G2~2/3!RA\vE~\v2Eg1qVb!/2pqEld .
~8!

We see from Eq.~8! that the effective IR absorption
coefficient in the superlattice is much smaller thana. How-
ever, its value remains high in a wide range of waveleng
up to 50–100mm ~Fig. 3!. This property is clearly an advan
tage of the above-proposed superlattice for use in photo
tectors for IR spectrophotometers.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We note that the superlattice studied above will ha
long photocarrier lifetimes and superhigh photosensitivity
to the far-IR range. The photoelectrons and photoholes p
duced when IR radiation is absorbed in the regions betw
oppositely chargedd-doped layers will be pulled apart by th
field into the potential wells of then- and p-type layers,
respectively, in a manner similar to the way this proce
occurs in classical doped superlattices.22–25 As a result of
their spatial separation, the lifetime of the photocarriers c
be several orders of magnitude longer than the volume l
time in n- and p-type semiconductors. Estimates show th
the effective lifetime in the InSb-based superlattice can be
the order of 100ms. The superlattice which we have studie
therefore has a promising future for use as a photosens
element in a focal IR array.

This superlattice also holds promise as a source of lo
wavelength IR radiation, which is generated in it as a res
of indirect ~in real space! interband optical transitions, in
which all d-doped p–n junctions forming the superlattice
are biased in the forward direction.

The research described in this publication was made p
sible, in part, by Award No. RE1-287 of the US Civilia
Research and Development Foundation for the Indepen
States of the former Soviet Union~CRDF!.
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Lateral traveling wave as a type of transient process in a resonant-tunneling structure

D. V. Mel’nikov* ) and A. I. Podlivaev

Moscow State Engineering–Physics Institute (Technical University)
~Submitted July 15, 1996; accepted for publication July 30, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 227–234~February 1998!

The temporal evolution of an initially laterally nonuniform state of resonant-tunneling structure is
investigated. It is shown that a transition of the electronic system from one stable state into
another is possible in the region of vertical voltages at which a hysteresis loop is observed in the
current-voltage characteristic of the structure. In this case the transient process is realized in
the form of a traveling wave, where one stable phase is absorbed by another. The velocity of this
wave is determined. It is shown that there exists a voltage at which the velocity equals zero
and stable coexistence of two phases is possible. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!02102-4#
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Since resonant-tunneling structures~RTSs! were first
proposed1 and obtained experimentally2,3 they have been un
der constant investigation by theorists and experimental
first, because of their wide potential technical applicatio
and, second, because of the physical effects that appea
connection with the possible application of RTSs as lo
elements in digital computers, the question of the inter
bistability in such devices is of great interest.4–6 This effect,
which is associated with electron accumulation in the reg
between the potential barriers, leads to a current-volt
characteristic~IVC! with a hysteresis loop. The general for
of such an IVC is shown in Fig. 1, where the high values
the current in the stateA are due to the high electron densi
in the interbarrier region of the RTS. In the other stable st
of the system — stateB, there are no electrons in the regio
between the barriers.

In the present paper the dynamical characteristics
RTSs with a transition from stateA into stateB ~or the
opposite transition! are determined in the case where t
RTS is initially in a nonuniform state in the lateral directio
Part of the structure is in the stateA and part is in the stateB.
The vertical voltageU in this case is assumed to be consta
in the entire device and remains constant in time.

In principle, such a state can be realized, for example
follows. The voltage on the heterostructure is usually de
mined by the potential difference between the substrate
the clamping contact.7 Let us assume that two clamping co
tacts, instead one over, is present on the structure~Fig. 2!. If
a potential difference is briefly produced on the contacts
that the vertical voltage in the region of the first contact
less than the voltageU1 at which the hysteresis region star
~see Fig. 1! and the voltage in the region of the second co
tact is higher thanU2 of the right-hand limit of hysteresis
then the heterostructure in the region of the first contact
be in the stateA and the heterostructure in the region of t
second contact will be in the stateB. If the voltage on both
contacts then changes to a certain valueU (U1,U,U2),
then we obtain a situation where the two phases,A and B,
coexist in the presence of a constant vertical voltageU on
the structure. Such a state can be regarded as an initial
erally nonuniform state of the system. A more detailed
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and B arise simultaneously in a real structure falls outs
the scope of the present paper and can be a subject
separate investigation.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2
description of the model is given and the approximatio
under which the problem is solved are indicated. An eq
tion describing the propagation of a lateral wave of elect
density in the region between the barriers is presented
Sec. 3 a solution of the problem is presented in the hi
temperature limit and in Sec. 4 the problem is solved in
low-temperature limit. Because of their complexity, some
the terms in the basic equation are determined in the App
dix.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

At present, the electron density in two-dimensional s
tems~including also in a lateral direction in quantum well!
is now often determined on the basis of classical model8,9

In Ref. 8, collective excitations of a two-dimensional ele
tronic system with quantum antidots were investigated on
basis of classical electrodynamics neglecting nonlocal effe
and retardation. In Ref. 9 the flow of electrons between t
adjacent quantum wells and the associated change in the
eral current in each well were likewise investigated in a cl
sical theory. In the present paper the lateral flux density w
likewise be described in a classical~diffusion-drift! approxi-
mation, and the electron flow in the vertical direction will b
determined from the Schro¨dinger equation.

The resonant-tunneling structure consists of five laye
an emitter, an emitter barrier, a quantum well, a collec
barrier, and a collector~Fig. 3!. We assume that the electro
distribution does not depend on the spatial variableZ. The
variablesX and Y are denoted below as the vertical an
lateral coordinates, respectively.

To determine the structural parameters that m
strongly influence the transient process in a RTS and to s
plify the solution of the problem, we replace the real pote
tial well of the conduction-band bottom by the model we
shown in Fig. 4. In so doing, the following approximation
are made.

2060206-07$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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1. The real potential barriers, which have a finite widtha
and heightUb , in the RTS are replaced by barriers in th
form of d-functions. The integral of the barriers over th
vertical variableX is S5Uba, which adequately describe
the case of high and narrow barriers.10 A similar substitution
is valid in the case where the energyE and wave numberk
of the electrons satisfy the conditionsE!Ub andka@1.

2. The potential is assumed to be constant in the reg
of the contacts I and III~see Fig. 3!.

3. It is assumed that the potential in the region II b
tween the barriers does not depend on the coordinateX and
is determined by the external applied voltageU and the self-
consistent Coulomb potential of the electrons in this regi

FIG. 1. Current-voltage characteristic of a resonant-tunneling structureU0

— voltage of stationary coexistence of phasesA andB; U1 , U2 — limits of
the hysteresis region.

FIG. 2. Fragment of the substrate with the resonant-tunneling structure

207 Semiconductors 32 (2), February 1998
n

-

.

4. The areaS of the barriers is large enough so that t
electron flow inX direction passes only through a narro
quasiresonance level. For this reason the character
lengths of the front of the transient process in the late

FIG. 3. Resonant-tunneling structure: I — emitter, II — interbarrier region,
III — collector, IV — potential barriers. The regions in which the electro
distribution is uniform in theY direction are hatched; the region with n
hatching is the transitional region.

FIG. 4. Potential well of the conduction band bottom of the RTS:l —
position of the quasiresonance level,Ef — electron Fermi level in the emit-
ter, U — applied voltage,L — width of the interbarrier region.
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directionY between regions with phasesA andB ~see Fig. 3!
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are much larger than the electron mean free path in this
rection.

If the length of the front of the transient process in theY
direction is sufficiently long, the electron density can be d
scribed in the diffusion approximation

D
]2P

]Y2
1

D

T

]

]YS P
]f

]YD1F~P!5
]P

]t
, ~1!

where P(Y,t) is the electron density in the well,D is the
diffusion in theY direction, t is the time,T is the tempera-
ture, F(P) is the intensity of the electron flow through th
barrier into the well in theX direction, andf(Y) is the
potential well of the conduction band bottom in the region
the well.

The possibility of describing the change in the electr
density in the lateral direction by the diffusion equation~1!
arises in the case where the electron mean free path is m
shorter than the characteristic distance over which the e
tron density varies in this direction. The characteristic va
of the electron mean free path in GaAs can be estima
from the characteristic electron velocity and relaxation ti
(t.10213 s; see Ref. 11! and is of the order of 100 nm fo
the structural parameters chosen in this paper.

In the case where the interbarrier distanceL is much
greater than the electron mean free path, the functionF will
have the form of a second derivative with respect to
variableX ~transition from ballistic to diffusion regime, de
scribed, for example, in Ref. 11! and Eq.~1! will take the
form of the classical two-dimensional diffusion equation.
the case at hand we have the opposite situation, and
electron flux through the barrier is described by a quant
problem if the variation of the electron density in the late
direction is slow enough. The electron density dependenc
F andf in the interbarrier region is determined in the A
pendix.

We seek the solutionP(Y,t) in the form of a traveling
wave P(Y,t)5p(j), j5Y/D1/22Vt. Using Eq. ~A4! ~see
Appendix!, we can then write Eq.~1! in the form

]2p

]j2
1

a

T

]

]jS p
]p

]j D2V
]p

]j
1F~p!50. ~2!

We supplement Eq.~2! with the boundary conditions

puj52`5p1 , puj51`5p2 , ~3!

wherep1 and p2 are stable, stationary, homogeneous so
tions of Eq.~2! @F(p1), F(p2)50]. We note that according
to Eq. ~A5! p150.

Nonlinear problems of the type~2! and ~3! are well
known in physics. They describe the propagation of noneq
librium superconducting phases, growth of magnetic
mains, combustion waves, and so on~see, for example, Refs
12–15!. The system~2! and ~3! determines the translation
invariant solutionp(j) and the velocityV.

We chose for study a heterostructure with the followi
parameters: Fermi energyEf50.1 eV, width of the interbar-
rier region L510 nm, barrier areaS52 nm•eV, barrier
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height Ub50.4 eV, and effective massm* 50.07me . Such
parameters can be realized with a GaAs/AlxGa12xAs struc-
ture.

3. HIGH-TEMPERATURE LIMIT

Let us consider a temperatureT such thatap2 /T!1,
where a is determined in the Appendix. In this case th
second term in Eq.~2! can be neglected. The equation tran
formed in this manner can be solved analytically for a s
cial form of the functionF(p). We replace the function
F(p), determined by the expression~A5!, by a piecewise-
linear form ~see Appendix!

F~p!5H 2ap, 0<p,(U/22Er)/a,

a[b(Ef2Er1U/2

2ap)2p], (U/22Er)/a,p,

~4!

where

a5
G~p50!

\
, b5

AEr

p2
JS 2m*

\2 D 3/2

.

Such a substitution is often used to describe nonlin
waves~see, for example, Ref. 13!. We shall now assess th
admissability of this approximation in our case. The functi
F(p), which corresponds to the expression~A5!, and the
corresponding quantity, which is determined by the expr
sion~4! for two values of the voltageU, are shown in Fig. 5.

The expression~4! makes it possible to solve analyt
cally the problem~2! and ~3! in the high-temperature limit.
This solution is

FIG. 5. F versus electron density in region II:1 — Exact functionF with
voltageU50.11 eV;2 — piecewise-linear approximation of the functionF
with voltageU50.11 eV;3 — exact functionF with voltageU50.1167
eV; 4 — piecewise-linear approximation of the function with voltag
U50.1167 eV.
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p55 x expF2V1AV214a

2
jG , j<0,

z1~x2z!expF2V2AV214a~11ab!

2
jG , j.0,

~5!

where

x5
U/22Er

a
, z5

b~Ef2Er1U/2!

11ab
.

The velocityV is determined from the condition that th
function p(j) be continuous at the matching pointj50:

xF2V1AV214a

2 G5~x2z!F2V2AV214a~11ab!

2 G .
~6!

Since the solution~5! and~6! is monotonic and bounded
it can be proved that it is stable against small perturbatio
Figure 6 shows the structure obtained for the wave fr
from the Eq.~5! with U50.115 eV, and the analogous d
pendence corresponding to the expression~A5! ~curve 2!.
We see that these curves are qualitatively the same.

The limits of the voltage range where hysteresis of
I–V characteristic occurs@the three zeros of the functio
F(p)] are as follows:U1,U,U2 , U152Er , U252Er

12abEf ~see Fig. 1!. We shall investigate the behavior o
the velocityV as a function ofU in this interval. It is easy to
show from the expression~6! that inside this interval there
exists a voltageU0 at which the propagation velocity of th
wave equals zero. The quantityU0 is determined by the ex
pression

FIG. 6. Structure of the wave front with voltageU50.11 eV:1 — corre-
sponds to the structure of the wave front with the exact functionF; 2 —
piecewise-linear approximation of the functionF. The arrow indicates the
direction of wave propagation.
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A11ab11
.

In this case the RTS is in a position of neutral equili
rium and there is no transient process. With a departure f
the valueU0 , the velocityV becomes zero. ForU.U0 the
velocity is positive and the state with a small number
electrons in the well propagates through the entire sam
For U,U0 the velocity is negative and the sample switch
into a state characterized by the pointA in Fig. 1 ~the elec-
tron density in the well equalsp2). The voltage dependenc
of the velocity of the wave is given in Fig. 7: The curve1 is
determined by solving Eq.~6! and the curve2 is obtained by
solving numerically the problem~2! and ~3! with the func-
tion F(p) determined by Eq.~A5!.

It is easy to see from the expression~6! that the velocity
of the wave becomes infinite at the limits of the volta
range where hysteresis exists (U5U1 and U5U2). It fol-
lows from Eq.~5! that the length of the front also diverge
but the transit time of the wave front, equal to the ratio
these quantities, remains constant and is of the order of
escape time of excess electrons from the well~the reciprocal
of the width of a quasiresonance level!. The divergence of
the velocity at the limits of the hysteresis region is due to
singularity of the functionF(p). Indeed, in the case wher
the functionF(p) is continuous@see Ref. 16 , where the
functionF(p) is given by a cubic polynomial1)#, the velocity
of the wave is bounded inside the entire region of hystere

At voltages near the left-hand limit of hysteresisU.U1

the square-root singularity of the exact functionF(p) is de-
scribed well by the discontinuity of the approximate functi
~lines 1 and 2 in Fig. 5!. Conversely, at voltages near th
upper limit of hysteresisU.U2 a qualitatively different
character of the convergence of the zerosp2 and p3 of the
exact and approximate functionF(p) toward one another is

FIG. 7. Wave velocity versus voltageU: 1 — corresponds to the exac
function F, 2 — piecewise-linear approximation of the functionF.
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FIG. 8. Structure of the wave front with external voltageU50.11 eV and various temperatures.T, K: a — 10000, b — 100, c — 1.
observed~lines 3 and4 in Fig. 5!. The velocity of the wave
e

ng
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is

th
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ie

An equation with a similar structure describes a wave of
al

of
nt

onic
he
e
es

sult
of

van-

for
the
rbed
as a function of voltageU behaves correspondingly. Near th
lower limit of hysteresis the velocity determined accordi
to both the exact and approximate functionsF(p)diverges
~see Fig. 8!. Near the upper limit of hysteresis the behav
of the exactly and approximately determined velocity is fu
damentally different — the exactly determined velocity
bounded and the approximate velocity diverges.

It can be concluded from these results that
piecewise-linear approximation, which is convenient for a
lytical investigation, of the functionF(p) adequately de-
scribes this process only in the region of negative velocit

4. LOW-TEMPERATURE LIMIT

For ap2 /T@1 Eq. ~2! becomes

a

T

]

]jS p
]p

]j D2V
]p

]j
1F~p!50. ~7!
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combustion in a material with a nonlinear therm
conductivity.14

The numerical solution of the problem~7! and ~3! is
shown in Fig. 8a. A fundamental distinguishing feature
this solution is the kink on the leading edge of the wave fro
and the absence of even a small perturbation of the electr
system in front of the wave front of the traveling wave. T
formation of a kink on the wave front upon transition to th
low-temperature limit is shown in Figs. 8b and 8c by curv
obtained by solving the general problem~2! and~3! numeri-
cally. It is evident from the curves presented that, as a re
of the decrease in the electron mobility, the perturbation
the electronic system ahead of the wave front becomes
ishingly small as the temperature decreases.

It should also be noted that such a kink is observed
both positive and negative velocities: In the first case
system passes into a nonstationary state from an unpertu
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state and in the second case it goes in a finite time to an
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much lower than the Fermi energyEf the electron density at
the

-
ion

hat

elec-
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this
ver
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rier
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nal
equilibrium state without the characteristic exponential~in
time! relaxation observed with an electron distribution tha
uniform in theY direction.17

We thank V. F. Elesin for critical remarks made during
discussion of this work.
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ics of solid-state nanostructures’’ of the Ministry of Scien
and Technology Policy of the Russian Federation, projec
1-092/4, as well as with the support of Russian Fund
Fundamental Research~N 96-02-17363-a! and the State
Committee on Institutions of Higher Education in the Ru
sian Federation in the direction ‘‘Molecular electronics a
nanoelectronics’’~Project 3-43!.

5. APPENDIX

A stationary electron density distributionP, which is
uniform in the Y direction, in the potential well shown in
Fig. 4 is determined from the electron wave functionsc(X),
which are described by the Schro¨dinger equation

F2
\2

2m*

d2

dX2
1V0~X!Gck~X!5Eck~X! ~A1!

and the corresponding boundary conditions17

Fck1
1

ik

dck

dX GU
X520

52A, Fck2
1

ik

dck

dX G
X5L10

50,

where

k5A2m* E

\2
, k05A2m* E~E1U !

\2
,

A5Am* T

p\2
lnF11expS Ef2E

T D G
is the amplitude of the electron flux from the emitter,m* is
the electron effective mass~assumed to be constant over t
structure!, E is the electron energy, andV0(X) is the poten-
tial well of the conduction band bottom, altered by an ext
nal applied voltageU and the self-consistent Coulomb p
tential f ~see Fig. 4!,

V0~X!5H Sd~X!, X<0,

2U/21f, 0,X,L,

2U1S1d~X2L !, L<X,

where S15S(12U/Ub). The term in parentheses dete
mines the effective change produced in the collector bar
by the applied electric field.18

The electron densityP(X) in the structure is determine
from the electron wave functions by the expression

P~X!5E
2`

1`

uck~X!u2dk. ~A2!

After the electron wave functionck is determined from the
Schrödinger equation~A1! and substituted into the expre
sion ~A2! in the limit of high barriers and at a temperatu
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the center of the well can be determined according to
formula

Ps5P~L/2!5
AEr

p2 S 2m*

\2 D 3/2
G l

G
~Ef2l!Q~l!Q~Ef2l!,

where Er5\2p2/2m* L2 is the position of the quasireso
nance level relative to the conduction band bottom in reg
II, G(p)5G l1G r is the width of the quasiresonance level

G l5Er
3/2 \2

pm* S2
AlQ~l!,

G r5Er
3/2 \2Al1U

pm* S2~12U/Ub!2
Q~l1U !,

the quantityS is the product of the heightUb and width of
the barrier,l5Er2U/21f, andQ(l) is the Heaviside unit
step function. In calculating this quantity it was assumed t
the barriers are quite high~see approximation 1 in Sec. 2!,
the quantityuck(L/2)u2 as a function of energy nearEr has
one Lorentzian peak, and the vertical voltageU is high
enough so that the quasiresonance level lies above the
tron Fermi energy in the collector, and the fact that the el
tron density in the interbarrier region is produced only by t
particles incident on the structure from the emitter~see Fig.
3! was also taken into account.

The relation between the self-consistent electron pot
tial f and the electron density in the interbarrier region
determined by the Poisson equation

]2f

]X2
1

]2f

]Y2
52

4pe2p

«
, ~A3!

wheree is the electron charge, and« is the permittivity of
the medium. The second term on the left-hand side of
formula can be ignored, since the characteristic distance o
which the potential changes in the lateral direction is mu
greater than the vertical size of the system — the interbar
distance~see approximation 4 in Sec. 2!.

As a result of the strong screening effects~see approxi-
mation 2!, outside the region II the potentialf of the uncom-
pensated charge is assumed to be zero, which determine
form of the boundary conditions:

fuX505fuX5L50.

The quantityf determined by Eq.~A3! depends on the
variableX, but in the approximations used in the model~see
approximation 3! we replace it by the following effective
constant quantity:

f5ap, a5
4pe2

«

\2

2m* Er

. ~A4!

By analogy with Ref. 4 , weassume that the fluxF(p) of
excess electrons out of the region of the well is proportio
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to the widthG of the quasiresonance level and the deviation
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of the density of these particles from the equilibrium val
Ps :

F~p!52
G~p!

\
@p2Ps~p!#. ~A5!

Just as in Ref. 4, the functionF(p) has one zero outsid
the region of hysteresis and three zeros inside the regio
hysteresis. The small difference between the expression~A5!
and the similar expression in Ref. 4 stems from the fact t
we have taken into account the dependence of the trans
tance on the energy of the incident particles.

To study the behavior of the electron density analytica
it is convenient to replace the continuous functionF(p) by a
piecewise-linear approximation, assuming that the width
the quasiresonance level does not depend on the energyE of
the incident electrons@the function F(p) acquires then a
form similar to that in Ref. 5#:

F~p!52
G~p50!

\
@p2P1s~p!#,

~A6!

P1s5
AEr

p2 S 2m*

\2 D 3/2

~Ef2l!JQ~l!Q~Ef2l!,

whereJ5G l /G. We assumed thatJ50.1 ~this value gives
the best agreement between the exact and approximate
tions of the problem!.

We note, however, the large discrepancy between
results of Ref. 5 and our work in the part that determines
temporal stability of the homogeneous stationary soluti
described by the conditionF(p)50. In our work, just as in
Ref. 12, two of the three solutions are stable and the th
~intermediate! solution is unstable. This follows from th
nonstationary equation~1!, which is homogeneous in the la
212 Semiconductors 32 (2), February 1998
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that two of the three solutions are unstable. The discrepa
stems from the fact that in Ref. 5 the temporal evolution
the system is simulated by an iteration process, which gi
results which are different from Eq.~1!.

* !E-mail: mel@supercon.mephi.ru
1!In Ref. 16 the functionF(p) is defined so that its norm diverges near th

limits of hysteresis. To compare the velocities the equation in Ref. 16
is analogous to Eq.~2! must first be renormalized.
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AMORPHOUS, GLASSY, AND POROUS SEMICONDUCTORS

m-
The structure of porous gallium phosphide
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Free films of porous GaP have been obtained for the first time and their microstructure has been
investigated by transmission electron microscopy~TEM! and Raman scattering~RS!. The
TEM results showed that the microstructure of the porous-GaP films has a complicated spatial
structure, but the local crystallographic orientation is preserved and corresponds to the
initial substrate. Narrowing of the half-width and a simultaneous low-frequency shift of theLO-
phonon peak were observed in the RS spectrum. This behavior can be satisfactorily
explained in terms of the change in the plasmon–phonon interaction as a result of a decrease in
the carrier density. A shift in the frequency of surface phonons of porous GaP as a function
of the local void formation conditions was also observed. It is shown that in principle porous layers
can be obtained without the void surfaces being covered appreciably with oxides or other
products of an electrochemical reaction. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!02202-9#

In addition to porous Si, investigators have been at-
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tracted in the last few years to other porous semiconducto
The possibility of using single-crystal substrates with kno
properties, the relative simplicity of the fabrication techn
ogy, and the unusual~for the initial material! properties of
porous layers have sparked numerous investigations, e
cially of porous Si. However, the example of porous silic
also showed that an unambiguous interpretation of the p
erties of nanodispersed semiconductors requires a det
investigation of the structure of the frame which rema
after etching, of the initial bulk material, and the state of t
surface, including the composition and structure of
adsorbates.1–3 The properties of porous GaP are interest
in that the initial material, just as in the case of Si, is
indirect-gap material and the band structure is similar to t
in Si, which makes it possible to use a general approac
the interpretation of the intense photoluminescence~PL!
characteristic of porous semiconductors. At the same ti
GaP is an inert material, oxidizes in air only slightly, a
virtually does not interact with acids. Therefore, it should
expected that the porous layers based on it will be m
stable and less subject to the action of the surrounding
dium than porous Si. Porous GaP and the processes lea
to its formation are likewise of interest in themselves fro
the standpoint of materials engineering and electrochem
processes occurring on the surfaces of III–V compounds

It was shown in previous studies4,5 that the application of
the electrolyte HF~49%!:C2H5OH in a 1:1 proportion~which
is used for producing porous Si! for GaP gives a positive
result in the sense of the possibility of obtaining a poro
layer, whose luminescence properties differ substanti
from the properties of the initial substrate. However, ad
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since it is possible that insoluble reaction products~metal
fluorides!, which likewise could contribute to the photolum
nescence, will form on the void surfaces.

In the present paper we report the results of transmiss
electron microscopy~TEM! and Raman scattering~RS! stud-
ies of the structure of layers of porous GaP, which was
tained by electrochemical etching in an orthophospho
acid-based electrolyte. It is shown that free films of poro
GaP can be obtained when orthophosphoric acid is u
Narrowing of theLO-phonon peak, together with a simulta
neous low-frequency shift of this peak, was observed in
Raman scattering spectra from porous GaP. This behavi
satisfactorily explained by the change in the plasmo
phonon interaction and agrees with the proposed mechan
of electrochemical etching. A shift of the vibrational fre
quency of the surface mode as a function of the local con
tions of void formation was also observed.

1. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
TECHNIQUE

We chose orthophosphoric acid as the basis for the e
trolyte. In Ref. 7 it is pointed out that orthophosphoric ac
can be used as a chemical etchant for revealing the struc
of defects without the formation of insoluble deposits. A
though initiation of a reaction requires temperatures ab
450 °C, we assumed that application of an electric field w
lower this temperature to room temperature. To improve
solubility of the reaction products, acetic acid was added~as
a complexing agent!. A solution of orthophosphic acid, ace
tic acid, and ethyl alcohol in the volume ratio 1:1:2 and

2130213-05$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics



fixed current density regime were used. The process was
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conducted in a two-chamber electrochemical fluoropla
cell with a working anodization surface area of 1 cm2 and
platinum electrodes. The current density 2–10 mA/cm2 was
chosen. Mirror-smooth porous layers of GaP were obtai
on n-GaP crystalline substrates~doped with Te to density o
the order of 331017 cm23) with ~100! and~111! orientation,
both in the form of the layers on the substrate surface an
the form of free films. To separate the films from the su
strate, just as in the case of porous Si,8 the anodization cur-
rent density was increased in steps. The free films range
thickness from 8 to 15mm. After etching the samples wer
first washed in ethyl alcohol and then dried in a stream of
Prior to the measurements, the samples were allowed to
under natural conditions~in air at room temperature! from
several days to one month in order to stabilize the proper

The Raman scattering spectra were recorded o
microscope-equipped U-1000 Jobin-Yvon spectrometer
microsample investigation mode. This made it possible
choose uniform sections of the sample surface under s
and to check for the absence of any effects due to a the
action of the laser beam on the sample. Argon laser radia
with a wavelength of 488 nm was used for excitation. T
radiation was focused into a spot with diameterd.40 mm.
The resolution of the apparatus in the investigations of
RS spectra was equal to 0.5 cm21. To increase the accurac
of the measurements of the positions of the peaks, the l
of a neon lamp, which were located next to theTO andLO
peaks which were investigated, were recorded at the s
time. This made it possible to introduce a correction for
thermal drift of the apparatus in the process of each su
quent measurement and to determine the position of theLO
and TO phonon peaks with an accuracy no worse than
cm21.

In addition to the RS spectroscopy, transmission micr
copy ~Philips CM30TEM/STEM microscope, 300 keV
equipped with an energy-dispersion x-ray microanalyz!
was used to investigate the structure. Small pieces of
porous-GaP films were used in a region which was preto
with an Ar ion beam~5.5 keV! and in sections without ion
etching~in sections along the fracture edges of the sampl!.

Raman scattering was used to investigate samples of
types — free porous-GaP films secured on diaphragms
electron-diffraction measurements and plates, where sec
of the initial single crystal were present together with a p
rous layer. This made it possible in the first case to comp
the RS and TEM results and in the second case to re
systematically the RS spectrum of porous GaP and the in
crystal in a single geometry and under virtually identic
conditions.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figures 1–3 show TEM photomicrographs of fr
porous-GaP films. We see that the object investigated p
sesses a multilevel structure: The film consists of elemen
the form of ‘‘inflorescences’’ consisting of spherical glo
ules formed by radially directed ‘‘petals.’’ In addition, de
spite the large variance in the angles of orientation of
‘‘petals’’ of the globules, they are distinct crystalline form
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tions ~without an amorphous impurity phase!, in which the
crystallographic orientation characteristic of the initial su
strate is preserved~the microscopic diffraction pattern in th
imaged region is shown in the inset in Fig. 2!. The ‘‘petals’’
in turn also consist of smaller, 50–200 Å, objects~Fig. 3!.

The RS spectra of different porous-GaP samples and
comparison, the RS spectra of the initial single-crystal G
are shown in Figs. 4–6. The well-known spectra for the i
tial GaP single crystal9 contain one or two peaks~367 and
403 cm21), depending on the orientation of the surface a
the corresponding to transverse~TO! and longitudinal~LO!
phonons. The RS spectra of porous GaP have a numbe
characteristic features.

1. Irrespective of the initial orientation of the substra
and the scattering geometry~for example, when the selectio
rules permit onlyLO or TO phonons!, both LO and TO
phonons are always present simultaneously in the poro
GaP spectra~Fig. 4!.

2. A band corresponding to surface vibrations at t
boundary of single-crystal GaP is clearly seen in the
spectra of porous GaP. In addition, the position of this ba
is not strictly fixed and was found to depend on the lo
conditions of formation. A narrow strip of a transitional lay
from single crystal to porous section was present along
perimeter of the porous section. This strip corresponds to
region where the edges are clamped to the substrate, w
the contact with the electrolyte and therefore the local c
ditions of anodization most likely differ from the averag
over the remaining surface of the porous layer. Figure
shows the RS spectra of different points of porous GaP w
the excitation spot moving from the single-crystal substr
to a uniform section of porous GaP through the abo
indicated transitional layer.

3. The longitudional phonon band becomes narrower
shifts into the low-frequency region of the spectrum~Fig. 6!.

FIG. 1. Photomicrograph of a free porous-GaP film. The image was
tained in a Philips CM30TEM/STEM microscope~magnification 4.83104).
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3. DISCUSSION

The volume and surface vibrations of crystalline GaP a
well known.9 It is also known that the selection rules brea
down in microstructures, where neither phonons nor light a
described by plane waves, which results in the appearanc
selection-rule-forbidden vibrations in the spectra. The spe
trum of the surface oscillations in GaP was first obtained
a thin GaP plate~20 mm!.10 Earlier, it was shown in a study
of the effect of roughness on the RS spectra11 that a ‘‘shoul-
der’’ due to surface vibrations of a GaP single crystal a
pears on the low-frequency side of the longitudinal phon
band in the RS spectra from a ‘‘rough’’ surface~rough spots
on the order of 0.3 mm!. The frequency of this band did not
depend explicitly on the size of the rough spots.

The maximum frequency of a surface vibration for
polar semiconductor is described well by the expression

vs5@~«01«c!/~«`1«c!#
1/2vTO , ~1!

FIG. 2. Image of a ‘‘globule’’ with ‘‘petals’’ ~magnification 6.63105).
Inset: Microdiffraction pattern in this region.
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wherevTO is the transverse phonon frequency,«` and «0

are the high-frequency and static dielectric constants of
semiconductor, and«m is the dielectric constant of the me
dium adjacent to the semiconductor. Using Eq.~1!, we can
estimate the value of«0 for the bordering medium on the
void surfaces in the transitional layer~Fig. 5!. The arrows in
the figure indicate the computed positions of the frequenc
of the surface vibrations for two types of interfaces: GaP–
~1! and GaP–medium~2! with «c.2.25 (n.1.5). On the
basis of the result obtained in Ref. 11 — that the frequen
vs is independent of the size of the rough spots, it can
concluded that in the first case we have a porous film,
which the surface of the voids consists of a clean ai
^crystalline GaP& interface. In the second case the RS spec
correspond to a crystalline-GaP surface with a transitio
layer or insulating coating with refractive indexn.1.5. The
results obtained do not answer the question of whether or
these results are attributable to additional roughness of
void surfaces or to adsorption or oxidation~the surface vi-
brations in principle make it possible to observe fractions
a monolayer coating11!. However, microanalysis of the el
emental composition in electron-diffraction analysis does
show the presence of compounds other than GaP. In
case, it can be concluded that an orthophosphoric-acid-b
electrolyte can in principle be used to obtain porous lay
without an appreciable coating of oxides or other products
an electrochemical reaction.

We devoted more attention than was done in Ref. 4
the position and shifts of theTO andLO phonon bands be

FIG. 3. Photomicrograph in the region of one of the petals~magnification
5.73106).
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of

f-
FIG. 4. Comparative Raman scattering spectra
the initial GaP substrate~1, 3! and porous GaP~2,
4! in different scattering geometries and with di

ferent orientations of the substrate: a —x(yz) x̄,

@100#–LO, b — y8(z8z8) ȳ8, @110#–TO.
cause of the possibility of calibrating each measured spec-
re

n

and narrowing were observed. The latter cannot be explained
ion

fact
trum. We found that to within the accuracy of the measu
ments there was no shift in the position of theTO lines,
while for theLO peaks a shift into the low-frequency regio
-by disordering or breakdown of the wave-vector select
rules in nanocrystals.

It seems to us that this effect can be explained by the
m
-
-
e

FIG. 5. Raman scattering spectra obtained fro
different sections of the transitional layer of po
rous GaP~1, 2! and the GaP substrate with a tran
sition from the substrate to a uniform region of th
porous layer.
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that the carrier density in the initial single crystal is differe
from that in the porous material. Indeed, when carriers
present in the semiconductor, plasma-phonons are for
with frequencies determined by the expression

v6
2 5$~vp

21vLO
2 !6@~vp

22vLO
2 !214vp

2~vLO
2

2vTO
2 !#1/2%/2, ~2!

wherevp is the plasma frequency for carriers with densityN
and effective massm* . For comparatively low carrier den
sities the frequencyv1 is somewhat higher thanvLO . If
defects and impurity centers are removed from the sin
crystal during the etch process, then the remaining crysta
frame will have a lower carrier density than the initial sing
crystal andv1 will decrease. At the same time, the smal
number of defects and the fact that the plasmon lifetime d
not contribute to the broadening of the longitudinal phon
band apparently explain the narrowing of theLO-phonon
peak. An estimate of the carrier density in the initial a
porous layers@using Eq.~2! and the value ofvLO for the
initial single crystal 403.3 cm21 and the porous film 401.8
cm21] gives 331017 cm23 and 9.231016 cm23, respec-
tively. According to the specifications, the carrier density
GaP substrate was equal to 2.7531017 cm23. Comparing it
with earlier results obtained for porous-GaP layers usin
HF-based electrolyte~narrowing of theLO-phonon peak was
not observed in them!, it can be concluded that the crysta
lographic quality of the films is higher in the case of t
electrolyte with orthophosphoric acid.

FIG. 6. Narrowing and low-frequency shift of theLO-phonon. Raman scat
tering spectra:1 — GaP single crystal,2 — porous GaP.
217 Semiconductors 32 (2), February 1998
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on orthophosphoric acid~instead of HF! is optimal for ob-
taining porous-GaP layers. Free porous-GaP films were
tained for the first time and their microstructure was inves
gated. Narrowing of theLO-phonon peak, together with
simultaneous low-frequency shift of the peak, was obser
in the Raman scattering spectra from porous GaP. A shif
the frequency of the surface mode, depending on the sta
the surface of the pores, was also observed. It was sh
that the proposed electrolyte in principle can be used to
tain porous layers without an appreciable coating of the s
face of the voids with oxides or other products of an elect
chemical reaction. Analysis of the Raman scattering spe
and the results of transmission electron microscopy sh
that the observed effects can be satisfactorily explained
terms of the change in the plasmon–phonon interaction
result of a decrease in the carrier density. This explana
agrees with the mechanism of electrochemical etchi
which presumes that the defects are removed from the si
crystal during the etching process. The microstructure of
porous-GaP films has a complex spatial structure, but
local crystallographic orientation characteristic of the init
substrate remains.

This work was supported in part by the Interdisciplina
Program ‘‘Physics of solid-state nanostructures’’~Projects
1-010 and 1-042!, the Russian Fund for Fundamental R
search~Grants 95-02-04510 and 95-02-04450!, and the State
Science and Technology Program ‘‘Fundamental spect
copy.’’
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InAsSbP double-heterostructure lasers for the spectral range 2.7–3.0 mm „T577 K…
T. N. Danilova, A. P. Danilova, O. G. Ershov, A. N. Imenkov, M. V. Stepanov,
V. V. Sherstnev, and Yu. P. Yakovleva)

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted June 5 1997; accepted June 10 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 241–244~February 1998!

We have produced, by using liquid-phase epitaxy, 2.7 to 3.0-mm lasers based on InAsSbP double-
heterostructures with different phosphorus contents in the active and wide-gap regions. The
lasers possess threshold current density;0.8 kA/cm2 at 77 K and operate in the pulsed mode up
to ;124 K with maximum threshold current density 10–12 kA/cm2. The lasers have a low
series resistance;0.45V. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!02302-3#

1. Sources of radiation in the spectral region 2.7–3.0mm 400 mA and threshold current density;5.7 kA/cm2 were
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are promising for hygrometry and gas analysis, since str
absorption lines of molecules such as H2O, CO2, H2S and
others lie in this spectral region.

The fabrication of lasers for the wavelength range
–3.0 mm encounters definite technological difficultie
Pulsed, room-temperature, 2.5-mm lasers based on
GaInAsSb/AlGaAsSb double heterostructures~DHSs! with a
Ga0.745In0.255As0.230Sb0.770active region have been fabricate
by liquid-phase epitaxy~LPE!.1 Longer-wavelength radiation
could not be obtained because of proximity to the limit
immiscibility of the solid solutions GaSb–InAs.2 However,
room-temperature 2.78-mm lasers have been fabricated b
molecular beam epitaxy~MBE!.3 The active region of the
lasers contains four quantum wells with the composit
In0.24Ga0.76As0.16Sb0.84, the interwell barriers with the com
position A0.25Ga0.75As0.02Sb0.98, and confinement region
with the composition Al0.9Ga0.1As0.08Sb0.92, and the lasers
operate in a pulse mode up to temperature 60 °C. The la
do not operate in the continuous-wave regime at room t
perature. A substantial drawback of these lasers is that t
supply voltage is high because of the high residual re
tance. With a direct current of 0.1 A, the bias voltage in t
forward direction equals 4.8 V at 78 K and 2.2 V at 300

Attempts have been made to produce diode lasers
LPE on the basis of the solid solution InAsSbPx , which is
isoperiodic to the substrate InAs, with different phospho
content in the active and confinement regions.4,5 However,
because of the low phosphorus content in the confinem
regions —x50.1 obtained in Ref. 4 andx50.2 obtained in
Ref. 5, the lasers emitting at 3mm ~Ref. 4! operated only in
the pulsed mode at 77 K with threshold current density
kA/cm2 and a maximum working temperature of 145 K. L
sers emitting at 2.5–2.7mm ~Ref. 5 ! operated only in the
pulsed mode up to a temperature of 55 K with thresh
current density;29 kA/cm2.

In a previous work6 we reported the fabrication of diod
lasers by the LPE method on the basis of the solid solu
InAsSbPx , isoperiodic to the substrate InAs, with differe
phosphorus content in the wide-gap and active regions
the wide-gap regionsx50.35, and in the narrow-gap regio
x varied from 0.02 to 0.10. The thickness of the active reg
in them was equal to 0.5mm. Lasers lasing at wavelengt
2.7–3mm in a pulsed mode at 77 K with threshold curre
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In the present study we report the results of an ongo

experimental study of the development of 2.7 to 3-mm lasers
and also the development of lasers with low threshold c
rents.

2. The lasers, fabricated by the LPE method, consist o
double heterostructure based on the solid solution InAsSx

in the active and wide-gap regions. The phosphorus con
is x.0.08– 0.12 in the active region andx.0.25– 0.28 in the
confinement regions. According to the calculations, the b
gap Eg ranges in the interval 0.42–0.47 eV in the acti
region and 0.55–0.58 eV in the wide-gap regions at 77
The structures possess a type-II heterojunction at the bo
aries of the narrow- and wide-gap regions with conductio
and valence-band offsets of;100 meV and;15 meV, re-
spectively.

The active region, without any special doping, was
n-type with electron density;1016 cm23. The confinement
P-type region was doped with Zn and had hole dens
;(122)31018 cm23. The confinementN-type region
was doped with Sn and had electron density;(527)
31018 cm23.

The active and confinement regions were each;1.5mm
thick. The computed refractive-index difference between
active and confinement regions was equal to 0.03–0
~at T5300 K!.

Mesastripe structures with;25 mm stripe width were
fabricated from epitaxial laser structures by photolithog
phy. Lasers with a 225 to 300-mm-long cavity were fabri-
cated by cleaving.

The emission spectra, directional patterns, and inte
intensity of the laser radiation were investigated. The las
operated at liquid-nitrogen temperature in a quasi-cw reg
and were powered by a train of alternating~meander-type!
square-shaped current pulses with a repetition frequenc
80 Hz. The temperature dependence of the threshold cur
density was determined with the lasers powered by 100
current pulses with a repetition frequency of 105 Hz.

3. The lasers possessed threshold currentsI th570– 80
mA at liquid-nitrogen temperature. This corresponded
threshold current density;0.8 kA/cm2. The lasers have a
low supply voltage. With a direct currentI 50.1 A flowing

2180218-04$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Spectral characteristics of the lasers. The ratioFmax/(Fi of the intensity of the maximum mode to the sum of the intensities of all modes versus cu
I ~a! for laser S-197 No. 2~1! and for laser S-197 No. 1~2!. The spectrum of coherent radiation~laser S-197 No. 2! in the maximum unimodal regime~b!.
through the laser diode the voltage drop isU50.67 V and
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the plane of thep–n junction ~curve1! DQ has a minimum
ve
for

of
the residual resistance is 0.45V.
The lasers emitted in the spectral region 2.7–3mm, and

the wavelength of the radiation depended on the compos
of the active region. The laser radiation had good cohere
properties. The mode composition and spatial distribution
the radiation were investigated. The mode composition of
radiation spectrum depended on the pump current. The in
mode spacing was equal to 35–40 Å. A single-mode las
regime was observed in a definite current interval. A num
cal estimate of the radiation intensity in the predomin
mode as a fractionFmax of the total radiation intensitySFi

for all modes in the spectrum is shown in Fig. 1a for tw
lasers as a function of current. As one can see, for both la
this dependence has two maxima at currents;1.5I th and
;2.6I th . The maximum corresponding to lower currents f
one of the lasers~S-197 No. 2! is higher~curve 1! and the
maximum corresponding to the lower currents for the ot
laser~S-197 No. 1! is lower ~curve 2!. The largest value is
Fmax/(Fi.0.8. For the laser corresponding to curve1 both
maxima of the functionFmax/(Fi(I) correspond to the sam
predominant mode, and at the currents between the max
of the curves the neighboring mode with a longer wavelen
became the dominant mode. For the laser withFmax/(Fi(I),
represented by curve2, different maxima correspond to dif
ferent predominant modes, which are separated from one
other by two intermode intervals. The intermediate mod
have a small advantage at near-threshold currents. Figur
shows the coherent radiation spectrum~laser S-197 No. 2! in
the maximum unimodal regime with the wavelength of t
predominant model'2.792mm.

Investigation of the spatial distribution of the radiatio
of the lasers showed that it corresponds to a single long
dinal mode. The current dependence of the spatial distr
tion and intensity of the integrated radiation are presente
Fig. 2 ~laser S-197 No. 1!. The spatial distribution is charac
terized by the half-widthDQ of the directivity pattern. This
width corresponds to the width of the pattern at ha
maximum. As one can see, for the spatial mode~Fig. 2a! in
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value ;11° at near-threshold currents. At currents abo
1.25I th DQ increases with current and reaches 19.5°
I .2I th . In a plane perpendicular to the plane of thep–n

FIG. 2. Width DQ ~a! of the directivity pattern at half-maximum in the
plane of thep–n junction ~1! and in the plane perpendicular to the plane
the p–n junction ~2! versus the bias currentI ~a! and intensity of the inte-
grated radiationFS versus the bias currentI ~b! for laser S-197 No. 1.
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junction ~Fig. 2a, curve2! DQ.40° on the average. Fo
some currents, corresponding to mode hops to a diffe
predominant mode in the radiation spectrum, small mini
are present in the curvesDQ(I ). These minima correspon
to inflections in the curve of the integral radiationFS versus
current~Fig. 2b!. The mismatch between the currents at t
indicated characteristic points of the curves is about 10%
the current, which is good enough for independent meas
ments.

The threshold current density increases rapidly w
temperature~Fig. 3!; the characteristic temperature isT0;27
K in the range 80–100 K andT0;19 K in the range 100–
120 K. Then the threshold current density increases e
more rapidly, and lasing stops at a temperature of;124 K
and current densities in the range 10–12 kA/cm2.

4. Let us discuss the results which we obtained. T
threshold currents and threshold current densities of the
sers presented in this paper are approximately five tim
lower than reported in our previous work for the simil
lasers.6 The threshold current densities at 77 K for the las
developed correspond to the average threshold curren
our InAsSb/InAsSbP based lasers emitting in the spec
region 3.2–3.9mm but their temperature dependence
sharper. The coherence properties reported by us for the
diation of the lasers, which were investigated at 77 K, a
correspond to the coherence properties of our mid-range
sers emitting in the spectral region 3.2–3.9mm. Thus, one of
two or three neighboring modes predominates in the spe
of the lasers developed by us and investigated in the en
current interval fromI th up to 3I th ; here the ratioFmax/(Fi

reaches a maximum value of 0.8~Fig. 1!. The spatial distri-
bution of the radiation in the plane of thep–n junction is in
one longitudinal mode.

Our lasers do not attain parameters better than thos
the lasers emitting in the spectral region 3.2–3.9mm at

FIG. 3. Threshold current density versus temperature.
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them the refractive-index differenceDn between the narrow-
and wide-gap regions, which determines optical confi
ment, is approximately half as large. The small value ofDn
can be explained by the fact that when the dominant m
hops into a different position, a small spatial broadening
the radiation flux occurs in a plane perpendicular to the pl
of the p–n junction. The broadening of the radiation flu
results in narrowing of the directivity pattern as a result o
decrease in the diffraction losses. The penetration of the
diation flux into the wide-gap regions is accompanied by
decrease in the integral intensity of the radiation~Fig. 2b! as
a result of an increase in the absorption by free carriers.

Raising the temperature sharply increases the thres
current density of the lasers investigated and disrupts la
at the low maximum working temperature and at compa
tively low current densities~Fig. 3!. We shall examine the
possible reasons for such a temperature dependence o
threshold current density.

The lasers investigated by us are based on type-II
erostructures. According to the theory of recombination
nonequilibrium carriers in a type-II heterostructure,8 Auger
recombination processes in such structures are effecti
suppressed. As a result, the threshold current density sh
show a weak temperature dependence. According to
theory, the Auger recombination rate has a minimum
definite values of the parameters of the heterostructure~the
ratio DEv /DEc'3). For the lasers produced in our wor
DEv515 meV, DEc5100 meV, and DEv /DEc50.15.
Therefore, the energy diagram of these lasers does not pe
using the advantages of the type-II heterostructure in
sense of suppressing Auger recombination processes. M
over, the very small valence-band offset~15 meV!, which is
comparable to kT, can serve as the reason why even at
temperatures and low current densities disruption of las
occurs as a result of vanishing of the electronic confinem
for holes.

Another reason for the low maximum working temper
ture at quite low maximum threshold currents could be d
ruption of lasing as a result of vanishing of the optical co
finement with increasing temperature. Rapid growth of
threshold current density with temperature results in a hig
free-carrier densityN in the active region. As a result, th
index of refraction there decreases9 and, consequently, opti
cal confinement decreases. Despite the fact that the refra
index itself increases with temperature and for III–V sem
conductors the change in the refractive index with carr
density depends inversely on the temperat
d;dn/dN;21/T,10 the estimates show that for a
InAsSbPx-based heterostructure with different phospho
contents2dn/dN can cause the optical confinement to va
ish at sufficiently low temperatures.

We also note that the thicker the active region, the l
radiation penetrates into the confinement layers and the
strate and the less radiation is absorbed by free carriers.
lasers which we investigated have much better parame
than those reported in Ref. 6. This is apparently attributa
to the more than three times larger thickness of the ac
layer.
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As a result, it has been shown that lasers emitting in the
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region 2.7–3.0mm and having threshold current densiti
;0.8 kA/cm2 at 77 K and;10– 12 kA/cm2 at the maximum
working temperature;124 K have been produced by th
LPE method on the basis of InAsSbPx heterostructures with
different phosphorus contents in the active and wide-gap
gions. In some range of currents the lasers operate in a
mode regime and have a spatial distribution in the form
one longitudinal mode. A positive quality of the lasers
their low series resistance;0.45V. It should be noted tha
the construction of the lasers can be optimized for spec
applications. The lasers investigated by us have a st
width ;25 mm. To improve the coherence properties of t
lasers, the stripe width must be decreased.7 To obtain lower
current densities the stripe width and length must be
creased. A slightly higher maximum temperature can the
fore be obtained.11

However, to significantly increase the maximum wor
ing temperature, solid solutions with a larger band gap m
be used in the wide-gap regions and the heterojunctions
viding electronic confinement must be of type-II with th
largest possible valence-band offset.

This work was supported by a grant from the Europe
Society INCO-Capurnicus.
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Gamma-induced metastable states of doped, amorphous, hydrated silicon

m

M. S. Ablova, G. S. Kulikov, and S. K. Persheev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted June 6 1997; accepted June 10 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 245–248~February 1998!

The temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity of B- and P-dopeda-Si:H films before
and after irradiation withg rays from a60Co source has been investigated. The irradiation
dose was 1017– 1018 photons/cm2. The behavior of then-type films was observed to be
substantially different from that of thep-type films. The electrical conductivity of the
p-type films increases slightly~by a factor of 2–3! and that of then-type films decreased sharply
~by 2–3 orders of magnitude!. The observed difference is explained by the different
character of theg-irradiation-induced charge redistribution on the broken silicon bonds D1 and
D2. Comparing the results with the published data shows that theg rays induce metastable
states ofa-Si:H which are due to the motion of bound hydrogen. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~98!02402-8#
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The study of the effect ofg-irradiation on the properties
of amorphous hydrated silicon (a-Si:H! yields valuable in-
formation about defects in material saturated with brok
bonds. Thus, O. Imagawaet al.1 usedg-irradiation to study
the main defects in intrinsica-Si:H: broken silicon bonds in
three electronic states — D1, D0, and D2. It was established
that, passing through thea-Si:H film, theg rays do not pro-
duce new broken bonds D0 ~as happens, for example, und
irradiation with visible light!, but rather they give rise to a
redistribution of charges on the broken bonds with unoc
pied states D1 predominating. Since only undoped mater
was investigated in Ref. 1, we investigated the effect
g-irradiation on the electric properties of P- and B-dop
a-Si:H.

2. INVESTIGATION METHOD AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

The films for the investigations were prepared by d
composing a mixture of monosilane (SiH4) and phosphine
(PH3) or diborane~B2H6) gases in a high-frequency glow
discharge with a quartz substrate temperature of 290 °C.
ratio of the gaseous components during film deposition w
@B2H6#/@SiH4#5231022 and @PH3#/@SiH4#5331022. Ac-
cording to IR spectroscopy data, the hydrogen content in
films was 10–12%. The thickness of the films was equa
0.2–0.5mm.

Irradiation was conducted in room-temperature air w
a g-ray flux 7.731011 photons/~cm23s! from the 60Co
source. The irradiation doses were equal to 7.331017 and
1.631018 photons/cm2. Since the penetration depth o
g-rays was greater than the film thickness, it could be
sumed that the defects are produced uniformly over the
tire film volume. The temperature dependence of the d
conductivity was determined before and afterg-irradiation.
The room-temperature thermoelectric power was also m
sured to determine the sign of the carriers.

The main results of the measurements are presente
Figs. 1a and 1b: the typical curves logs5f(1/T) for n- and
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the results which we obtained, the irradiatedn- and p-type
films exhibit substantially different behavior. While the ele
tric conductivity of thep-type films in the temperature rang
20–100 °C increases only slightly~approximately by a fac-
tor of 2–3!, the electric conductivity of then-type films in
the same temperature interval and with the same irradia
doses drops sharply~approximately by three orders of mag
nitude!. After irradiation the films retain the starting type o
conductivity. As the irradiation dose increases, the cond
tion activation energy decreases from 0.22 to 0.14 eV
p-type films and increases from 0.2 to 0.36 eVn-type films.
We note that activation energiesEA.1 eV are observed for
n-type films in the temperature interval 72–127 °C. The
activation energies are, in general, atypical for dopeda-Si:H.

The changes observed in the electric conductivity a
g-irradiation are reversible, since the electric conductivity
the films was restored to its initial values by heating t
irradiatedn- andp-type films to 200 °C~in the course of the
measurements of the electric conductivity! and also by stor-
ing the films at room temperature for 40–60 days.

We note that similar differences in the dark conductiv
of n- and p-type dopeda-Si:H were observed by Kurova
et al.,2 with prolonged irradiation with intense white ligh
They showed that the dark conductivity ofp-type films in-
creases, and that ofn-type films decreases. In other word
the sign of the Stabler–Wronski effect is different f
samples doped with B and P.

3. DISCUSSION

The effect ofg-irradiation on an amorphous semico
ductor can be divided into two parts: electronic excitatio
and structural damage, leading to the formation of multico
ponent complexes.

As we have already mentioned, the main type of el
tronic charged defects ina-Si:H, which determine its electri-
cal conductivity, are broken silicon bonds in three stat
D1, D0, and D2. Neutral broken bonds D0 give rise to deep

2220222-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics



FIG. 1. Effect ofg-irradiation on the temperature dependence of the electrical conductivitys of doped amorphous hydrated silicon samples: a —a-Si:H^B&,
b — a-Si:H^P&. Measurements were performed1 — before irradiation,2 — after irradiation with a dose of 7.331017 photons/cm2, and3 — after irradiation
with a dose of 1.631018 photons/cm2. The open circles show the results of the measurements: a — 40days after irradiation, b — after heating to 200 °C in
the course of measurements of the electrical conductivity. The numbers on the curves are the activation energies~in eV!.
traps~near the center of the band gap! for electrons and holes
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via the reactions

D01e→D2, ~1!

D01h→D1. ~2!

When a dopant is introduced, a peak of the density of2

states forn-type films and a D1 peak forp-type films appear
in the band gap instead of D0 states.3 In this connection, the
basic reactions~1! and~2! also change. According to the da
in Ref. 4 , double trapping of D2 states via the reaction

D212h→D1, ~3!

which determines deep traps for holes, predominates
n-type films, while double trapping of D1 states via the re-
action

D112e→D2, ~4!

which determines deep traps for electrons, is characterist
p-type films.

Assuming that the results of Ref. 1 are valid for dop
a-Si:H films, we assume thatg-rays do not produce new D0

broken bonds in our films, but rather they give rise to
redistribution of charge over existing broken bonds, wh
unoccupied D1 states are formed predominately. Then t
processes described by the reaction~3! are directed in the
same direction as the action ofg-rays, and the processe
occurring via the reaction~4! compensate for the effect of th
g-rays. Therefore, it can be expected that irradiation w
have a substantially different effect inn- andp-type films.

Let us now examine on this basis our results forn-type
a-Si:H films. The irradiatedn-type film ~Fig. 1b! had a phos-
phorus atom densityNP5831020 cm23, which corresponds
to donor densityND56.3431018 cm23, and negatively
charged broken bond density D256.3031018 cm23.5 To
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induced D1 bond density must be at least 6.331018 cm23.
However, according to the data of Ref. 1, the total numbe
defects in undopeda-Si:H after irradiation with ag-ray dose
of 1017 photons/cm2 is 2@D0#1@D1#1@D2#5431016 cm23.
A comparison shows that even the total number of defect
two orders of magnitude smaller than required to change
sign of the conductivity in our irradiated film. Therefor
g-irradiation could not have changed the sign of the cond
tivity in the n-type film which we studied.

As noted above, forn-type samples an unusually larg
activation energyEA.1 eV for dopeda-Si:H was observed
on the curve logs5f(1/T) in the temperature range 7
–127 °C~Fig. 1b!. At higher temperatures~127–200 °C! the
curves s(T) for irradiated and nonirradiated samples a
identical just as in the case of cooling from 200 °C to roo
temperature and below. Therefore, annealing eliminates h
values of the activation energy.

The character of the curves logs5f(1/T), which is
similar to that of the curve3 in Fig. 1b, has been note
repeatedly and investigated in the literature.6–10 It has been
determined that this character of the curves correspond
different metastable states ofa-Si:H. It is now thought that
the electronic properties of dopeda-Si:H are described wel
on the basis of a model of metastable thermodynamic e
librium. Figure 2, where our results are compared with
data from Ref. 6, shows the spectrum of possible metast
states ofa-Si:H which are obtained with different externa
actions. The temperatureTE corresponding to the kink in the
curves 1–4 can be viewed as the temperature at which t
modynamic equilibrium is established. Metastable states
to the motion of bound hydrogen along defects, in acc
dance with the ‘‘hydrogen glass’’ model proposed by Stree7

are present at temperatures belowTE . At temperatures above

223Ablova et al.
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TE hydrogen is ‘‘freed’’ to a large degree and its motion
longer influences the chemical bonds in the silicon mat
Accordingly, the curves1 and2 in Fig. 2 are determined by
the motion of hydrogen along weak Si–Si bonds, which
broken on heating; curve3 is determined by the motion o
hydrogen along the same bonds broken by light. Curv4
constructed according to our data apparently character
one of the possibleg-irradiation-induced metastable states
a-Si:H. In view of the similarity in the form of the curve
1–4 and the closeness of the temperaturesTE (TE5120 °C
for curves 1–3 and TE5127 °C for curve4!, we have
grounds for believing that the processes determining
character of these curves apparently can be explained
the standpoint of a single physical model of hydrogen gla

However, it is difficult for us to imagine that the hig
activation energy (.1 eV! which we observed can be pro
duced only by a redistribution of charge on the brok
bonds. At high irradiation doses, most likely, the formati
of complexes of the type Si–P–H,which is stimulated by the
motion of bound hydrogen, starts to play a role in t
g-induced metastable state ofa-Si:H. The decomposition o
these complexes in the temperature range 72–127 °C c
be an additional factor determining the high values of

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the electrical conductivitys in n-type
a-Si:H samples:1 — rapidly cooled sample~400 K/min!; 2 — slowly
cooled sample~1 K/min!; 3 — after exposure to white light;4 — after
g-irradiation with a dose of 1.631018 photons/cm2. Curves:1–3 — from
Ref. 6,4 — our data. For convenience in making comparisons, the dat
Ref. 6 are slightly shifted along the ordinate.
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experiment.
Structural formations in a Si-matrix can also be expec

to appear inp-films underg-irradiation. The B atoms doping
the film are strong acceptors. Having an energetically
stable electronic configuration (2s22p1), such an atom in an
amorphous matrix can hold a large number of binding el
trons around itself. It will strive to undergo a transition to
more stablesp3-hybridization state (2s12p2) or it can even
assume the configuration 2s2p6. As shown in Refs. 11 and
12, boron manifests great versatility in bond formatio
changing ‘‘when necessary’’ the coordination number from
to 4–6 and even up to 9. Boron atoms can form bridge bo
with one another or with Si via hydrogen. On this basis it c
be expected thata-Si:H^B& films are heterogeneous from th
moment they are prepared~on account of complexes base
on B, Si, and H atoms!. As a-Si:H passes into a differen
metastable state in the process of irradiation, the B atoms
then rapidly bring about structural adaptation and heal a p
tion of the defects that are formed. This process returns
system into a metastable state close to the initial state, w
accounts for the weak effect ofg-irradiation on the electrica
conductivity ofp-type films, as we observed.
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THE PHYSICS OF SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

not
Subthreshold characteristics of electrostatically controlled transistors and thyristors.
1. Shallow planar gate

A. S. Kyuregyan* and S. N. Yurkov

V. I. Lenin All-Russia Electrical Engineering Institute, 111250 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted February 20, 1997; accepted for publication April 15, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 249–254~February 1998!

A rigorous analytic theory of the blocking state of electrostatically contolled thyristors and
transistors and a shallow planar gate of arbitrary width is constructed in the model with a
completely depleted base. Formulas are obtained for the subthreshold currents and blocking
factorg as functions of the electrode potentials and device parameters: source and gate widths and
thickness and doping of the base. It is shown that sufficiently heavy doping not only
influences the parameters of the current-voltage characteristics and the factorg but it also
changes the qualitative form of the current-voltage characteristic near threshold.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!03101-9#
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Electrostatically controlled transistors and thyristo
~ECTs! are the most promising devices for switching hi
powers in the frequency range 10 kHz–1 MHz.1 The operat-
ing principles of such devices are described in detail in R
2 at the qualitative level, but the analytic theory required
a clear understanding of the physics of the devices and
calculating the parameters is still in a state of infancy. Thi
also true of the theory of the blocking state of ECTs, wh
is described completely by the dependences of the drain
rent I d , gate currentI g , and source currentI s on the drain
voltageUd and gate voltageUg . A simple analysis of cur-
rent balance in ECTs shows thatI d , I g , andI s are related as

H I d5I g1I s ,
I g5S jdg12LJsg

S 1I dg
S ,

I s5LJs22LJsg
S ,

~1!

whereS is the device area, andL is the total source length
The drain-gate surface leakage currentI dg

S and the linear
source-gate leakage current densityJsg depend mainly on the
quality of the treatment and the shielding of the electro
free surface of the device, so that their analysis is not par
our problem. The current densityj dg is determined by ther-
mal generation in the space-charge region~SCR!. In thyris-
tors it also depends on hole injection from the drain

j dg5
j TM̄T1~M̄n1bpM̄ p21!LJs /S

12bpM̄ p

, ~2!

where j T is the thermal generation current density in t
SCR, andbp is the current gain of the composite transist
Obviously,bp50 if the ECT is a transistor. The avalanch
multiplication coefficientsM̄n , M̄ p , andM̄T, averaged over
the area of the device and introduced in Eq.~2! to complete
the picture, must be calculated on the basis of a non-o
dimensional problem, which cannot be solved analytica
Ordinarily, however, there is no need for this procedu
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by impact ionization in the SCR but rather by the law go
erning the increase in the electron injection current densityJs

through the barrier at the saddle point of the two-dimensio
potential well w(x,y) produced by the interaction of th
fields generated by the gate, sink, and volume charge of
impurities.1,2 As shown rigorously in Ref. 3, in the diffusion
approximation

Js5qNsDnj expS 2
uqw̃ u
kT

D , ~3!

whereq is the electron charge,Ns is the electron density a
the source-SCR boundary,Dn is the electron diffusion coef-
ficient, k is Boltzmann’s constant, andT is the temperature
The remaining two quantities in Eq.~3! completely describe
the barrier near the saddle point:uqw̃ u is the minimum height

of the barrier andj5(2
]2w

]y2 /
]2w

]x2)
1/2

is the relative

‘‘slope’’ in the directionsy ~along the channel! andx ~across
the channel!. Therefore, to determine the subthreshold ch
acteristics of ECTs it is sufficient~on the basis of the stipu
lations made above! to find the dependence of these tw
quantities onUd , Ug , and the device parameters. In tur
this requires knowing the functionw(x,y), to calculate
which analytically great efforts have been made. Howev
the authors of nearly all studies known to us either us
‘‘original’’ approximate methods, whose error is impossib
to estimate,4–8 or they actually solved the problem by ap
proximate numerical methods while claiming that they ha
developed an analytical theory.9,10 As far as we know, the
only exception is Ref. 11, where a mathematically corr
solution forw(x,y) was obtained for a very simple model o
ECTs with a shallow, closely spaced, planar gate and so
of the same width, but the solution was used only for cal
lating the blocking factor. One cell of this device is shown
Fig. 1.
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In the present paper we extend the results of Ref. 11
the case of an arbitrary gate-to-source width ratio and
parameters in the relation~3! are calculated taking into ac
count the base doping, whose role is analyzed more a
rately than in Ref. 11.

2. POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION

To calculate the potential distributionw(x,y) in the
SCR, following Ref. 11 we shall employ two basic assum
tions.

1. Assuming that the current density in the blocking st
is low, we shall ignore, as is ordinarily done,2–11 the volume
charge of electrons and holes in the SCR. This assump
can even be regarded as valid by definition of the subthre
old operating regime.

2. We shall assume that the distanced between then1

source and thep1 gate and their thicknesses are sufficien
small, and that the doping is sufficiently heavy so that th
can be regarded as flat equipotential adjoining electrodes~see
Fig. 1b!. Since for our problem it is necessary to kno
w(x,y) only in a narrow strip along the axis of the chann
d can be disregarded, if it is much less than the width 2l of
the source and the gate width 2(L2 l ).

For this modelw(x,y) is a solution of the Poisson equa
tion

FIG. 1. Electrostatically controlled thyristor: a—Schematic diagram o
cross section of a thyristor with a shallow planar gate and source;
transistor there is nop1 layer at the drain. b—Model of a thyristor cell with
flat adjoining source and gate, used for calculating the potential distribu
the dashed lines represent equipotential lines.
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in a strip with translationally symmetric boundary conditio

w~x,0!5 H0 for 2mL2 l ,x,2mL1 l ,
2Ug for 2mL1 l ,x,2~m1 l !L21, ~5!

w~x,w!5Ud , ~6!

where««0 is the permittivity of the semiconductor,N(y) is
the total density of donors and acceptors in the SC
m50,61,62,..., andw is the width of the SCR.

For high drain potentials, when the SCR fills the ent
base of thicknessd and is bounded on the drain side by
heavily dopedn1 layer, the equalityw5d is satisfied. In the
opposite case~whenw,d!, as is well known, the additiona
condition

gradw~x,y!uy5w50 ~7!

must be used to determine the position of the boundary of
SCR; in addition, strictly speaking,w5w(x) because of the
multidimensional nature of the problem. Ifw5d, then
w(x,y) can be represented as

w~x,y!5wN~y!1w0~x,y!, ~8!

wherewN(y) is the solution of the one-dimensional Poiss
equation~4! with zero boundary conditions, andw0(x,y) is
the solution of the classical Dirichlet problem for a strip12

with the boundary conditions~5! and ~6!. It can be shown
that taking into account the possible dependenceN(y) does
not give a solution which is qualitatively different from th
typical caseN5const. Therefore, we shall restrict the discu
sion here to describing the results for ECTs with a uniform
doped base. In this case

wN~y!5Vd

y

d S 12
y

dD , ~9!

where Vd5qNd2/2««0 . The potentialw0(x,y) can be ob-
tained by using, for example, the Schwarz integral for
strip.12 In our case, using the relation~6!, this integral can be
put into the form

w0~x,y!5Ud

y

d

1
sin~py/d!

2d E
2`

1` w~x8,0!dx8

cosh@p~x2x8!/d#2cos~py/d!
. ~10!

Substituting the expression~5! into ~10!, we obtain an ex-
pression forw0(x,y) in the form of a slowly converging
series. It is more convenient to use a Fourier series expan
of w(x,0). Substituting this expansion into Eq.~10! gives,
after integrating and combining it with Eq.~9!,

w~x,y!5UgFM
y

d
211

l

L
1GwS l

L
,
d

L
,
x

L
,
y

L D G2Vd

y2

d2 ,

~11!

whereM5
Ud1Vd1Ug

Ug
2

l

L
,

a

n;
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m51

`
sinh@pmh~12t !#

m sinh~pmh!
sin~pmn!cos~pmz!.

~12!

The field intensityEy along they axis is obtained from Eq
~11! by differentiating:

Ey~x,y!5
Ug

d F2M1GES l

L
,
d

L
,
x

L
,
y

dD G12Vd

y

d2 , ~13!

GE~n,h,z,t !

52h (
m51

`
cosh@pmh~12t !#

sinh~pmh!
sin~pmn!cos~pmz!.

~14!

As expected, the field intensity in they5d plane as-
sumes its minimum value on the channel axis. Therefore,
minimum value of the drain potentialVd min, for whichw5d
and the formulas derived above are still valid, is determin
by the equalityEy(0,d)50. We thus obtain

Vd min5Vd1UgF l

L
211GES l

L
,
d

L
,0,1D G . ~15!

However, even forUd,Vd min there is no need to take int
account the ‘‘non-one-dimensionality’’ of the addition
boundary condition~7!. Indeed,Ey(0,d) depends onx only
because of the presence of the termGE( l /L , d/L , x/L,1),
which, as one can see from Eq.~14!, is exponentially small
when d>2L. This inequality holds in all cases of practic
interest. For this reason, to within the order
4 d/L exp(2p d/L), the SCR boundary can be assumed
even whenUd,Vd min , and the quantityw can be found
from the equationEy(0,w)50, which is equivalent to the
condition ~7!, to the same degree of accuracy—after alld’s
in the expression forEy are replaced byw. Therefore, dis-
regarding in Eq.~13! the termGE , we obtain

Vd5Ud1Ug~12 l /L !. ~16!

It thus follows ~since nowVd5qNDw2/2««0! that

w5H 2««0

qND
FUd1UgS 12

l

L D G J 1/2

. ~17!

The quantityGE can be regarded as small and the SC
boundary can be regarded as flat, ifw>2L, or

Ud>Vw min[4VL2UgS 12
l

L D , ~18!

whereVL5qNL2/2««0 .
Estimates show thatuGE( l /L , d/L , x/L,1)u<0.02 when

Ud5Vw min , and the deviation of the real SCR bounda
from the flat planey5w is of the order of 0.02w. For con-
sistency, we assume below that the thickness of the S
equalsd, but if Vw min,Ud,Vd min , then in all formulasd
must be replaced byw from Eq. ~17!.

We employed in Eqs.~16!–~18! the symbolND instead
of N to underscore that everything said above concerning
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is doped with donors~i.e., N5ND.0! and the SCR is ad-
joining to the source. If the base is doped with acceptors~this
variant of a thyristor is discussed in, for example, Ref. 1!,
then only the casew5d is relevant to our problem, becaus
in such devices the ‘‘main’’ SCR is adjoining to the centr
p-n junction and forw,d the source and gate are locate
outside the SCR.11

3. PARAMETERS OF THE SADDLE POINT

The parameters of the saddle point, which lie on t
channel axis near the source, can be easily found after
expressions~12! and ~14! are put into the form1

Gw~n,h,0,t !

5
2

p (
m52`

`

arctanF sin pn

exp~pu2m1tuh!2cospn G
3signS m1

1

2D , ~19!

GE~n,h,0,t !5h (
m52`

`
sin pn

cosh@p~2m1t !h#2cospn
, ~20!

where forh>2 the terms withm50 are sufficient. Substi-
tuting them into Eqs.~11! and~13! yields the following for-
mulas, which are correct to within 2 exp(22pd/L), for
w(0,y) andEy(0,y):

w~0,y!5UgH M
y

L
2

2

p
arctanFM0 tanhS py

2L D G J 2Vd

y2

d2 ,

~21!
Ey~0,y!

5
Ug

L F sin~p l /L !

cosh~py/L !2cos~p l /L !
2M G12Vd

y

d2 ,

~22!

whereM05cot(pl/2L). The coordinateỹ of the saddle point
is a root of the equationEy(0,y)50. If in Eqs.~21! and~22!
the last terms are neglected, then

ỹ5
2

p
L tanh21A12M /M0

11MM0
, ~23!

w̃5w~0,ỹ !5
2

p
UgFM tanh21A12M /M0

11MM0

2arctanS M0A12M /M0

11MM0
D G . ~24!

For N50 these formulas hold~with the stipulations made a
the beginning of Sec. 2! right up to vanishing of the barrier a
M5M0 . Near the threshold, where

A12
M

M0
!A11M0

22, ~25!

Eq. ~24! can be simplified by expanding the arctangent in
series with respect to the small argument:
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w52
3p AM0

211
S 12

M0
D . ~26!

If NÞ0, then, as is easily verified, the last terms in Eqs.~21!
and ~22! can be disregarded only if

M0A~M0
211!S 12

M

M0
D@

uVLu
Ug

. ~27!

Now, in order that a region of applicability of Eq.~26! exist,
the inequalities~25! and~27! must hold simultaneously, an
hence. The following condition must be satisfied:

Ug~M0
211!@uVLu. ~28!

Of course, for sufficiently smallM2M0 the inequality~27!

is not satisfied, butỹ becomes so small that the right side
Eq. ~21! can be expanded in a series in the small param
yM0 /d and the potential distribution near the source can
obtained in the form

w~0,y!5VL

y

L F2

3

y2

y0L
2

y

L
1~M2M0!

Ug

Vl
G , ~29!

where y05
8

p2

VL

Ug

L

M0(M0
211)

. The coordinate of the

saddle point is now determined by the equation

ỹ 22 ỹ y01y0L
Ug

VL

~M2M0!

2
50. ~30!

Substituting this equation into Eq.~29!, we obtain

w̃52VL

ỹ2

L2 S 4

3

ỹ

y0
21D . ~31!

For M,M0 Eq. ~30! has only one positive root:

ỹ5
1

2 Fy01Ay0
212y0L

Ug

VL
~M02M !G . ~32!

It can be shown that the expansion employed in the der
tion of Eqs. ~29!–~32! is justified near threshold if the in
equality ~28! holds. Relations~26! and ~31! therefore are
valid only for sufficiently high gate voltages. Here expre
sion ~26! transforms into expression~31! asUd increases.

As one can see from Eqs.~31! and~32!, ỹ andw̃ simul-
taneously approach zero asM→M0 only when y0}N<0.
However, if N.0, then asM→M0, the barrier does no
vanish, sinceỹ→y0 and the potential at the saddle poi
approachesw̃052Vdy0

2/3d2 ~Fig. 2, curve2!. The second
root in Eq.~32! with M.M0 becomes positive, and a loca
maximum appears on the curvew(0,y). This means that
there arises in the region between the source and the sa
point a potential well~Fig. 2, curve3! that must be filled
with electrons from the source until the positive don
charge is completely compensated, and the position of
SCR boundary in direct proximity to the saddle po
changes. For this reason, our initial model becomes inap
cable forM.M0 , even if the barrieruqw̃0u is still high and
if the volume charge of the electrons injected into the S
can be ignored.
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In devices with a nondoped base the parameterj51,
becausewN50, and w0 is a harmonic function.3 If NÞ0,
then

]2w

]x2 5
]2w0

]x2 52
]2w0

]y2 and
]2w

]y2 5
]2w0

]y2 522
Vd

d2 ,

so that

j5A122
VL

L2 F ]2w0~0,ỹ !

]y2 G21

. ~33!

Far from threshold, when the inequality~27! holds, the sec-
ond term in Eq.~33! is small and, again,j51. In the oppo-
site case, the expansion ofw0(0,y) employed in the deriva-
tion of Eq. ~29! can be used. We thus obtain

j5A12
y0

2 ỹ
. ~34!

Thus, in the region of applicability of our model~i.e., for
M,M0! the parameterj varies from 1 for smallM up to
1/& at M5M0 .

4. BLOCKING FACTOR

The blocking factorg, equal to the ratio of the threshol
drain voltageUd0 and gate voltageUg0 , is one of the main
parameters of an ECT.2 But there are still no generally ac
cepted values ofUd0 andUg0 . In engineering practice it is
customary to use the condition that the drain current equa
prescribed small valueI t:

I d~Ud0 ,Ug0!5I t .

FIG. 2. Potential distribution along the channel axis of an electrostatic
controlled thyristor—with a donor-doped base,d52L, L52l , Ug52Ud ,
and drain voltagesUd /U0 : 1—0.9987,2—1.0000,3—1.0012,4—1.0017,
5—1.0025.
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In application to an ECT, it is virtually equivalent@see Eqs.
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~1!–~3!# to the equalityuw̃(Ud0 ,Ug0)u5w̃ t , which has been
used by many authors but with different values of t
‘‘threshold’’ potentialw t in the range from 0~Ref. 11! to 0.8
V ~Ref. 14!. However, because of the strong depende
I d(Ud ,Ug) in the subthreshold region, these definitio
should all give threshold voltages which are identical w
accuracy sufficient for practical purposes. For this reason
the model of a completely depleted SCR we believe it is b
to use the simplest and physically clearest threshold o
condition

w̃~Ud0 ,Ug0!50. ~35!

If N<0, then, as follows from the results of the prece
ing section, the relation~35! holds simultaneously with the
equationỹ50 and henceEy(0,0)50. This makes it possible
to determineg for devices with nondoped and accepto
doped bases of arbitrary thickness. Indeed, in such dev
w5d always. Therefore, setting in Eq.~13! x5y50 and
Ey50, we obtain

g5g02
Vd

Ug
, ~36!

where the blocking factor of an ECT with a nondoped bas

g05GES l

L
,
d

L
,0,0D211

l

L
'

d

L
cotS p l

2L D211
l

L
. ~37!

The latter equality in Eq.~37! holds to a high degree o
accuracy ford>L.

For N5ND.0 our model of an ECT becomes unsu
able until the barrier vanishes, so that, strictly speaking,
threshold onset condition~35! cannot be used. However, fo
the following reasons this is of no practical value for calc
lating g. First, the difference between the drain voltag
Ud5U0 ~for which M5M0! and Ud5U15U013Vdy0/8d
@for which the barrier vanishes in accordance with Eqs.~31!
and ~32!#,

U12U0

U0
5

3Vdy0

8U0d
>

3y0

8d
!

L

dM0
,

is very small~see curve4 in Fig. 2!, especially for ECTs
with a large blocking factor,g'M0d/L@1. Secondly, the
donor-neutralization effect in the near-cathode region, as
scribed in Sec. 3, should evidently result in the barrier
creasing more rapidly than implied by Eqs.~31! and ~32!.
Thus, in all cases of practical interest it can be assumed
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equivalent, to a high degree of accuracy, and Eq.~36! can be
used to calculate the blocking factor.

It follows from Eq.~36! that when the base is doped, th
blocking factor becomes dependent on not only the dev
parameters, but also the gate voltage. This depende
changes whenUd,Vd min : Substituting in Eq.~36! w for d
and using Eqs.~17!, we obtain

g5
Ug

4VL
cot2S p l

2L D211
l

L
. ~38!

Donor doping of the base decreasesg and acceptor doping
increasesg. This effect was noted and explained in Ref. 1
In the particular caseL52l Eqs. ~36!–~38! are identical to
the results obtained by us for the case of a uniformly dop
base.
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1!This requires expanding cosech(pmh) in Eqs.~12! and~14! in a series for

large arguments, changing the order of summation, and using
standard13 formulas for sums of series with exponential and trigonomet
functions.
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